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INTRODUCTION
Europa Universalis: Rome is a grand strategy game set in the ancient Mediterranean Sea and the nearby 

areas of Europe, Africa and the Near East during the three centuries before Christ (278 BC or BCE to 25 BC). It 
seeks to represent the economic, military, political and diplomatic aspects of the ancient Mediterranean world 
in a realistic way. When you perform an action, you should have a realistic and understandable result – a 
reaction or benefit that makes sense in context.

The game begins in 278 BC (or BCE), just after the Third Treaty of Friendship between Rome and Carthage, 
which in our history was soon to dissolve into the First Punic War. Rome is at war with Tarentum (Magna 
Graecia) and its ally, Epirus, whose king, Pyrrhus, had just won yet another costly victory. The fact that the 
Romans had broken the back of this Greek army, despite successive defeats, proved Rome’s staying power and 
largely established its independence. Rome had “arrived.”

The game’s Producer, Johan Andersson, has said he chose to start the game at this particular point because 
nothing had yet guaranteed that Rome would come to control the Mediterranean world. From this point in 
time, any one of the five powers – Rome, Macedonia, the Seleucid Empire, Egypt and Carthage – had the 
potential to be as successful as Rome ultimately proved to be.

It is this wide potential open to so many countries that sets up this game to be incredibly fun. You have the 
opportunity to take the reins of any country in the Mediterranean world, and explore “what-if” scenarios to 
your heart’s content. Europa Universalis: Rome provides a complex and flexible yet context-sensitive and 
historical environment for you to explore and experiment with. 

You may pick any time in those three centuries as the starting point of your game. The setup, at that time, 
will be historically accurate. But from that point on, you will at least partially determine the course of events. 
Other countries will react to your actions in an understandable manner. Your game will begin to diverge from 
history in a realistic way that is nevertheless uniquely yours. This is a game about what might have been!

An added touch of flavor concentrates on simulating the interactions between the game’s many Characters, 
how these individuals had a huge impact on the politics and warfare of the period, and how this all affected 
each country’s history.

The game comes to a close in 25 BC (or BCE) just as, in our history, the Roman Republic collapsed, and the 
Senate began to defer to a series of Emperors. Although Rome was not yet quite at the height of its power, its 
boundaries had begun to take on a familiar form, controlling most of the rim of the Mediterranean, as well 
as France, parts of Germany, and so forth. The game’s aspects of diplomacy and international warfare would 
at that point be largely eclipsed by more domestic considerations, and with the fall of the Republic, politics 
within the Empire changed. It is a good ending point for a game such as this.

Gamers who are used to the majority of real-time strategy games may notice that Europa Universalis: 
Rome is a more serious depiction than more typical games of the genre. That’s not to say it can’t be just as 
fun, or even more so! Those who have a background in the older strategy boardgames that every “gamer” 
used before computers will feel right at home with many of the elements of Europa Universalis: Rome. But 
they will also notice a widespread array of comfortable advancements made possible by the computer format, 
many of them informational in nature, not to mention the impressive graphics.

PaRaDOx aND OTheR eUROPa UNIveRsalIs Games
That said, once you’ve got a feel for Europa Universalis: Rome, perhaps you will want to have the same sort 

of experience in other times or places. Fortunately, Paradox Interactive has already produced similar award-
winning games to cover most of history’s time periods, and is always busy producing the next generation of 
sequels and entirely new games. Make sure to check out our website at http://www.paradoxplaza.com for more 
information on past and upcoming games. 
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a NOTe abOUT The maNUal
When possible, or important, I will capitalize important game terms, such as “Stability.” But this practice 

can get quickly out of hand, so this practice will not be consistent. Generally, if it will not cause confusion, the 
terms are capitalized. By seeing these terms highlighted by the extra capitalization, it’s my hope that you will 
quickly begin to recognize the terms which are of foremost importance to Europa Universalis: Rome, which 
will help you to understand the game better, and assist you in finding what you’re looking for in the Index.

I have cross-indexed as much information as I can. When a player is deep into gameplay and wants to look 
something up, he won’t have time to examine three different parts of the Manual to explore all aspects of a 
certain rule. Therefore, I have tried to include as much information as possible in each mention of specific 
aspects.

Please note that this Manual will not often give specific figures for modifiers or other values in the game 
because many of these values may change in future game patches. The Manual is an attempt to explain the 
game mechanics and how the system works. Players seeking specifics such as exact values for a particular 
patch should consult the Paradox Forum at http://forum.paradoxplaza.com.

Lastly, I’ve already mentioned that this is a complex game, and that things may change as newer versions of 
the game are produced. The last pages of this Manual are intentionally left blank, except for the label “Errata 
and Notes.” These pages are intended for you to make note of any updated rules as they come to your atten-
tion. The first of these changes may even come with the game box you’ve purchased.

-- Ed Hanks (Rensslaer on the Paradox Forum)

sTaRTING The Game
Overview

This section will tell you what you need to know to install and launch Europa Universalis: Rome, how 
to navigate the initial startup screens, and how to get started. Please note: You will have to read on to learn 
how to play the game, and though many players want to just dive in and start playing, this is an enormously 
complex and detailed game – reading through parts or all of the manual first will serve you well. The Strategy 
Guide should be available to you in electronic form, and reading that document after this one will help you 
even more!

Installing eU Rome
Place the Europa Universalis: Rome CD into your CD-ROM drive. If auto-play is enabled, installation will 

begin immediately. Otherwise, use Windows Explorer to navigate to your CD-ROM drive, and double-click the 
setup.exe file in the CD’s root directory. Follow the on-screen instructions to install the game.

launching eU Rome
When you first launch the game, it will begin to load. Do not be surprised if this process takes a while, even 

with a fast computer processor. There is a vast amount of data being uploaded and organized for your game. 
You will know the launch is progressing because every minute or so a new graphic will come up (the hour-
glass cursor will also be turning). This will happen every time you load the game from the desktop, unless 
you’ve played since turning off your computer, which may mean startup will be faster.

main Game menu & Options
Once you load the game, you will be faced with an introductory graphic and a start menu with various 
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selections. In the lower-left corner of the screen, you will see the game’s version number, and a “checksum” 
(a unique four-letter code which indicates the specific setup and patch status of your game). You can use this 
checksum to verify that you have correctly installed the game. It’s also important for Multi-Player games, as 
every player must have the same checksum code in order to play against each other.

sTaRT meNU
You will have several options when your game fully loads.

Single-Player –•	  Begin a single-player game, playing as 
the leader of one of many governments against computer 
opponents. This is where you would reload saved games.

Multi-Player –•	  Begin or host a multi-player game against 
human opponents. You can either have opponents ready to 
play against you, or you can find opponents on the Metaser-
ver (described in more detail in the Multi-Player Section).

Tutorial –•	  Launch a series of “training” scenarios, which 
will explain in brief the basics of how to play the game.

Options –•	  Make changes to the various settings in the 
game (see Game Options). 

Credits –•	  See the many people who created this game.
•	

Game OPTIONs
Click the “Options” button on the Main Game Menu to 

change any of the game’s default settings. Each button at 
the top of the interface allows you to adjust a type of op-
tion: gameplay, video, audio or controls. After making your 
changes, click the “Apply” button at the bottom of the menu 
to save and return to the Main Game Menu. The “Back” 
button will cancel your changes and return you to the Main 
Game Menu. Many of these settings, though not Video or 
Difficulty, can also be changed during play by selecting the 
“Options” button from the Main Menu Options Interface.
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Game Settings – General settings
Difficulty changes the overall difficulty of gameplay to •	

make it more or less challenging than normal. Difficulty can 
only be changed before a game.

Auto-Save Frequency allows you to set the game to make •	
an automatic savegame every month, every 6 months, every 
year, every five years, or not at all. When you see the list of 
saved games, you will also see an “Autosave” and an “Old 
Autosave,” the two most recent automatic saved games. This 
can prevent the accidental loss of a game. You can always 
save manually as well.
Video Settings – These can only be changed at the beginning 
of a game

Resolution allows you to choose the screen resolution •	
that works best for you. The default is determined by your 
current desktop resolution. 

Refresh Rate adjusts the screen refresh rate from the •	
default value. WARNING: An incorrect setting can cause 
damage to your monitor. Please refer to the manual for your 
monitor before changing the default screen refresh setting.

Multisample Level sets the level of multisampling (also referred to as anti-aliasing) used to display graph-•	
ics in the game. Higher levels will produce a more pleasing visual image, but will also cause a slight 
reduction in game performance.
Gamma adjusts the overall contrast level of the game’s graphics. For most systems, the middle position •	
should provide excellent crispness and contrast. Shifting the slider to the left will reduce contrast, and 
shifting it to the right will increase contrast.
Trees (on/off) allows you to turn the graphical trees off to avoid overtaxing a system that is close to the •	
minimum game specifications.

Audio Settings – The game has a full soundtrack of music as well as many sound effects, many of which 
help you play the game by informing you of what’s happening

Master volume adjusts the overall volume of all the game’s sound. It only affects game sounds, and will •	
not affect your computer’s master volume for system sounds.
Effects adjusts the volume of special sound effects played in the game.•	
Music adjusts the volume of the beautiful musical soundtrack which has been specially composed for •	
this game.
Ambient adjusts the volume of various ambient effects, such as the sounds of battle.•	

Controls Settings – Basic controls that help you to see the map
Scroll speed adjusts the speed at which the game’s Main Map will move when you’re scrolling from one •	
end of the map to the other. This can keep your screen movement from being too jerky.
Zoom speed adjusts the rate at which your mouse’s scroll wheel will zoom toward or away from the Main •	
Map.

Windowed Mode – This setting is not on the game menus, but you can change to Windowed Mode, 
if you prefer, by manually editing (using Windows Notepad) the settings.txt file. Simply change the line “win-
dowed = no” to “windowed = yes” and save. Please note that Windowed Mode is not officially supported, and 
may cause performance loss, visual issues or crashes with some systems. 
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TUTORIals
Click the “Tutorials” button in the Main Game Menu to access Europa Universalis: Rome’s series of on-

screen tutorials. These are designed to quickly introduce you to the basics of play. Each tutorial has a different 
subject, whether teaching about domestic management or warfare. Complete mastery of Europa Universalis: 
Rome may take many, many hours of play, so don’t be discouraged if you don’t catch on right away. This 
Manual is designed to provide far more depth to your learning experience than the tutorials.

starting a single-Player Game
Click on the Single-Player button from the Main Game Menu and you will be taken to the Single-Player 

Start Screen, where you can choose to start a new game at any point of history or from a specifically book-
marked date, or to load a saved game.

You will see a map of the Roman world. Provinces are bordered with black lines. Existing countries or 
empires are color-coded and bordered with red lines. Rivers, mountains and other physical features are also 
marked. You can look beyond the provided view and examine other parts of the full map by moving your 
mouse cursor toward the edges of the screen. The map will scroll in that direction.

If you move your mouse over a province, a tooltip (a small informative message) will appear in the bottom-
left corner of the map to explain what province it is and what country it belongs to, if any. If you click on the 
province, you will see information on the country to which that province belongs, displayed in the panel to the 
right of the map. You will see the country’s flag, whether it’s independent or a Vassal, what kind of government 
they have, and who its leader is. 

If you hover your mouse cursor over the Ruler’s portrait, a tooltip will show (after a slight delay) his or her 
vital statistics and attributes. 

Stars, under the government information, will approximate the current ruler’s competence at Military, 
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Economy and Diplomacy skills. A difficulty bar will show about how hard it will be to play that country in that 
situation; this is separate from the Game Difficulty settings you were shown earlier. Flags of the country’s cur-
rent wartime enemies (above), and allies (below), if any, are shown at the bottom in the right panel. Moving 
your mouse over each of these flags will show a tooltip explaining which country it represents.

If you have a previously saved game you’d like to reload, you can click the Saved Games tab (the right-hand 
tab) in the upper left corner of the screen. It will show you a list of all your saved games. It may also show you 
an Autosave, and an Old Autosave, both of which were created automatically by the game at set times during 
gameplay if your game settings are set to allow Autosaves. These autosaves should be relatively recent, so they 
may provide additional options if you want to go back to a recent point in a previous game, but you had not 
saved at the end or were unable to do so.

To play a saved game, just click on the slot containing the correct date and flag, and your information and 
home country will be selected. You may reload that saved game by clicking on the “Play” button. However, 
you are not locked into playing the same country in a saved game. If you wish, you may click on any other 
country and begin playing as that country at the same date, and with the same uniquely changed world you 
had previously created while controlling a different country.

If you want to begin an entirely new game, your primary duties are to pick a country to play and a date to 
start. Different players have different reasons for which one they pick first. You choose your country by clicking 
on a province in that country. To play a Bookmarked date (one the designers have chosen as some of the more 
interesting or important historical time periods), click on one of the bookmarks in the upper-left corner of the 
screen. The map will change to reflect the new country borders which historically existed at that time. Flags 
at the bottom of the map screen show some of the countries which are especially interesting to play in that 
timeframe. Click on one of the flags to select that country.

To choose a specific non-bookmarked 
date – any one you want! – you may cal-
culate your starting date using the calen-
dar in the middle of the panel on the left 
of the screen. The arrows will allow you 
to choose a new year (change each digit 
of the year, up or down), and (below that) 
even a new month and day if you wish by 
clicking the sideways arrows. These are 

limited only by the hard-coded start and end dates of Europa Universalis: Rome, which in Roman style are 
474 AUC – 727 AUC, or 278 BCE to 25 BCE in modern format.

Whether you’re playing a bookmarked date, the default start date, or a hand-picked start date, you will 
encounter historical accuracy for that date reflected in the world setups, with rulers, country boundaries, 
wars, technology, and other factors.

When you’ve made your selections, you may click on the Play button at the bottom-right of the screen. You 
can also go back to the Start Menu at any time by hitting the Back button, though you will lose any settings 
you’ve selected. You will not be allowed to click the Play button without selecting a country to play.

Starting a Multi-Player Game
To start a multi-player game against human opponents, you will need to click on the appropriate button in 

the Start Menu, then follow the prompts, and fill in the information required by the Multi-Player Interface that 
will follow. The details of how to use this interface, as well as everything else related to Multi-Player gaming, 
are explained in the Multi-Player section, near the end of this Manual.
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Game Interface
Overview

The basic interfaces built into the game are designed to help you manage your country, which can be a 
complicated task even with a helpful set of interfaces. It might well be impossible without them!

Game screen
The Game Screen is designed to be as helpful to the player as possible in providing information and a visual 

representation of what’s going on in the game. If the information a player needs is not immediately visible, 
there is a button to push to get the information you need.

maIN maP
The Main Map dominates the screen when you start. Your game will be paused when you start, and you will 

automatically begin in “Terrain Mode,” which shows land, rivers, mountains and deserts in full color. When 
the game first loads, your screen will be centered on your selected country. To look around, you can move the 
cursor toward the edge of the screen, and the map will scroll in that direction. You can also use your keyboard 
arrow keys to move the Main Map.

Please note that, unlike most Paradox games where the entire world is depicted and you can scroll the map 
all day if you want to, EU: Rome depicts only the Mediterranean world and some surrounding territory, so you 
will run into “edges” to the map if you scroll far enough.

If your mouse has a scroll wheel, you can move it back and forth to zoom in and out of the map. The further 
back you scroll, the more of the world you can see. At maximum magnification, you can closely examine the 
detail of the landscape and the soldiers on the map. At lowest magnification, you will see about half of the 
Main Map.

If a province is selected, it will show as a lighter color than the normal color shown in other provinces of that 
country. Also, if you have the “Fog of War” option selected (it is active by default), then the nearby provinces 
(range of 1 from your controlled provinces or from the location of your provinces, armies or navies) will be 
shown in normal color. Any provinces outside that range (i.e. outside your “view”) will be darker than the 
rest of their provinces as if in fog, and you will not be able to see what military units, if any, are present in 
those provinces.

Most units or provinces will show an informative tooltip if you hover your mouse over it.
If you hit your keyboard’s “Home” key, it will automatically center your Main Map upon your country’s capi-

tal. The “Backspace” key will have the same effect, and will also reset your camera (see Camera header).

mOUse POINTeR
Your mouse pointer will appear as a red triangle, detailed with gold decorations at its base. 
If you hover your mouse cursor over a province, an animation will appear at the back end of the pointer to 

indicate whether the province you have selected is friendly or hostile. A green pulsing arrow will appear if your 
selected unit can move into a province which is friendly (controlled by your own country, or that of an ally). A 
red pulsing arrow will appear if your selected unit can move into a province which is hostile (your enemy). A 
red flashing “x” will appear if your selected unit cannot move into that location at all. 

CameRa & maP ROTaTION
EU: Rome is the first Paradox game where you can actually rotate your view and perspective upon the map, 

and not just scroll it. This is called the Map Camera. Sometimes, you may find it useful or interesting to do so. 
Hold down your keyboard’s Control (“Ctrl”) button and move the mouse forward or backward to change the 
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angle of rotation, and moving the mouse from side to side will change the direction of the camera’s view.

The “Backspace” key on your keyboard will reset the camera so that it’s looking at the map from a top-
down, and north-south perspective (i.e. north at the top of the screen). It will also return your view to be 
centered on your capital.

Information bar (Top bar)
The Information Bar runs across the top of your screen, above the Main Map. Clicking any one of the seven 

icons on the left portion of the bar will each bring up the interface that goes with it. The icons represent (each 
described in more detail later):

Nation Overview•	  – The wreath icon will display general information about your country.
Economy•	  – The stacks of money icon will display general information about your economy and bud-
get.
Diplomacy•	  – The parchment scroll icon will open the Diplomacy Interface, showing your relations with 
other countries and a variety of other types of important information.
Religion•	  – The temple icon will show information about your country’s Religion. You may choose to 
invoke Omens or make Stability sacrifices by using the Religion Interface.
Military•	  – The helmet icon will show you information about your country’s military units, their Lead-
ers, location and maintenance cost.
Technology & Research•	  – The disks and wheels icon will show which characters are assigned as 
Magistrates, Priests, etc., and the status of research into various Technology levels.
Dynasty•	  – The person icon will show you your Ruler’s family tree, and other information about your 
Ruler, members of his or her Family, and your ruler’s Friends and Rivals.

To the right of those seven icons, there are other symbols. 
The number next to the scales graphic shows your country’s Stability. If you hover your mouse cursor 
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over the number, it will show how much Gold is necessary to perform a sacrifice and gain the next level of 
Stability.

The number next to the face graphic shows your Manpower – how many Freemen you have available to 
produce new cohorts or ships, or to reinforce understrength units which have taken losses from attrition or 
battle. If you hover your mouse cursor over the number, you will also see your Maximum Manpower, your 
Base Manpower (based on population), how much reinforcement all of your units require, and the rate at 
which that reinforcement is taking place.

The number next to the coins graphic shows how much Gold you currently have to spend. Hovering your 
mouse over this number will also show how much money you are earning or losing each month, and what 
population is providing your income.

The number next to the scroll graphic shows how many Research Points your country’s Citizens are produc-
ing, a statistic which is modified by various other things, such as your Civilization Level, various effects from 
Governors, buildings or province improvements, and National Ideas. Hover your mouse over this number to 
get a tooltip explaining the factors which go into determining the number. 

More information can be found on the right half of the Information Bar.

The “play & pause” icon is the Pause Button (explained in more detail in a few paragraphs). 
Next to that is the current Date in the game, listed in AVC, though this is actually AUC, which is a Roman 

term meaning, “Years Since the Founding.” It’s shown as AVC because that’s how the Romans wrote their “U.” 
This dating system is used so you don’t have to count backward to know what years are coming up, as you 
would have to with the BC/BCE system.

To the right of the date, you will see the Pause Indicator. If this is two upright red lines, as it will be at the 
start of the game, it means you are currently paused. If it is a gold triangle, with or without one or more gold 
chevrons (pointed arches) above it, that means you are not paused, and the game is advancing gradually 
in its timeline. The more chevrons, the faster the game time is advancing. The maximum speed shows four 
chevrons, which can be quite fast on a computer system which is superior to the System Recommendations.

The two “plus” and “minus” signs next to this are the Speed Buttons, which you can use to adjust the speed 
at which the game will advance to the next day (the speed of gameplay). Clicking the plus, obviously, will 
increase the speed. The minus will slow it down. This is often more easily done by using the keyboard com-
mands on your computer (the “+” and “-“ buttons on your number pad). You can adjust the speed up or down 
while paused, but be careful because, unless you know you are at the highest or lowest settings, the rate will 
not be visible until you un-pause. Remember also that the keyboard commands will repeat if you hold them 
down, taking you to the minimum or maximum speeds. 

The last icon on the Information Bar, on the far right, activates the Outliner, which will be explained in 
more detail shortly.

PaUse
The game will start in a paused condition. This will allow you to set up your government, 
examine your world, and perform other actions before having to worry about events, 
characters dying or getting married, wars, etc. While it’s often easiest to use the Pause 

button on your keyboard, the Pause button on the game screen is located at the top-right, just to the left of 
the Date. It looks like a “play & pause” symbol. Please also note that you can set your message settings to 
automatically pause your game if a certain type of game event occurs, as you can set preferences for each 
category of message.
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OUTlINeR
The Outliner is a basic information tool you can customize to provide at-your-fingertips status 
on all the most important things in your empire – troops, building projects, battles, sieges, 
etc. Turn the Outliner on and off by left-clicking, customize it by right-clicking. It’s described 
in more detail in the Events, Alerts and the Outliner section.

special menu Toolbar
Along the bottom of the screen, below the Main Map, you will see a red bar with your country’s name and 

flag displayed on the far left, and with several icons toward the right side of the screen. This is the Special 
Menu Toolbar. 

The first icon on the right half of the Special Menu Toolbar, which bears the Barbarian “flag,” is the Negoti-
ate With Barbarians icon. If there is a Barbarian Horde present in one of your provinces, you may click on 
this icon to enter the Negotiate With Barbarians Interface (explained in the Frontiers and Barbarians Section, 
later in the Manual). If there is no Barbarian Horde currently within your country’s borders, then this icon 
will be inoperative.

The next icon to the right, which looks like a scroll, is the Diplomatic icon (a duplicate of the one in the 
Information Bar, at the top of the screen), which will activate the Diplomatic Interface, where information 
about your relations with other countries is shown. This allows you to open the Diplomatic Actions Interface 
(a second, separate interface), which is explained in more detail in the Diplomacy section of the Manual. With 
these two interfaces, you may determine what diplomatic actions to take with regard to the country whose 
province you had selected just prior to clicking the Diplomatic Actions icon. If the province you had selected 
prior to clicking this icon is one of your own, then you will only be able to perform Diplomatic Actions between 
your ruler and other characters in your own country.

The next icon on the Special Menu Toolbar, which looks like a hammer, is the Construction Projects icon, 
which will activate the Construction Projects Interface (explained in more detail in the Provinces section of 
this Manual). Using this interface, you may choose to build any Buildings or Construction Improvements, if 
you have the appropriate Technology levels, Inventions, and Gold to build it. 

The fourth icon to the right on the Special Menu Toolbar is the Recruit Army icon, which looks like two 
crossed swords. Clicking this icon will open the Recruit Army Interface, which is described in more detail in 
the Provinces section of the Manual. You can use this interface to train new cohorts for your land armies, pro-
vided you have the appropriate resources available in the province you had selected prior to clicking the icon 
(i.e. you must have access to horses to recruit Cavalry), and have enough money to recruit the cohort. If you 
do not have enough Gold to build a unit, its option will be grayed out. If you do not have the right resources, 
the cohort simply will not be an option.

The last of the round icons on the Special Menu Toolbar is the Recruit Navy icon, which looks like a ship 
anchor. Clicking this icon when you have previously selected a coastal province within your country which 
has access to wood (through local production or trade routes) will open the Recruit Navy Interface, which you 
can use to build new ships. If those conditions are not met (i.e. if the province is not permitted to construct 
ships), then this icon will be inoperative.
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hOme & seaRCh bUTTONs

There are two square buttons near the bottom center of the screen on the 
Special Menu Toolbar. The leftmost button is the Home Button and the 
rightmost is the Search Button.

The first icon, which looks like a rather modern-looking house, is your 
“Home” button. If you click this or if you hit your Home button on your keyboard, it will instantly center your 
view on your capital province. Sometimes, if you have alt-tabbed and the view has wandered while you were 
gone, you can use this to get back in the right area.

The second icon, showing a magnifying glass and arrow, is the Search Button. If you click on this icon, a 
Search Interface will appear with a “Possible Provinces” field at the top. To look for a specific province, type 
the first letters of its name into the field, and as you type, provinces which match will appear below the search 
field. You may click on a province to have the map re-centered on that province, or you may click “Cancel.”

leDGeR bUTTON
The first rectangular icon on the Special Menu Toolbar, to the right of the Home 
and Search buttons, will display the Ledger (the button looks like a scroll with a 
graph arrow). The Ledger provides detailed charts and figures so you can ana-
lyze how your empire is doing relative to others or to provide more in-depth 

information on many of the things going on inside your empire. The Ledger and each of its pages is de-
scribed in more detail near the end of this manual.

maIN meNU OPTIONs bUTTON 
Clicking this rectangular icon, which looks like a graphic of a menu and a 
checkmark, will open the Main Menu Interface, which you can use to save 
games, end games or change the game’s default settings.

Save Game – Allows you to save the game you’re playing, 
either to keep a record (just in case), or to come back to the 
game later.
Game Options – Allows you to change many of the settings 
described earlier (the ones you can also change from the Start 
Menu).
Resign – Ends your current game and returns you to the Start 
Menu and allows you to choose a new game, or saved game 
(remember to save first!).
Message Settings – Allows you to customize how you want 
to be informed of all the little details going on inside the game; 
you can also set it not to bother you.
Quit – Ends the Europa Universalis: Rome program, and 
returns you to your computer’s Desktop (remember to save 
first!).

messaGe seTTINGs
Europa Universalis: Rome can inform you of most of 

what’s going on in your country and around the world through 
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various interfaces, Event windows, and Alert icons. The Message Settings allow you to customize what infor-
mation you want to receive and how you want to be informed. 

If you ask to be informed of everything from every country, you’ll spend more time clicking windows away 
than playing the game. If you turn everything off, important things will happen without your knowledge, and 
you’ll be unable to make well-informed decisions. A balance must be struck.

To adjust the settings, click on the Message Settings button from the Main Menu Options Interface, which 
will open a scrollable menu. Every separate possible distinction of message is listed – it may take a while to 
go through them all, but it’s worth it. You don’t have to do it all at once. You can attend to some when the 
issues come up.

There are 
several catego-
ries of events, 
divided first 
by whether the 
event is hap-

pening to you or to another country. It’s impossible to explain all the divisions – you’ll just have to look – but, 
basically, if you want to know not just when someone declares war on you, but when someone declares war on 
someone else, you click that box. If you want to know when your neighbor allows your enemy Military Access 
to pass through his country, click those options. Each distinct type of information has a default message set-
ting. You only need to change things if you’re unsatisfied with the level of information you’re getting, or if you 
just want to make a comprehensive check to make sure you’re getting what you want.

For each individual piece of information, there are five choices – to not be informed, to be informed only by 
an entry in the History Log (which may get lost in the flow of other information), to have a visual cue displayed 
on the Main Map (even if selectable, this option either does not work for all issues, or is not very practical – 
you have to be looking at the place when it happens), to be advised by a pop-up window, or to have a pop-up 
window which pauses the game (use this for the most important of events, like declarations of war). You may 
select more than one method of getting this information (i.e. you may have it entered into the History Log and 
also ask for a pop-up). Normally, it’s very helpful to have all this information in the History Log so you can 
look back at it by using the scroll bar.

You can also change the settings for certain messages while playing the game. When any piece of informa-
tion appears, whether in a pop-up window or in the History Log, you may left-click on it. A brief Message 
Settings window dealing only with that exact type of event will open, and you can select the way you want to 
be informed of those events in the future.

hIsTORy lOG
The large arrow or triangle to the right, immediately left of the Minimap (the small map of the Mediter-

ranean world), is the History Log Toggle Button. You can use this toggle to activate or make visible the History 
Log, which will show a running, day-by-day list of all major and minor events throughout the game, depend-
ing on your Message Settings. An arrow pointing up allows you to display the History Log, while a down arrow 
allows you to close it.

The History Log is located at the bottom-left of your Main Screen. It will scroll, displaying a chronological 
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list of the most recent events in the game. You can scroll back using the slide bar at the far right of the History 
Log to learn what else has happened, up to the point where you began this session of the game. You can also 
use your mouse scroll wheel if your pointer is over the History Log.

You may customize which items will appear in the History Log by clicking on the Main Menu Options button 
and choosing Message Settings. Often, these will be things you want to know about, but which do not rise to 
the importance of needing a pop-up or a pause to the game. 

Left-clicking on an entry in the History Log will take you to the location where that event occurred.

mINImaP

The Minimap shows you what portion of the 
whole game map is being displayed on your 
Main Map at that very moment. As you zoom in 
or out, the Minimap will indicate your changing 
“field of vision.” It will also move as you scroll 
across the map screen, looking for units or prov-
inces, and will adjust accordingly if you’re look-
ing at the map from an angle by using the map 
rotation. Because of the view perspective and/or 
the curvature of the Earth, you will rarely see 

the “field of vision” represented as a square – it is much more likely to be a trapezoid or trapezium. You can 
click at any location on the Minimap to re-center the Main Map screen on that point. 

mapmode Toolbar
Located in the lower-right corner of the screen, to the right of the Minimap, is the Mapmode Toolbar, which 

allows you to switch between the five Mapmodes.

maP mODes 
By using the Mapmode buttons in the Mapmode Toolbar, you can switch between different representations 

of the Main Map. Most Mapmodes show the same basic information in different ways. For instance, you can 
still see the province borders, rivers and so on in each Mapmode. However, specific information about the ter-
rain of each province (mountains, deserts, etc.) is only available in the Terrain Mapmode.

TeRRaIN maPmODe 
The primary purpose of the Terrain Mapmode (the mountain icon) is to show the physical 

barriers to movement. It’s also the most attractive Mapmode, showing trees, plains, deserts, 
mountains and rivers. Terrain is important because some terrain (rivers, mountains, etc.) 
will provide modifiers in combat, though generally in favor of the defender. See the Land 
Combat section for more information on these modifiers.

POlITICal maPmODe 
The Political Mapmode (the red & gold banner icon) shows each country in a different col-

or so you can tell them apart more easily. In other mapmodes, countries are only indicated 
by their red borders. During wars, colored crosshatches show which provinces are owned by 
one country, but controlled (temporarily conquered) by another. 
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RelIGIOUs maPmODe 
The Religious Mapmode (the temple icon) shows each province’s religion. Provinces with a different re-

ligion than the State Religion will be shown with the colors of both religions in a crosshatch pattern. Each 
religion is displayed in a different color. This is important because if you conquer or colonize a province with 
a different religion, you will not collect as much tax from that province. You may also have increased Revolt 
Risk, which could cause a rebellion.

TRaDe maPmODe 
In the Trade Mapmode (the scales icon), provinces have their trade goods displayed in icon form. They are 

also color-coded to show whether or not they have open trade routes. Provinces which are blue or (cyan) are 
provinces in other countries which have open Trade Routes (i.e. which you might be able to trade with). Prov-
inces which are light green are your own provinces which have available Trade Routes. Provinces turn dark 
green when all their Trade Routes are assigned. Uncivilized provinces are gray. This mapmode is important if 
your country needs a certain product, and you need to find where that product is produced so you can either 
open trade routes or try to conquer it.

DIPlOmaTIC maPmODe 
The Diplomatic Mapmode (the scroll icon) graphically shows wars, alliance systems, and other relation-

ships between countries. If you click on any country, that country will be shown in green as will any allies if 
it’s at war. Any enemies with which it’s at war will be shown in red. Allies of the selected country’s provinces 
will be shown in a greenish-blue color, unless they are part of a war alongside the selected country. If the 
selected country claims another country’s province as a Core (see the Diplomacy section), or if it has a Casus 
Belli on another country (an excuse to declare war), the target country will be shown with green hatchmarks 
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or alternating bands of green and gray. Dark green provinces are the selected country’s Vassals who are pay-
ing Tribute.

main Interfaces

PROvINCe INTeRfaCe
If you click on any owned province, the Province Interface will appear in the bottom-left corner of your 

screen, just above the Special Menu Toolbar. The flag of the province’s owner will be displayed just below the 
name of the province. 

The province’s population will be displayed to the right of the province name, along the top, showing the 
number of Citizens, Freemen, and Slaves, and the Barbarian Power Rating. Provinces which are not yet civi-
lized will only show the Barbarian Power Rating (see the header on the Barbarian Province Interface).

Underneath the Population figures is a picture of that province’s assigned Governor. If no Governor has 
been assigned, you will see a question mark in this box. If you hover your mouse cursor over the portrait of an 
assigned Governor, you can see his statistics and attributes. Any flags which may appear under the Governor’s 
portrait indicate that country or countries consider this province to be one of their Core provinces (i.e. part of 
their rightful territory). A tooltip will show which country each flag represents.

To the right, the province’s Fortification Level (how strong its city walls are) is listed next to a castle graphic. 
Your Civilization Level, which basically shows what percentage of maximum achievable civilization you’ve 
achieved, is displayed next to a graphic of houses. A tooltip shows how the Civilization Level affects the prov-
ince, and how rapidly the level is changing.

The column to the right of these graphics show the province’s capital city, to what Culture the population 
belongs, and to what religion the population belongs . Under that, you will see the amount of yearly tax pro-
duced by the slaves of this province (you can hover your cursor over this figure to see a tooltip which breaks 
down the values and modifiers affecting this figure), and the amount of Research Points produced by the 
citizens of the province. Naturally, you can divide this figure by 12 to get an idea of how much this province 
contributes to your country’s monthly revenue, shown in the Economy Interface.

The next column shows the province’s Revolt Risk, its likelihood of revolting each month. You can see how 
this figure is calculated if you hover your mouse over the Revolt Risk number. The Maximum Attrition is how 
much attrition a military land unit can suffer while in the province, not that it necessarily will – examine 
the Attrition section in the Military section of the Manual for descriptions of how a unit may suffer attrition. 
Here you can also see the Supply Limit, which shows how many cohorts the province can support without the 
units suffering attrition, as well as the amount of Manpower the province’s Freemen provide toward the owner 
country’s defense. The last item in this column is the province’s Population Growth. A tooltip will show what 
impacts this figure.

To the right, along the top, you will see a square icon with an arrow pointing up. If you click on this, it will 
display the Cityview Interface, which will be explained in detail in the next heading. To the right of this, a 
graphic inside a circle will indicate what trade good is produced in the province. Next to that, inside a long 
box, will be shown one icon for each Trade Route the province can have. Red and green squares indicate open 
(unassigned) Trade Routes. If the province has available Trade Routes, but no one to trade with, the icon 
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will be gray instead. A graphic representation of the Trade Good traded will mark any existing Trade Routes. 
If a trade route has been set but is not yet active, then there will be an “x” over the trade good with a small 
hourglass next to it, indicating that the trade route is in process of being set up, but is not yet active. You may 
move your mouse cursor over this icon to get a tooltip which will show how long before it becomes active and 
begins producing income. 

Underneath the trade indicators, you will see several boxes indicating which buildings or province im-
provements have been constructed in the province. If a box is empty, then that Building has not yet been 
constructed. 

Most of the figures and graphics on this interface will provide more information if you hover your mouse 
over them.

The icon in the very top-right corner of the Province Interface is the Close Interface Button, which will close 
the interface and allow you to see more of the Main Map.

CITyvIew INTeRfaCe
As mentioned earlier, the Cityview Interface is accessed by clicking the up arrow next to the Trade icons in 

the Province Interface. To close it, click the toggle icon again; this icon shows a down arrow when the Cityview 
is open. You will not be able to access the Cityview in provinces you do not own.

The Cityview Interface will show you a 
graphic representation of the city you are ex-
amining, including the city’s fortress walls, 
and the city’s buildings, some of which may 
be Province Improvements (generally the 
largest of the buildings). If you move your 
mouse cursor around the interface, some 
buildings or features may highlight, and 
a tooltip will show you what Province Im-
provement that building or feature is. You 

may see a Forum, a Road, a Temple, a Harbor, etc. 

Any highlightable Province Improvement is visible in close-up. Click on the Building, and your view will 
zoom in for a closer look. A tooltip will show what benefit the Building provides.

Generally, a province with Fort Level 1 will have no visible walls, instead featuring minor fortifications 
along the perimeter (not visible). A city with Fort Level 2 has wooden walls (a Stockade), with watchtowers. 
Later, higher levels of fortification are represented by tall, stone walls.

baRbaRIaN PROvINCe INTeRfaCe
The Barbarian Province Interface, which appears when you click on any province not owned by a civilized 

country, differs somewhat from the Province Interface used for civilized provinces. Since these are barbarians 
living there, you will not see icons for Citizens, Freemen, or Slaves – only for Barbarians. The Barbarian icon 
along the bar at the top of the interface shows the Barbarian Power Level for this province. If you move your 
mouse cursor over the figure showing the Barbarian Power Level, you will see a tooltip showing the chance of 
a barbarian horde spawning in that province. 
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Like in civilized provinces, you will see a graphic (with tooltip) to the right showing what trade good the 
province produces, but you will not see any trade route graphics, as these uncivilized provinces use their trade 
goods for their own purposes and do not trade with civilized provinces.

You will not see a Governor, nor any statistics for Tax income, Research Points, Revolt Risk or Manpower. 
Most everything else should be the same as the Province Interface for civilized provinces, except that there 
is a large Colonize button, which remains grayed out until the province is eligible to be colonized. When it 
becomes eligible, a neighboring country must click on this button to begin the colonization process. Any 
neighboring civilized country which meets the requirements to colonize can begin this process.

NaTION OveRvIew INTeRfaCe
The Nation Overview (click on the wreath icon, in the Information Bar) shows general information about 

your country. The top of the overview shows the name of your country. On the left, below, is shown what type 
of government you have. In the upper-right corner, you will see your ruler. If you hover your mouse over the 
portrait, your ruler’s statistics and attributes will be shown in a tooltip. 

On the left, next to the ruler’s portrait, you will see 
three slots for National Ideas, which you can choose 
from a list (click on the box, and a list of choices will 
appear – see the section on National Ideas for more 
information on these, and which ones fit in each slot). 
Each Idea’s intended category (military, economic, 
civil or religious) is shown in a little icon above each 
box. These assigned categories will be different for each 
country, depending on your government type. Rome, 
for instance, is intended to pick one Idea from each 
of the Military, Civil and Economic categories. Tribal 
governments will only be able to choose one National 
Idea.

If a National Idea is chosen which does not match the 
assigned category, there will be an “x” placed next to 
the category heading (above the National Idea) to in-

dicate it is not an authorized category. If any National Ideas do not match their assigned category, the benefit 
that government would normally get for its Type of Government will not be received.

Below the National Idea boxes is listed the special advantage which comes with your Type of Government 
-- this is the advantage which is voided if National Ideas do not match their category. For instance, Rome’s 
special advantage for having an Oligarchic Republic is a 5% extra gain to character wealth. The space un-
derneath where the National Ideas and the Government Type benefit are listed will sometimes show icons 
indicating special conditions created by an event (called Triggered Modifiers) and are currently affecting 
your country. You will not usually see any icons in this space if you start a new game, but you sometimes will, 
especially if you start at later dates. 

The bottom of this interface will show a list of the provinces belonging to your country, along with charts 
showing the proportion of each population type (Citizens, Freemen, Slaves) in those provinces. Next to the 
demographic information on the far right is listed what trade good each province produces. The province list 
can be ordered by clicking on any of the category headings at the top – the list will be sorted according to that 
value. A scroll bar on the far right allows you to scroll up and down your province list, or you can use the slide 
wheel on your mouse. Text at the very bottom of this interface provides relevant hints or advice.
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eCONOmy INTeRfaCe
The Economy Interface (click on the coins icon in the Information Bar) shows your country’s economic 

information and your budget. Income and revenue are listed on the left of this interface, and expenses are 
listed on the right. 

The income column will show your total revenue 
from taxation, trade and tribute payments from your 
Vassals. Income from blockades against enemy ports 
is shown under Trade. Your expenses column, on the 
right, will show how much you spend each month on 
Army Maintenance, Fleet Maintenance and Tribute to 
other countries. Below, in between the two columns 
and next to the graphic of the money chest, will be 
shown your balance between the two categories (how 
much you’re gaining or losing each month). This 
value will be shown in green if it’s positive, and red if 
it’s a monthly loss. 

At the bottom of this interface, you will see all the 
trade routes you’ve established. Each line shows what’s 
being traded, with whom, for what, and the income 
production. To the right of each Trade Route is an “x,” 

which allows you to cancel the Trade Route. At the very bottom, text will remind you if you have trade routes 
open. Remember that not all trade routes can necessarily be filled at all times: they have to have someone to 
trade with, which is not always possible.

DIPlOmaTIC INTeRfaCe
The Diplomatic Interface (click on the parchment scroll icon, in the Information Bar) shows your relation-

ships with other countries and a variety of other important information. This may be the most used interface, 
and therefore there are two ways to get to it – the other being the scroll icon in the Special Menus Toolbar at 
the bottom of your game screen.

On the right, you will see the country’s Type of Government, right under the country’s name. Immediately 
underneath this, you will see a portrait of the country’s Ruler as well as their name and title; if you move your 
mouse cursor over the portrait, it will also show you his or her statistics and attributes. Below this, a figure 
next to the scales graphic shows their Stability, and the figure next to the coins graphic shows the amount of 
Gold they have. On the right, the figure next to the face graphic shows current Manpower and the figure next 
to the scroll graphic shows the monthly Research Points. Beneath these two columns, you will see graphical 
representations of the country’s National Ideas and, to the right of those, any active Omen. Each of these will 
have a tooltip which will indicate the game effect. 

Below the National Ideas, you will see their gov-
ernment’s international Reputation, often referred 

to as a “Badboy rating.” This is how other governments 
see that country, whether they’re allied or not. Below 
this, you will see a listing of that country’s Technol-
ogy levels in each Tech. 

In the box underneath the technology levels list, 
you will see the selected country’s most important 
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diplomatic ties with other nations – things such as Alliances, Wars, Casus Belli, etc. There will not necessarily 
be anything listed in this box, as you will only see listings if they have qualifying diplomatic ties. 

At the bottom of the interface’s right column, there is a button labeled “Take Action.” This button opens the 
Diplomatic Actions Interface to the right of the other window. This will be explained in a moment, as well as 
in more detail in the Diplomatic section. 

In the left column of the Diplomatic Interface, there is a list of your country’s relationships with every coun-
try in the known world (+/- 1-200 scale). Take note that, no matter which country you have selected, this list 
shows only your own country’s relations with other countries. This is so that, when you are looking at another 
country’s information, you know what relations you have with them and any other relevant countries. Positive 
relations will be in green, negative (hostile) relations will be in red, with a minus sign. You can order this list 
alphabetically by clicking on the names (it should default to alphabetical), by order of relations, by clicking 
that header, or by diplomatic ties (War, Alliance, etc.). Like any other list of this type, clicking a second time 
will place them in reverse order. 

At the very bottom, you will see text explaining some helpful advice on foreign policy matters (though 
maybe you shouldn’t always take these too seriously).

The Diplomatic Actions Interface, which opens by clicking the “Take Action” button on your Diplomatic 
Interface, lists all possible diplomatic actions for the selected country. Please note that if you have your own 
country selected, it will show actions which you can perform against or for other characters or provinces 
within your own country. Importantly, one of these actions is Assassinate, which can be directed at Characters 
in your own country in the same way as against Characters in other countries.

RelIGIOUs INTeRfaCe
The Religious Interface (click on the temple icon, in the Information Bar) shows what Omens you have the 

option to invoke, as well as the relative rankings and power levels of the world’s religions. 
At the top of the Interface, you will see both your Religion and your religion’s Pantheon, which is the gen-

eral category of religion referring to which gods you worship. Each Religion is a subgroup of a larger group 
which worships from a common Pantheon. These categories are important, because some Religions – the 
ones which are part of the same Pantheon as your own – are not as incompatible for purposes of tax revenue, 
and so on.

To the right of the interface, next to your religion, is an image of a wild boar and a dagger. This boar is the 
“animal sacrifice” which your High Priest will perform to increase your country’s Stability, though it will also 
cost money – the tooltip shown when you mouse over this image will tell you how much. The cost is partly 
dependent upon Population, and more Gold is required to reach higher levels of Stability.

Beneath your religion, you will see a list of Omens 
which you can choose to have your High Priest invoke 
if you have no active Omen. The Omen’s chance of 
success is listed to the right of each Omen title. More 
highly skilled High Priests have a better Omen Suc-
cess Chance, and other factors (more Temples, higher 
Religious Technology and Inventions, higher Religion 
Power, etc.) may also increase your chance of success. 
The tooltip, which shows if you hover your mouse cur-
sor over either the Omen name or the “Invoke” button, 
indicates the potential effect of the Omen if success-
ful. Generally, the Omen will have an opposite but not 
necessarily equal effect if unsuccessful. The negative 
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consequences of failing an Invocation can be reduced by certain Inventions, Religion Power, National Ideas, 
and so forth, though similar factors improve Success Chance.

If an Omen is currently active, then you will not see a list of Omens, but instead the active Omen and its 
effect (or the effect of its failure). Below this, you will see when the Omen is due to expire, which is always one 
year after it was first invoked.

The bottom half of this interface shows a list of world religions, which can be ordered alphabetically or 
by any of the categories. Here, you can also see each religion’s Religion Power, which is determined by how 
widely followed that Religion is. The effect of Religion Power is represented as a modifier to the Omen Suc-
cess Chance for any Omens invoked by High Priests who follow that religion. The actual effect for a certain 
Religion can be shown by a tooltip if you hover your mouse cursor over the name of that Religion.

Also listed on this chart, to the right, is the number of provinces around the world which follow each Reli-
gion, and the number of nations around the world who follow it. At the very bottom, a text message will tell 
you the likelihood of success for any omen, or the High Priest’s assessment of how the gods feel toward your 
country if an Omen is currently in effect.

mIlITaRy INTeRfaCe
The Military Interface (click on the helmet icon, in the Information Bar) shows you information about 

your military units, both land and naval. Two sliders at the top show how much money you are spending each 
month on maintenance for your armies and your fleets. You can click and drag the Maintenance Slider to 
indicate what percentage of a “full” Maintenance you wish to pay for. 

Normally, you’ll want to keep this setting at maxi-
mum during wartime so your units will be at full 
strength. But this can be expensive, and some players 
choose to lower it during peacetime. This can be risky, 
however, because units not fully maintained will tem-
porarily lose morale (they will fall below their maxi-
mum morale), and will take some time to recover. The 
numbers at the right indicate the amount of money 
spent at the Maintenance level you’ve set, which will be 
reflected in the Economy Interface as an expense. Two 
icons in the middle of the screen (above the bar) al-
low you to switch between examining your army units 
and your naval units. Below the bar is a list of all of 
your armies or fleets. This list shows each unit’s name, 
commander, size, province or seazone location, cur-
rent morale (percentage of maximum), and whether it 

is moving, and if so, to where. At the bottom is shown the total number of cohorts your country has, and your 
Support Limit (the maximum supportable number of cohorts without extra expense). Underneath this will be 
advice from your generals about what should be done with your armies.

TeChNOlOGy INTeRfaCe
The Technology Interface (click on the disks & wheels icon, in the Information Bar) shows which Magis-

trates have been assigned to oversee development of each of the five types of technology research, and what 
the progress of that research is. It should be noted that while each Magistrate has a different title, they are 
nevertheless collectively known as Magistrates.
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At the very top, you will see how many Research Points your country is 
currently producing. Along the left, below, you will see portraits of all the 
Magistrates currently assigned to oversee research. If none has been as-
signed to this task, a blank portrait with a question mark will be displayed, 
and,selecting it will open the Character Selection Interface. If you hover 
your cursor over any of these Characters, a tooltip will display their attri-
butes and statistics. To assign a Magistrate, or replace one, either double-
click on a new character from the list or force the current occupant to resign 
and then click on a replacement. 

At the right are a series of red and green bars which show your country’s 
situation in terms of a percentage of total progress toward the next Technol-
ogy Level for each category of research. The green portion of the bar will 
move toward the right as research progresses, gradually overtaking the red 
portion of the bar. When the green reaches the right end of the bar, then you 
will achieve the next Technology Level for that category of research, and the 
bar will again be all red, indicating that you’ve made no progress yet toward 

the next Technology Level. Text above each bar explains the type of Research being conducted, and what your 
current Technology Level is.

If you hover your mouse cursor over any of the Research bars, a tooltip will show the Tech Level you’re 
currently researching, when you will achieve that goal at current Research rates, how many Research Points 
(RPs) are currently invested, and how many must be reached to achieve the Tech Level. You will also see how 
many RPs are added each month, and what population and modifiers affect that Research rate. A Magistrate 
contributes his or her Finesse attribute toward the Research Points generated nationwide. A Magistrate with 
a Finesse of 10 would be able to direct every bit of Research effort (every RP) into accomplishing the goal, 
whereas Magistrates with lesser skills will have negative modifiers which prevent all of the RPs from being 
applied. At the bottom of the tooltip, it will explain what Inventions are made possible once the Tech Level 
being researched is reached.

At the very bottom of this interface is a text reminder of what could be done with regard to technology 
research.

DyNasTy INTeRfaCe
The Dynasty Interface, accessible by clicking on the profile icon in the Information Bar, basically shows the 

Ruler’s family tree (mother, father, sisters, brothers, sons, daughters), as well as any Friends or Rivals.
If you hover your cursor over the portrait of any character on this interface, you will see a tooltip showing 

their vital statistics. You may also access their own Family Interface (described in the next header) by left-
clicking on their portrait. This will take you away from the Ruler’s Dynasty Interface – it’s easy enough to get 
back, but just remember where you started. You may run through as many Family Interfaces as you wish.
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The Dynasty Interface is a full family 
tree for the Ruler. Its left half will show the 
Ruler’s parents, any brothers or sisters, a 
spouse (husband or wife), and any children, 
all in an interconnected network of boxes. 
One box stands for each family relationship. 
At the bottom of the left half are two long 
boxes, the topmost of which contains any 
Friends the Ruler has acquired. The bottom 
box contains any Rivals. 

Dead Characters are indicated by a skull 
icon in the lower-right corner of their por-
trait.

On the right-hand side of the Interface 
is a large portrait of the Ruler and their 
name, which may be abbreviated – abbrevi-
ated names are a Roman cultural tradition 
which you will need to get used to. Under-
neath the Ruler’s name is his title along with 

an icon, as well as graphical representations of any Traits the Ruler has. Beneath that is a series of listings of 
Attributes and Statistics. 

The Ruler’s Family is listed first, and then his or her Age. The Ruler’s three primary Attributes (Martial, 
Charisma, and Finesse) are listed next, followed by his or her three primary Statistics (Popularity, Loyalty, and 
Corruptness). The Ruler’s personal wealth is listed next, and then his or her Culture, and Religion.

At the bottom of the right column is the “History” button. This will open an interface which simply lists 
any major events which have occurred in the Ruler’s life – things such as birth, election to positions, mar-
riages, etc.

famIly INTeRfaCe
This is very similar to the Dynasty Interface as described for the ruler. In fact, it is the same in every way, 

except that it shows Characters other than the Ruler, and it must be selected either by clicking on other Char-
acters listed in the Ruler’s Dynasty Interface, or through the Ledger’s Characters page.

Some players will want to familiarize themselves with many of their country’s most prominent Characters. 
This is how you would do that.

ChaRaCTeR seleCTION INTeRfaCe
The Character Selection Interface is how you select candidates and appointees for the various government 

positions you have charge over, including Governors, Magistrates, Generals, Envoys, etc. This interface is also 
used to select targets for Assassination and other Character-oriented Diplomatic Actions.

While there is no way to go directly to the Character Selection Interface from the Main Map, there are 
several ways to open the interface. It will open automatically when you need to select a new Character for 
any position.
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Next to the portrait of 
each Character are their 
name and a graphical 
representation of all of 
the Traits they have. If 
you hover your cursor 
over the portrait, you 
will see all the Charac-
ter’s Statistics and Attri-
butes, including wealth 
and age, which are not 
duplicated on this inter-
face. Hovering your cur-
sor over any of the Traits 
will provide a description 
of what that Trait does – 

how it modifies each Character’s Attributes, Statistics, or abilities.
To the right of each Character is listed their three primary Attributes (Martial, Charisma, and Finesse). To 

the right of that are listed his or her three primary Statistics (Popularity, Loyalty, and Corruptness). Lastly, 
each Character’s Family is listed. The data within the interface may be sorted by clicking on the header of 
any of the columns – alphabetically by name, by family, or by any of the Characters’ Attributes or Statistics. 
Clicking the column header a second time will reverse the order of the sorting. This interface can only be 
closed with the “Cancel” button at the bottom.

mOvING aND ClOsING INTeRfaCe wINDOws
The main interface windows just described are generally fixed, and cannot be moved. However, many of the 

other interface windows in Europa Universalis: Rome can be moved by selecting any place in the window 
which is not a button, and then dragging the window to wherever on the screen you want to move it. For 
instance, most interfaces have a variety of informational fields, and also some buttons which perform func-
tions – you can’t click there without activating that control, but anywhere else you should be able to click 
and drag.

Interface windows can generally be closed either by using the “x” in the upper right-hand corner of the 
Interface, or by hitting the “Escape” key on your keyboard. Most windows will also close automatically when 
you pull up another interface, or if you click on the Main Map.

Event windows can generally be closed by hitting the “Enter” button on your keyboard, as well as by clicking 
the button with your mouse – obviously. Once you’ve read the Event notice, hitting Enter will select the default 
for the Event window, which will generally be to acknowledge the information and close the window. Beware, 
though, that you’re looking at an informational Event button, and not one which requires you to select one of 
several choices. Most of these windows do not have a default, and so will not close when you hit Enter, though 
you can never be too sure.

seleCT bOxes
In a number of circumstances, it is helpful to be able to click and drag a select box across one or more 

provinces in order to select more than one unit. Only military units can be selected this way – either armies, 
or fleets, or both (though selecting both won’t allow you to do anything with them).

To draw a select box, pick one corner of a box that will cover the area you need, and hold down as you drag 
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your mouse to the opposite corner of the area you want highlighted. When you let go, any units within that 
box will be selected. 

If all of the selected armies are in one province, or all the fleets in one seazone or port, then those units may 
now be unified into one army or fleet. In the Army (or Naval) Interface, there are two buttons at the top–right. 
One will combine every selected unit into one group, while the other, if only two fleets or armies are selected, 
will allow you to transfer units between the two, back and forth. This also serves to show exactly what units 
are present in the area.

Another use of this is to determine movement paths if, for instance, you wish to mount an invasion of enemy 
territory. Selecting all the units, across as many provinces as you wish, will allow you to see the movement 
arrows which show designated paths for those units. It makes it easier to see if you’ve not given movement 
orders to a unit, or if there is a critical enemy province which is being bypassed.

A third use is to issue movement com-
mands for units in different provinces to 
move into the same province. Each unit will 
arrive at its own speed, but they will move to 
the same location once designated.

maP DeTaIls
The units you see represented on the map 

are the armies and navies belonging to you 
or other empires within your “vision” (i.e. 
within a range of 1 from your provinces or 
military units). 

If you hover your cursor over an army or 
navy, a tooltip will show the unit’s name, its 

commander, its current strength, as well as its destination and arrival date if it’s moving. If multiple armies 
or navies are in the province/seazone, then all will be shown in the tooltip.

Settled provinces show cities of various sizes relative to their Population. Provinces which have been recently 
visited by an enemy army may have smoke rising over their icons.

A blacksmith icon (showing a blacksmith hammering on an anvil) indicates that an army unit 
is being recruited, or that a Province Improvement is being constructed in that province. If you 
hover your cursor over the icon, a tooltip will show what’s being built, and when the construction 
will be completed.

You will sometimes see Barbarian Hordes (Barbarian armies) on the map, with their “loot 
wagons” trailing behind. 

Some coastal areas may be close enough to other coastal areas of another landmass to allow 
travel between them as if it was being conducted overland. These are called Straits, and are described in the 
Military section of this Manual.

You may also see Floating Messages at times (see below).

flOaTING messaGes
Floating Messages are text icons you will sometimes see displayed on the Main Map itself.
At the end of every month, you will see a graphical representation of the amount each province contributes 

to the national economy. It will appear to emerge from the city as a yellow figure which will grow larger, but 
fainter, and then will disappear. It’s only there for a moment to give you an idea of how much money each 
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province made that month. To find this information again, check the Province Interface, under Tax.

When a siege of a city achieves a certain 
landmark point (i.e. it comes closer to forcing 
the fall of the city), that will also be visible on 
the Main Map, spelled out in a yellow alert 
rising above the city. Some messages regard-
ing Barbarians are displayed this way. Also, 
Battle Events (see Land Combat section) are 
shown in this manner.

events, 
alerts & the 
Outliner
OveRvIew

Besides the normal information represent-
ed in the game interface screen – the map, 
icons, units, etc. – you will also have “pop-

ups” and Alert icons to tell you about special events or conditions you need to know about. Certain player aids 
are also provided.

eveNTs
An Event window (“pop-up”) will inform you of something that happens to which you may need to react. 

Event pop-ups will appear in the middle of the screen, and may pause the game, depending on your settings. 
Using the Message Settings Interface, accessed through the Main Manu Options button) you can change 
settings to determine which event messages are important enough to you to require a pop-up, game pause, 
etc. However, in general, these are things you’ll need as reminders. These will tell you about the beginning or 
conclusion of a battle, the accession of a new ruler, and so on.

Events may be random, or they may be 
triggered by some action by you or an-
other player (Human or controlled by the 
computer’s Artificial Intelligence). Some 
Event notices are simply informing you 
of some happening, such as the arrival of 
a military unit at its destination. Others 
indicate a changing situation of great im-
portance. Some events trigger when you 
own certain provinces, or when any of a 
number of simple or complicated condi-
tions are met. Other events may trigger 
randomly after certain conditions are met 

instead of triggering right away; it may still be months or years before it happens, if it ever does.
Event pop-up windows can be moved by selecting any place in the window which is not a button, and then 
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dragging the window to wherever on the screen you want it. For instance, most events have an “OK” button – 
you can’t click there without activating that control, but anywhere else you should be able to click and drag. 
As noted earlier, most Event pop-up windows will close if you simply hit the “Enter” button on your computer 
keyboard. Just be careful not to use this method with Events which ask you to make a decision.

aleRTs
Alert icons will sometimes appear at the top-center of your screen, and will advise of conditions you’ll need 

to be aware of. 

You will receive alerts to advise you of deficit spending, low army or navy 
Maintenance during wartime, if you’ve forgotten to invoke an Omen, if you 
have an open National Idea slot, unassigned Trade Routes, Governors or 
other offices, if you’re at war, if you have Allies who you can call into a war, if 
a truce or Casus Belli happens, or is about to expire, if your troops are weary, 

if there is provincial mismanagement, if there is a new new alliances, or if you have troops in foreign territory. 
More alerts may be created in future versions or patches.

When most alert icons appear, a tooltip will indicate which provinces have the problem or opportunity if you 
move your mouse over the Alert icon. Some of these Alert icons will take you to the appropriate interface if you 
click on it, while others won’t because the problem may be occurring in multiple provinces.

DIPlOmaTIC messaGes
Diplomatic messages will appear at the lower-left of your screen, and indicate other countries or characters 

wanting to deal with you. These icons will remain for 25 days before they start to blink. Once they start to 
blink, they will remain for only 5 days longer. Click on the message to respond. If you don’t respond before 35 
days are up, you will “auto-decline,” and the offer is automatically refused.

This is the only way other Rulers around the world can com-
municate with you, so keep an eye out – it might be something 
important!

UsING The OUTlINeR
The Outliner is set up to be your secretary – to remind you at a glance of the important things happening 

around your empire. You can set it to remind you of only what you want: battles underway, sieges, the status of 
armies and navies, construction projects, etc. Right-click the Outliner button at top-right to change settings, 
and left-click to activate or deactivate the display of all these indicators.

By right-clicking the Outliner button, you will open an interface which 
allows you to choose what information you want shown in the Outliner. An 
empty dot means no information will be shown for that category. A filled-in 
dot means you want that information displayed. 

You may select a wide range of options, from showing the names and 
strengths of your armies and whether they are moving, which will be shown by 
a green arrow (a tooltip will show you where they’re moving), to what province 
improvements or ships you’re building (a tooltip will show you what province), 
and so on.

If the information displayed in the Outliner is longer than the default half-
screen length of the Outliner box, then you will see a scroll bar on the right-
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hand side of the Outliner, which you can click and drag (or just click above or below the slider location) to 
show what information you want. The scroll wheel on your mouse will also work to scroll from one end of the 
Outliner to the other if you place your mouse cursor over the list.

Displayed battles will show the number of your soldiers in green, and the enemy’s soldiers in red.

The Outliner will display all information you ask for, if there is any 
of that information to be displayed. Otherwise, that category won’t be 
displayed until some information in that category happens. When new 
information is available, it will be displayed at the bottom of that cat-
egory’s list; if it’s a category that isn’t already displayed, then that cat-
egory will appear after all the others. For instance, if you’ve asked the 
Outliner to show battles that are underway, but you are not in battle at 
that time, then the Outliner will add the data to the bottom of the list 
when you enter a battle. If a second battle starts, it will be displayed 
under the first battle, and so on. 

leDGeR
Like the Outliner, the Ledger is another aid which will be of great 

help to players. It is described in more detail near the end of this 
Manual.

DOmesTIC maNaGemeNT
OveRvIew

There are certain things you can and must control which relate entirely to the operation of your government 
inside your country. If you have a large country with many provinces, you will have to be especially certain 
to spend some time making sure your government is running well, such as whether you have the right Char-
acters to fill each position. You also will have to consider your country’s culture, and the fact that minority 
cultures may also exist within your territory (something which is sure to occur if you expand far).

Issues related specifically to your country’s economy are handled in the section called Domestic Economy. 
You will also see more information on the individual Characters who will run your country in the Characters 
section.

Government
Your government is made up of the individual Characters you appoint to run different segments of your 

society. Be careful who you choose, as they will have an effect on how efficiently your government runs. Poor 
leaders may hurt you. Others might even be ambitious enough to try to usurp you and take over!

RUleR
Your country will be ruled by an individual whose title may differ, depending on your Form of Government 

(King, Consul, Chief, etc.) This person is not only responsible for some government tasks, but also acts as 
Governor for your country’s capital province. Some of the traits and attributes a ruler may have will affect the 
whole country; for example, the Pious Trait increases Research Points.
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Your Ruler is the only character whose actions you will directly control. 
However, which Character will be Ruler is an element somewhat outside 
of your control. You may find an election, or death, has happened, and 
you are controlling a new ruler. On the other hand, you do have tools at 
your disposal to help determine who this will be.

GOveRNORs
A Governor is appointed to administrate each province. Titles may dif-

fer, depending on your culture (Dux, Archon, Satrap, etc.), but this is ba-
sically a provincial Governor. Your king or emperor will serve as Governor 
of your capital province. Governors should typically be people with high 
“finesse” ratings, as that’s the attribute most useful here. Other attributes 
such as Charisma and Popularity may improve colonization chances and 
other important issues, such as Revolt Risk. A high Martial attribute will 
be useful on the Frontier, where it can aid in pacifying Barbarians and 
expanding Colonies.

High skills will generally result in better administration, which may result in more Gold, less Revolt Risk, 
or better and more beneficial Events. High popularity will make revolt less likely. Low loyalty may mean that 
character could turn against you. High corruption ratings may mean they will be more likely to upset the 
people (Revolt Risk), and will siphon off part of the province’s wealth for themselves. But at the same time, 
these same individuals may produce more Tax revenue – a trade-off.

A Governor’s Traits may directly affect their ability to govern. Certain Traits can have an especially strong 
impact on this. Some only impact a Character if he or she is a Governor.

Any province which lacks a governor (whether because he’s not been assigned, or he’s died) suffers a sub-
stantial penalty to tax revenue and a penalty to Research Points, so it’s important to reappoint one quickly. A 
condition alert icon should appear at the top of the game screen, and if you move your mouse over the alert 
icon, it should tell you where the vacancy exists.

You may assign a Governor by 
clicking on the blank portrait 
(the one with the question mark), 
and selecting someone from the 
Character Selection Interface to 
take the position. If you need to 

replace a Governor, click on the portrait, and either click the “Resign” button to force the existing Governor 
out, and then click on a character to replace him, or simply click on a character to replace him, which will 
automatically do the same thing.

maGIsTRaTes (ReseaRCh leaDeRs)
If you click on the Technology icon (the disks & wheels icon) in the Information Bar, the Technology In-

terface will show you your five Research Leaders, collectively known as Magistrates, though each may have a 
separate title, such as Quaestor, Magi, or Prytanis, depending on culture.
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These men (or women) lead your “research” teams – they are your 
country’s thinkers and philosophers. Though each has their separate titles, 
depending on culture, the positions are collectively known as:

General•	  – This Character is in overall charge of your land armies, 
and will improve your Land Tech research. This position does not actually 
head an army, so does not need a high Martial rating. 

Admiral•	  – This Character is in overall charge of your naval forces, 
and will improve your Naval Tech research. Again, he does not need to have 
high Martial skills, and serves only as an administrator. 

Engineer•	  – This Character is responsible for improving your em-
pire’s Construction Technology.

Judge•	  – This Character improves your Civic Technology – basically 
the concepts used in justice and government.

High•	  Priest – This Character is responsible for religious issues, and 
is the person who invokes Omens. Religious tech may improve the quality 
or result of your omens, and allows for better government influence over 

the behavior of the Population (Revolt Risk, etc.). 
Keep an eye on what Traits these Characters have. Some Traits will have effects upon Research. Other Traits 

will only be in effect if that person is assigned as High Priest.

NaTIONal & lOCal CUlTURe
Every government has a National Culture, which is the culture of many or most families of the ruling class. 

Each province also has its own predominant culture. If there is a difference between the National Culture and 
the predominant Culture of the province, there are certain negative effects on the economy and the general 
operation of government in that province.

Your national or 
provincial culture may 
change due to various 
events. You will have 
little control over when 
and how it changes, but 
having a Governor in 
the province with strong 
attributes in Charisma, 
Finesse, or Popularity, 
and with low Corrup-
tion ratings, will be 
helpful in assuring 
positive changes.

-

NaTIONal & lOCal RelIGION
Every government has a National Religion, which is the religion of the ruler and many or most families 

of the ruling class. Each province also has its own predominant religion. If there is a difference between the 
National Religion and the predominant religion of the province, there are certain negative effects on the 
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economy and the general operation of government in that province.
Since Religion plays a larger role than culture in Europa Universalis: Rome, there is a separate Religious 

Mapmode to display these divisions. Each Religion has its own color, and if a government owns provinces 
which believe in a different Religion, the Population’s Religion color is overlaid in crosshatches by the Religion 
color of the Government.

Your national or pro-
vincial religion may 
change due to various 
events. You will not have 
much control over when 
and how it changes, but 
(as noted above) your 
choice of Governor for 
that province may influ-
ence this.

As the number of prov-
inces that follow a cer-
tain Religion increases, 
that Religion’s Religion 
Power will increase, im-
proving the likelihood 
of successful “super-
natural” intervention on 
behalf of that Religion’s 

High Priests, as well as the extent of that intervention from successful Omens.

RePUTaTION
Countries which are aggressive toward their neighbors – who conquer provinces, and declare war frequently 

– will begin to acquire a Reputation, otherwise known as “BadBoy.” Other countries may fear them, which 
may cause bad relations at first. Eventually, it may result in a war, as other countries “gang up” on the grow-
ing threat. This growing threat, however, may also cause smaller countries to be intimidated so that they may 
be willing to pay Tribute by becoming Vassals.

A country’s current Reputation is listed at the bottom of their Diplomacy Interface, in a line of text which 
sums up their perception by other countries.

sTabIlITy

Your empire’s Stability reflects the degree of satisfaction and confidence among 
the Population that things are going well. It’s a matter of keeping the people happy. 
As the Population becomes more satisfied, it will impact a number of governmental 
elements, including Tax revenue and Revolt Risk. It affects other things as well, such 
as your ability to Declare War.

To improve your Stability, you must spend Gold to pay for a ceremony where the High Priest will perform 
an animal sacrifice – this will give the people more hope and confidence. The exact amount is dependent on 
your country’s size, and which level of Stability you’re trying to reach. To perform the sacrifice, open the Reli-
gion Interface, and right-click on the wild boar and dagger icon in the upper-right corner of the interface. 
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Your country’s Stability may also be affected – positively or negatively – by events. Declaring War, or chang-
ing a National Idea, can also lower your Stability. 

If your Stability is negative, you will not be able to choose or change National Ideas. Also, if your Stability 
is -3, you cannot Declare War.

waR exhaUsTION
If your empire remains at war for a long period of time, you will increasingly suffer penalties for war ex-

haustion. These penalties may impact your revolt risk, causing more revolts. It may also indirectly cost you 
Tax revenue, because Revolt Risk negatively affects Taxes. 

War Exhaustion is increased at a set rate for every month a country is at war. It will also decrease at a 
gradual rate for every month that country remains at peace, until it is gone.

You can see the level of War Exhaustion a country is suffering by examining a tooltip that will appear if you 
hover your cursor over the Revolt Risk figure in any of that country’s Province Interfaces.

TRIGGeReD mODIfIeRs
Some Events are “triggered” by conditions in the game. These will cause country-wide effects over a period 

of time. These modifiers will be displayed underneath the National Ideas in the National Overview Interface. 
If you hover your cursor over each icon, it will show what the modifier is and how long it will last.

GOveRNmeNT
OveRvIew

One major thing that differentiates countries from one another is the Type of Government, and the choices a 
player (or the computer’s Artificial Intelligence) makes regarding National Ideas. You cannot control the form 
of your Government, as this can only happen through a chain of Events, but you set the tone for your country’s 
culture and character by choosing National Ideas, which will help you achieve your most desired goals.

NaTIONal IDeas
Each form of government has a set number of National Ideas – think of these as a culture or ethos that 

guides the government or people – which may be different depending on the form of government. Each Idea 
has an “assigned” category, be it Military, Civic, Religious or Economic. You may choose whatever idea you 
wish for each of these slots, but the Idea’s category must match its assigned type or your Government will be 
penalized. 

National Ideas come in four categories: Military, Civic, Economic and Religious. You will have a few Ideas 
available at lower technology levels, though you will gain access to more advanced and more helpful National 
Ideas as your Technology Levels in that category advance. 

Even at the start of the game (Technology Levels 0), any country can pick either of two National Ideas in 
each category which are available at that tech level, though both can be selected with a penalty. Higher Tech-
nology levels make more and more powerful National Ideas available, which may give you an advantage over 
other countries. This will help you shape the nature and culture of your country.

Having the wrong category of National Idea means that you get the benefit of that National Idea, but you will 
not get the benefit of your Form of Government. For instance, a Military Republic can choose an economic 
idea for its assigned military slot; it would still get the normal benefits of that Idea, but would not get the ad-
ditional bonus it would normally get for Type of Government (i.e. the increased unit Discipline). 
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If you’ve chosen the 
wrong category of Idea 
for a slot, such as pick-
ing a Religious Idea for 
a Military Idea slot, there 
will be an “x” next to the 
category graphic above 
the National Idea. It may 
be too late to change, 
unless you’re willing 
to take the substantial 
Stability reduction that 
comes with changing 
any Idea.

As your technology in-
creases, you will become 

eligible for new National Ideas. To change to a new, more beneficial National Idea, however, is still a major 
shock to your society, so it is still necessary to accept the Stability penalty for changing. 

You cannot choose a National Idea, or change one, without having positive stability (+1 or better).

TyPes Of CIvIlIzeD GOveRNmeNT
Most of the countries around the Mediterranean Sea coast are “civilized,” in the style of the ancient Greek 

or Roman civilizations. They have certain distinct forms of government which are different from those found 
in the less civilized interior of Europe.

Each Form of Government has its own advantages. Certain Governments are 
better at Trade, others are better at warfare. Each one also has a set combination 
of National Ideas which can be chosen by the Ruler. These are the ways countries 
can become quite different from each other in the way they are played or the way 

they operate.
A list of all Civilized Governments (and Tribal Governments) is located in Appendix E, at the end of this 

Manual. It shows the National Idea slots and Government benefit, associated with each Type of Government.

TyPes Of TRIbal GOveRNmeNT
The tribal countries of Europe are often farming cultures of a less civilized nature than those around 

the Mediterranean Sea coast. These tribal countries (the settled countries – this does not refer to Barbarian 
Hordes, or to the uncivilized provinces which spawn them) have different Types of Government than the 
civilized countries. 
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These countries exist, typically, in France, Germany, 
Spain, or around the Black Sea coast. One major dif-
ference between Civilized Governments and Tribal 
Governments is the number of National Ideas. The 
Tribal Governments are not as sophisticated as a de-
veloped civilization, so they only have one National 
Idea each.

A list of all Tribal Governments (and Civilized Gov-
ernments) is located in Appendix E, at the end of this 
Manual. It shows the National Idea slots and Govern-
ment benefits associated with each Type of Govern-
ment.

ChaNGING TyPes Of 
GOveRNmeNT

It is possible to change from one form of government 
to another, but the player does not have control over when and how their government changes. These changes 
are dictated by Events, which are often triggered by some situation or condition.

DOmesTIC eCONOmy
OveRvIew

The things that will keep your country running include proper economic management, which primarily 
means raising revenue (income) and budgeting properly.

Income
There are three types of income – Tax, Tribute and 

Trade. 

Taxes
Tax income is generated by the slave population in 

your provinces. It will increase as your slave popula-
tion increases, which will happen through 1) normal 

population growth, 2) acquiring new provinces, or 3) capturing barbarians in combat and enslaving them.
Tax income will be affected by a number of things: Stability, Revolt Risk, the culture and religion of the 

province, city or colony status, Traits or corruption of a Governor, starvation due to lack of food, and so on. 
Geographic separation from the Capital (i.e. for overseas provinces, or for provinces separated by other coun-
tries) or Blockades can also reduce Tax income. 
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At month’s end, you 
will see a graphical 
representation of the 
amount each province 
contributes to the na-
tional economy – it 
will emerge from the 
city as a yellow figure 
(a Floating Message), 

which will grow larger, but fainter, and then will disappear. It’s only there for a moment to give you an idea of 
each province’s worth. If you want to see what the number was or wish to recheck it, find the Tax value in the 
Province Interface and divide by 12. This will give you the monthly, rather than the yearly, value.

TRIbUTe
Tribute is provided to you by vassals who are friendly to you, or who are afraid of you and want to pay you to 

stay on your good side. Tribute income only changes when you pick up new Vassals or when one of your Vassals 
fails to make a scheduled Tribute payment, which will provide you with a Casus Belli (excuse for war). Tribute 
and ways to establish Vassals are discussed in more detail in the Diplomacy section.

TRaDe
Trade income is produced via the buying and selling of Trade Goods. You can set up trade routes between 

provinces inside your country, or between overseas provinces which belong to your country. You can use 
diplomacy to establish trade routes with provinces in other countries, across land or sea. Trade income will 
increase as you add new trade routes or make better trade deals than those you had previously established. 

Any income you receive from blockades of enemy 
ports will also show up under Trade in the Economy 
Interface.

Trade is discussed in more detail in the Trade sec-
tion.

expenses and 
budgeting

You will need money to run your country. Things that will cost you money include raising armies, building 
ships, building Province Improvements, paying Maintenance to keep your armies and navies ready for war, 
certain Diplomatic Actions, etc.

You may also face expenses for Sacrifice ceremonies (for Stability), and as a result of Events. Events can 
also provide you with money in the form of donations or loans, or can cost you money either arbitrarily, or 
by choices you make.

Please note that there is another completely different set of costs which are limited to Characters, in that the 
Character pays the costs, not the country, and the benefit goes to them, not to the country. If allowed by events, 
Characters may gain (or at least try to gain) benefits and advantages over other Characters, or may join with 
or against each other through these Events. They might even acquire titles or popularity for the Character. 
This “underground” economy of costs and benefits exists mostly beneath the view of the players, though a 
clever player can examine the Events and character information to determine what might be going on. Some 
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Events like this do not cost the Characters anything, but many do.

fIxeD exPeNses
Fixed expenses – expenses you can expect to pay every month, regardless of other choices – include army 

and navy Maintenance.
Please note, however, that if you’ve exceeded your Support Limit (the total number of cohorts or ships your 

country can operate without a penalty), you must expect this “fixed expense” will be larger, according to 
the penalty for being over your Support Limit. It’s still a fixed expense; it’s just higher than it was before you 
exceeded the limit.

If, during a diplomatic or peace deal, you have agreed to pay tribute as a Vassal, then this becomes a “fixed” 
expense until something results in the terms being broken, like being unable to make a payment, which may 
send you both to war.

Monthly Budget & Balance
Your Economic Interface will explain your revenue and expenses and provide you with a balance total, 

which you should make an effort to keep in positive territory.
If your balance goes negative (your expenses outweigh your revenue), an alert icon will appear at the top of 

the game screen which looks like a money bag and an exclamation point.
Debt & Bankruptcy
In Europa Universalis: Rome, you may not normally spend money you don’t have. However, it is possible 

to go into debt with some Events. Beware: if you are unable to pay off that debt quickly, it may cause serious 
problems for you. While there is no formal “bankruptcy,” you may be forced by Events to sell some of your 
Buildings or Province Improvements for a fraction of their cost to try to make up some of your debts (and, yes, 
this did happen to historic governments and governors, too).
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PROvINCes
OveRvIew

The basic geographic unit in EU: Rome is the province. The Main Map shows the world, divided by province. 
If you click on a province, you will get a wide variety of information on that province, which will tell you much 
of what you need to know as you’re running your country.

PROvINCe OwNeRshIP aND CONTROl
A province has two statuses (or perhaps that should be statii, since this is Rome): ownership and control. 

Every province “belongs” to one country. When a country is at peace, it owns all of its provinces it hasn’t 
agreed to give up in a peace treaty. During wartime, a province can be owned by one country, but controlled 
(i.e. occupied) by another with which it is at war. When an army wins a siege and conquers a province/city 
during wartime, that second country takes control over the province. However, ownership remains in control 
of the original owner until that province is surrendered in a peace treaty.

Obviously, there are many things you cannot do with a province that is occupied and under enemy control. 
You may not remove the province’s governor, nor build troops or buildings, nor will you gain Tax revenue.

The one exception to the rules of Ownership and Control, and to the rules relating to Negotiated Peace, is 
Civil Wars. In a Civil War, there is no Peace negotiation. A province which falls to one side or the other auto-
matically becomes Owned by that Faction in the Civil War. These provinces may switch Ownership several 
times over the course of the Civil War.
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PROvINCe INTeRfaCe
The Province Interface is designed to show you everything that’s going on within the province, and to allow 

you to make changes and remain aware of everything relevant to the operation of the province. This interface 
is discussed in far more detail in the Game Interface section (the Main Interfaces header).

The Tax revenue and Research Point lines in the left-hand column, and the Revolt Risk line on the right, 
are the province statistics you will find most important. If you are having serious negative modifiers on any 
of these, you may have to replace the Governor with someone who is less harmful to the proper running of 
the province.

The Trade interface, on the far right, is also very important, but once you have Trade Routes set up, it 
becomes more easily managed and you should not have to look at it very often. The Province Improvements 
(the boxes of Building Projects) are much the same in that you will only have to do anything with them when 
you have the money to do so.

Most of the figures and graphics on this interface will provide more information if you hover your mouse 
over the figure or graphic.

If you click the small box with an arrow to the left of the Trade Good icon, you will open the Cityview Inter-
face. This shows what Province Improvements have been constructed, and what each of them contributes to 
your country or province (via tooltips). Any of these Buildings that highlight when you move your cursor over 
them can be clicked on, which will show you an up-close view of the building and what purpose it serves.

Generally, a province with Fort Level 1 will have no visible walls, instead featuring minor fortifications 
along the perimeter (not visible). A city with Fort Level 2 has wooden walls (a Stockade), with watchtowers. 
Later, higher levels of fortification are represented by tall, stone walls.

PROvINCe POPUlaTION
Basically, Citizens are the elite members of your Population. They contribute to your research points. Free-

men are your general free population – the people who will be employed as your soldiers. Slaves are like 
bondservants and/or captured prisoners. They do most of the work in any country, so they produce much of 
your income. Barbarians are listed if they exist in your province, and they may rise up or cause problems.
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Generally, your Population will grow slowly but steadily. Reliable access to grain can improve this, as can 
certain Traits and certain Omens. Populations which are under siege, suffering from Plague, or under other 
types of stress will not grow as fast. The Province Interface shows the growth rate for each province.

DemOGRaPhICs (CITIzeNshIP, RelIGION & 
CUlTURe)

Just as the total Population of a province increases, the composition of that Population is also changing. 
More Slaves may be added as a result of battles. Also, certain National Ideas or Type of Government bonuses 
may increase the rate at which Slaves become Freemen, or the rate at which Freemen become accepted as 
Citizens. All of this ultimately impacts the Economy and Research aspects of the game.

Different provinces, even within a single country or empire, may have a culture or a religion that is differ-
ent from the dominant Culture or Religion in the country. This will have certain economic and revolt risk 
effects.

A province’s Tax revenue will be reduced if its population is the same culture group as the government’s 
primary culture, but not the exact same. Non-accepted cultures cause a province to lose still more from its tax 
revenue, and the same is true if the population is the same Religion category (Pantheon), but not the exact 
same Religion as the dominant one.

A province’s Revolt Risk will be +1 if the population is not the exact same as the country’s primary culture, 
and/or an additional +1 if the population is not the exact same religion.

A province’s culture or religion may change over time by events driven by the province’s situation and other 
factors. 

CIvIlIzaTION valUes & ChaNGe
A province’s Civilization Value represents its level of development in the direction of Greek, Roman, and 

other civilization – established cities, fortresses, cultural centers, etc. Provincial Civilization Values are con-
stantly changing in relation to what’s going on inside the province (barbarian invasions, province improve-
ments and the like) and the Civilization Level of the surrounding provinces, which are themselves influenced 
by their own neighbors.

Neighboring provinces will not lower the Civilization Value of a province whose value is higher, but the more 
civilized provinces will always improve the Civilization Value of its neighbors. 

Ba rba r ia n 
hordes migrat-
ing through a 
province will 
do damage to 
the Civiliza-
tion Value 
through loot-
ing and pil-

laging. The damage can get much worse if they decide to settle (see the Frontiers & Barbarians section).
The main game effect of Civilization Value is that it is a multiplier for research: the citizens in a province 

have their research points modified by the Civilization Value, so you get much better results from a highly 
civilized province.

Civilization Value is also a key factor in colonization: a barbarian province must reach a certain intermedi-
ate level of civilization before it becomes eligible for Colonization.

The Supply Limit (the amount of cohorts which can be in a province at one time without attrition penalties) 
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is also partly affected by the Civilization Level of the province.

GOveRNORs & eCONOmy
Governors contribute to the economic output of their province by keeping things running properly. Gov-

ernors should typically be Characters with high “Finesse” ratings, as that’s the most useful Aattribute here. 
Other attributes such as Charisma and Popularity may improve colonization chances and other important 
issues, such as Revolt Risk, or culture or religion changes. A high Martial attribute may be useful on the Fron-
tier, where it can aid in pacifying Barbarians and expanding Colonies. Certain Governors have Traits which 
increase or decrease their aptitude to serve as Governor.

High skills will generally result in better administration, which may result in more Gold, less Revolt Risk, 
or better and more beneficial Events. High popularity will make revolt less likely. Low loyalty may mean that 
character could turn against you, while high corruption ratings may mean they will siphon off part of the 
province’s wealth for themselves. 

effeCTs Of effICIeNCy OR CORRUPTION
Governors who have high Finesse attributes are more effective at governing their provinces, are more likely 

to receive positive game events, and are less likely to receive negative game events. 
A Governor who is corrupt (to varying degrees) will actually produce more tax revenue than a law-abiding 

Governor. The increase in tax revenue is proportional to the Governor’s Corruption. However, he will also 
gather an extra cut of the money for himself, which breeds resentment among the population of the province, 
resulting in higher Revolt Risk, which is also proportional to the degree of corruption. Corruption affects 
Research Points in a similar way.

Part of being a good administrator is making sure your province has food to eat. Provinces which do not 
either produce or trade for food (grain or fish) may suffer from Starvation, which carries a negative modifier 
on tax revenue.

basIC eCONOmIC valUes

Each prov-
ince will have 
a base tax 
value, which 
is determined 
by the slave 
population in 
the province. 
This base is 
modified by 
various fac-
tors, such as: 

Stability –•	  Positive or negative Stability 
Culture –•	  Different Cultures (the more different, the more it matters)
Religion –•	  Different Religions 
Governor Corruption –•	  Increases Tax revenue (but hurts in other ways)
Governor Traits –•	  A wide variety of Traits may affect Taxes, up or down
Missing Governor –•	  There is a serious negative modifier if no Governor is placed
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Revolt Risk –•	  Unrest hurts the economy (this is also how War Exhaustion hurts it too)
Starvation –•	  No access to food
Separation from Capital –•	  Provinces which cannot trace a land route through friendly territory to their 
nation’s capital suffer a penalty to their Tax income (these provinces may face other problems, too: Event-
based Revolts, etc.).
Triggered Modifiers –•	  Some Triggered Modifiers have an effect upon Tax revenue

CORes
Provinces which have traditionally belonged to a country or whose population sretain some loyalty to that 

country or culture, and may be considered Core provinces even if they are no longer part of that country. One-
constituting country’s Core provinces which exist under the domination of another country provide excuses 
(called Casus Belli, which is discussed in the Diplomacy section) to go to war – to retake those provinces that 
“rightfully” belong to them. Any country which has a Core in another country has an automatic Casus Belli 
against that country, and can Declare War without penalty to Stability.

A province which has belonged to one country for a certain number of 
years will become Cores of that country. Also, a province which has not 
belonged to a former owner for a set number of years will lose that Core 
status. A country’s Colonies automatically gain a core, since the population 
is mostly made up of Freemen and Citizens who are loyal to that country.

Please note that a Core is both, something which a province can have, 
and which another country can have (or gain). The Core status is part of a province’s attributes, but each Core 
“flag” in that province ties it to the country which owns the flag.

PlaGUe
One event which has the potential to seriously impact your country is the Plague. A Plague event will 

indicate that the Plague has broken out in a province, and will normally name some Characters who have 
become infected (and who may die soon). There is a percentage chance that the Plague may spread to other 
provinces.

Construction

bUIlDING CONsTRUCTION
Each province has the potential to build certain Province Improvements, generally referred to as buildings, 

even though some might be irrigation ditches or aqueducts. 
To build a Province Improvement, you must first have the Technology to allow it to be built, and the Gold 

required to build it. These requirements are described in Appendix C, at the end of this Manual. Requirements 
to allow construction may include Inventions, and not just Technology levels.

CONsTRUCTION PROjeCTs INTeRfaCe
To build a province improvement, select a province, then select the Construction Projects icon (a hammer, 

located at the bottom of the screen to the left of the Minimap) from the Special Menu Toolbar, which will 
bring up a list of buildings you may eventually be able to build. In the early stages of the game, you will find 
that most of the buildings or province improvements on this list will be listed as “unavailable” and cannot be 
built. Unavailable buildings will be gray, and available buildings will be listed in red. A lock icon, to the right, 
indicates which options will continue to remain unavailable until the required Technology is researched. It 
should be noted that some civilizations may have technology levels at the beginning which will allow you 
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to construction of some of the gameProvince Improvements. Regardless, all civilizations become capable of 
building more as increased levels of research provide new inventions and new construction opportunities – 
something to keep in mind as you consider where to allocate your income.

An eligible selection may be selected by right-
clicking the appropriate icon from the list of 
Province Improvements. The name and picture 
of the Province Improvement will appear at the 
bottom of the Construction Projects Interface. You 
can either click on “Build” to begin building that 
project, or simply double-click that project’s line 
from the list; you’ll be asked to confirm your deci-
sion through a pop-up. 

Only one Province Improvement may be built 
in a province at a time, and only either a military 
cohort or a ship (but not both) can be built at the 
same time. 

The time required to build a Province Improve-
ment will go down over time as your Construc-
tion Technology Levels increase. This Technology 
not only opens up new Buildings for you to build, 
but also helps you to construct everything more 
quickly.

mIlITaRy 
CONsTRUCTION 

Provinces may also build military units, and 
some may build ships, though only in coastal 
provinces. These are built the same way as build-
ings and province improvements. 

Army and navy units can be built in sequence by ordering more than one at a time, which will putplace 
them into a queue. The appropriate amount of money will be taken from your treasury for each one you order, 
but you won’t have to go back again to set new construction orders until after the queue has built all the units 
you’ve selected in sequence. The Build Queue, located in the lower half of the Recruit Armies or Recruit Navies 
Interfaces, will show the date the first unit is due to be completed. All other units in the queue will indicate 
they are “queued.” If you are tracking the building queue in the Outliner, remember that it will only show 
units that are currently being built, and not queued units.

To build some military units, access to certain 
materials through native production or trade 
routes must be available before the unit can begin 
construction. Ships must have access (through 
native production or trade routes) to wood, cavalry 
must have access to horses, and so on. All ships 
and cohorts will also have to draw 1,000 men 
from your Manpower pool. Provinces which are 
besieged by an enemy army may not begin build-
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ing new military units, although units which are already being built, even units in a queue, will continue. 
However, they will face a hostile welcome when they are finished. New units have zero Morale (the statistic 
which allows them to stand and fight) when they are freshly recruited, so they will generally lose the battle 
and be forced to retreat.

Once a unit begins building, an icon will appear (blacksmith for units) on the Main Map, showing that 
construction is underway. You can check either in the Outliner, in the Construction Projects Interface or on 
the Main Map to see what’s being built, and when it will be completed – just hover your mouse over the unit’s 
description, and a tooltip will display this information.

A province may not build both ships and army cohorts in the same province at the same time.
The Recruit Armies Interface also allows you to recruit Auxiliaries, which are described more in the Land 

Military section. These mercenary cohorts will be displayed in yellow, as opposed to your own military units, 
which will be in a shade of red. Auxiliaries do not draw upon Manpower, but they do cost more in both recruit-
ment costs and Maintenance.

Take note that military units in different parts of the Mediterranean world will look different from others – 
they have cultural differences, depending on the part of the world where that country exists.

Revolts & Rebellion

RevOlT RIsk
If a province has a Revolt Risk value, there is a chance it may revolt and spawn an army of revolters. The size 

of this army is generally based on the Population in that province. Some revolts are easy to defeat, and others 
may contain a substantial number of Rebel cohorts.

Like any other hostile army, a Rebel army can overwhelm a city’s defenses and capture the city if it is al-
lowed to remain in siege long enough.

Attacking Rebels with armies is conducted the same way as attacks upon Barbarians or other enemy armies. 
The difference between defeating Rebels and Barbarians is that Rebels only provide popularity to the victori-
ous general, whereas Barbarians may also provide Slaves (see the Frontiers & Barbarians section for more 
information on attacking Barbarians).

A province which remains in revolt for a sustained period of time may defect to another country.

NaTIONalIsm 
Certain provinces will have Nationalism, which means their people are very angry at the government that 

controls them, and they want their independence. Nationalism will significantly increase the Revolt Risk, 
making an eventual revolt more likely. Nationalism results from bitterness over a recent conquest, and will 
last for 30 years after the annexation of a province.

If you open the Province Interface for one of these provinces and hover your cursor over the Revolt Risk 
value, it will show you a tooltip to indicate the causes of the unrest. Nationalism is listed at the bottom, along 
with a note indicating when the Nationalism will end.

During wartime, occupied enemy provinces, (provinces owned by the enemy, but occupied by you) will have 
increased Revolt Risk for the same reason, but not to the same degree as Nationalism. These modifiers will 
show up on the tooltip as “Occupation,” instead of “Nationalism.”

Because of the modifiers that Nationalism creates, you will normally want to station troops in a province 
with Nationalism in effect, so the revolts that will surely come do not succeed (or will have a harder time, 
anyway).

CIvIl waRs
Civil Wars are a form of rebellion which is internal to an empire, and which has far more serious conse-
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quences and larger potential for havoc within your country.
They will involve actual Characters within a country’s government, and other Characters have the option 

to switch sides to support the Revolt Faction. This ties into the Loyalty and Corruption levels of Characters, as 
well as their Rivalries and networks of Friends and Family (discussed more in the Characters section). It also 
takes into account the Loyalty of not just Characters, but army units which may choose to follow their leaders 
into war, no matter which side they take.

Civil Wars are discussed in more detail in the Civil Wars section.

ChaRaCTeRs
OveRvIew

One aspect which makes EU Rome more than just a strategic conquest and country simulator is the inclu-
sion of characters and their extended families, friends, and so forth. Characters will interact with each other, 
and may hold official government positions such as general, consul and the like. This interaction can get 
quite complicated, and can become one of the most interesting parts of the game.

abOUT ChaRaCTeRs
Unlike in armies and governments in modern times, a Roman citizen could sometimes switch from being 

a governor to being a general, and then later take command of a navy as an admiral. You may assign your 
favorite citizens to whatever governmental duties you desire.

Don’t be confused by the initials you will 
see in Characters’ names (especially Roman 
names). This was a typical Roman conven-
tion, where the initials were familiar to ev-
erybody. For this reason, though, it will be 
helpful for you to remember all three names 
many Roman Characters had, so that you’ll 
recognize a name when you only see the 
initials and last name (which is generally a 
Family or Clan name). Hovering your cur-
sor over the Character’s portrait will show a 
tooltip with their full name.

A character will try to gain wealth as time 
goes on. This will be easier for some char-
acters than others, as some will come from 
rich, noble families, and start with much 
wealth, so they benefit more from percent-
age increases. Also, some characters have 
Corruption, which enables them to use their 
positions or titles to gain more wealth.

There are four major aspects which deter-
mine who a Character in Europa Universa-
lis: Rome is and how they will behave within 
the game context. For ease of explanation, I 

will describe them as Attributes, Major Statistics, Minor Statistics, and Traits. 
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aTTRIbUTes & majOR sTaTIsTICs
Each character will have a variety of values detailing their skills and aptitudes. Characters’ attributes may 

increase as they grow older and gain experience – they can “come into their own” as characters, if they 
survive that long. 

Attributes are part of who a Character is, and help determine their abilities and aptitudes:
Martial•	  – This is a Character’s ability to understand warfare and marshal his or her fighting forces 
in battle. It’s important to note that Characters are not limited to one form of warfare – they may serve 
either as Generals or Admirals, or their Martial attribute may come into play as Governor of a Frontier 
province.
Charisma•	  – This is a Character’s ability to influence others. It may come into play as a means of getting 
another country to agree to a Diplomatic Action, easing unrest or soothing citizens of other cultures in 
a province where they serve as Governor, or in war as a means of rallying their troops to change the tide 
of battle.
Finesse•	  – This is a Character’s ability to get things done, despite obstacles. It is an important adminis-
trative skill, which you will want in Characters you appoint to high offices such as Research Magistrates 
and Governorships.

Major Statistics can change more frequently than Attributes:
Popularity•	  – This is the Character’s likeability and status with the people. It helps a Character in 
elections for office, can improve Revolt Risk or cause Cultural changes in provinces where they serve as 
Governor, or can determine which Character(s) have the power base to lead Civil Wars against the Ruler.
Loyalty•	  – This is a Character’s steadfastness in support of the state and/or the current Ruler and can 
also be seen as the reverse of a willingness to betray a Friend or Ruler.
Corruption•	  – This measures the level of a Character’s non-adherence to the rule of law and propriety. 
Corrupt Characters (as explained in more detail under the Corruption header) will try to use titles and of-
fices to enrich themselves, or advance their station in life outside of normal practices. Take note, though, 
that a Ruler may benefit from having some Corrupt officials: for instance, Corrupt Governors generally 
produce more Tax revenue than law-abiding Governors. On the other hand, these Governors breed resent-
ment (Revolt Risk).

Please also note that Modifiers caused by Traits (see Traits header) can cause Attributes and Statistics to be 
higher than their normal range. For example, you may see someone with an 11, on a 1-10 scale. All modifiers 
are calculated into the Character’s Attributes and Statistics as they are shown in the interface.

mINOR sTaTIsTICs
Wealth•	  – A Character will acquire Wealth in the course of his or her life. This Wealth can be useful in 
many circumstances and for many different Events, some of which may benefit them through Popularity 
or Friends, which can ultimately help them become Ruler. Some National Ideas, Inventions or Govern-
ment Type Bonuses will allow Characters to gain wealth more rapidly. Also, Generals may gain personal 
wealth by defeating Barbarian Hordes (a percentage goes to the Treasury, and another percentage goes to 
the General). A Character will spend wealth, when given the option, through events. A Character may, for 
instance, be asked to help construct some public building, which will give him or her more popularity. 
During Civil Wars, some Characters may be given the opportunity to use their wealth to raise their own 
cohorts, which will be loyal to them in the war.
Age•	  – A character’s age is, naturally, very important. Characters will die of natural causes or illness as 
they get older (and sometimes when they’re not so old). And until the “age of majority” (which in EU: 
Rome is set at 14), child characters will be unable to hold any government positions.
Culture•	  – A Character is raised in a particular Culture. Because of the relatively cosmopolitan nature of 
the Ancient Mediterranean world, someone of almost any Culture could rise to a position of prominence 
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in many of the societies back then, even if it was rare. Therefore, a Character’s Culture will not necessarily 
be the same as the country’s primary Culture.
Religion•	  – A Character is raised in a particular Religion, and in some Cultures it doesn’t matter much 
who the Character worships. 
Family•	  – A Character’s family line can be very important. A Character gains some status from the 
Prestige held by certain Families. Family connections may also provide access to Wealth and increased 
influence and power. Loyalty to Family may also set up certain Friendships and Rivalries, which may 
make other event-related things more possible to accomplish. Family names are tracked in the Ledger, 
along with other information relevant to Families.

TRaITs
Most Characters have at least one special Trait – personality quirks, or personal characteristics which may 

give them advantages or disadvantages relative to other characters. These Traits are many and wide-ranging, 
and may affect any of dozens of different game variables. Some Traits may make a person especially good at 
some task. Others may make him or her incompetent, or likely to die sooner.

Any modifiers to a Character’s attributes or statistics 
which are the result of traits (i.e. -1 Charisma for the Trait 
“ugly”) are already applied to the attributes displayed in 
the interfaces. If a Character gains or loses Traits, such as 
-1 Martial for being Wounded, the changes are automati-
cally applied. This means that the Martial attribute of the 
Character in the last example would change to 5, if it were 
6 before.

Each Trait has an opposite Trait, and one Character can-
not have both of them. However, certain Events may cancel 
one Trait, and replace it with its opposite.

aCqUIReD TRaITs & 
qUalITIes

Characters in EU: Rome may sometimes lead lives of “drama.” Events flavor and color their lives, and may 
result in not just the addition of new friends, rivals or special opportunities, but also may add or eliminate 
certain Ccharacter Traits and qualities. An event, for instance, may indicate an illness, which may leave that 
Character with the Trait of “Sickly.”

Characters may gain positive or negative traits during or after battles – Victorious, Wounded, Maimed, etc. 
Traits which are negative, such as injuries, may result in the eventual death of the Character.

Characters may lose or acquire Traits by Event, either as an outcome of combat, or other random or situ-
ational Events. Certain battle-related Acquired Traits may make it possible to have Battle Events (see Land 
Combat section), which can themselves make a difference in future battles.

During childhood, several events may result in special qualities being acquired by those characters. 
If Plague hits one of your provinces (a random event), one or more of your Characters who happen to be in 

the province may catch the Plague, meaning that they acquire the Plague Trait, which may eventually kill 
them. Moreover, the Plague has a chance of spreading to other provinces, and more Characters.

CORRUPTION
A corrupt character, placed in the right position, can actually be a benefit (of sorts) to a country. As Gov-

ernor, these characters gain extra tax revenue, part of which they pass on to the government in the form of 
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higher Tax revenue from that province, and part of which they keep for themselves.
However, a corrupt governor will also upset the populace in a province, increasing Revolt Risk, and making 

a revolt more likely. Corruption also reduces a province’s Manpower and Research Points.
Corrupt Governors are also more likely to accept Seduction attempts from other countries. They also may be 

more likely to use ill-gotten Wealth to increase their own Popularity, potentially becoming a Rival and threat 
to the Ruler, and perhaps eventually leading a Revolt Faction against them in a Civil War.

ChaRaCTeR eveNTs
As the game progresses, various Events may occur which relate specifically to a Character. These may open 

opportunities for Friendships or create new Rivalries. Sometimes, you will have a choice of more than one 
option. Other times, the consequences will be set.

Some Character Events may even allow 
you to change your religion.

famIly membeRs
Depending on your Message Settings, a 

pop-up window (event window) may ap-
pear to inform you when two characters 
marry, and may also be recorded in the 
History Log.

These married couples may soon start 
to have children who will grow, acquire 
traits and attributes of their own, and 
eventually will become adult Characters 

(if they survive).
Characters in infancy will have very low attributes, which will increase as the child grows up. Age 14 is 

considered the age of majority (age of adulthood) in EU: Rome, and at that point they may be eligible for 
certain jobs and titles.

Wealth, debts, Friends and Rivals are inherited by family members when the elders die.
If a Character has acquired the personal Loyalty or Friendship of army cohorts or other Characters before 

dying, there is a chance (increased according to the Charisma of the son) that that Character’s eldest son may 
inherit the Loyalty or Friendship given to his parent.

If a Character is fortunate, he may belong to a prestigious Family (see below).

NOble famIlIes & PResTIGe
Families all have Prestige values, which makes some families more important than other families. A char-

acter belonging to a family carries with them the prestige of that family, which can help in gaining election to 
important offices, and can also involve him (or her) in Events which could bring Wealth, titles or power.

Certain events may be triggered by pres-
tige ratings, or may be keyed only to fam-
ily members with a certain level of pres-
tige. A Character belonging to one of these 
families may have other advantages, and 
more influence over conditions or other 
Characters.
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Characters are also Loyal to their Family, and a hostile action by the Ruler against one of the characters of a 
Family (anything from Assassination to something as petty as removing a Family member from an important 
position) may gain the Ruler a Rival, or lower the Loyalty of Family members.

RIvals & fRIeNDs – ChaRaCTeR RelaTIONshIPs
While much of the Ccharacter interaction takes place behind the scenes, it may actually be very complex. 

Factions develop, and Characters acquire Friends and Rivals, with neither category guaranteed to stay that 
way. These relationships are triggered by Events, which may in turn trigger other Events.

Events may result in a Character’s Friends or Rivals aiding or opposing (respectively) his or her efforts in 
positions within the government. For example, a Magistrate or Governor may be more or less effective accord-
ing to the interactions of their Friends and Rivals.

If one Character revolts, their Friends will be more likely to 
support them, while Rivals will of course be opposed to each 
other.

Sometimes, there will be series of Events which interlock and 
interrelate to each other. Some of these Events may lead up to a 
confrontation between rival Factions, or even Civil War.

RUleRs
Character interactions throughout the game are important, but even more so with regard to the Ruler. 

Family relationships, Friendships and Rivalries become more important by degrees. Rivals to the Ruler can 
actually lead challenges to their leadership, and/or lead Civil Wars. 

These relationships are made even more complex in countries where the Ruler is elected, which means that 
a Rival may switch places with a Ruler, and back again. 

A Ruler may be assigned to lead military units. However, by doing this, you place them in danger of losing 
their life or being wounded.

RUleR sUCCessION
Succession to the “throne” (many of these positions were not actually thrones, nor even very powerful posi-

tions) is handled by a complicated formula based on many factors, some of which include Wealth, Popularity, 
Charisma, Finesse, Corruption and Family Prestige. Some countries in these times periodically hold elections 
among their citizenry to determine who their next Ruler will be.

In countries where the Government Type is a Kingdom, the Heir is usually a member of the Ruler’s family. 
If that Heir happens to be underage (younger than 14) when the Ruler dies, a Regency Council will rule until 
the Heir is of proper age.

A Character who is currently imprisoned by a foreign power, while serving as a Diplomatic Envoy, or who is 
behind the lines in an occupied province, may not become Ruler.

ReGeNCy COUNCIls
In countries where the Government Type is a Kingdom, it’s possible for the Heir to the throne to be underage 

(younger than 14) when he or she takes the throne. In these cases, a Regency Council will be appointed – one 
or more nobles who may or may not have the young Heir’s best interests at heart. You may see Events indicat-
ing good or bad results stemming from this.

mIlITaRy leaDeRs
You may assign any Character as a military Leader for either land or sea – even both, though at differ-
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ent times. These Characters use their Martial attribute in command in battle, where each Leader’s skill is 
measured against the opponent’s. The general with the higher Martial attribute gets +1 to his army or fleet’s 
combat modifiers. 

There is no multiplied modifier for having a much higher attribute.
A Leader’s Charisma is also important, as the higher this attribute is for a General or Admiral, the better the 

chance that Leader may be able to inspire his troops enough to get a Battle Event – a means of rallying the 
troops to achieve a certain goal (Rally, Hold, Force Attack, etc. – see Battle Events).

Some Characters may have Traits that will help or hinder them in combat. These include those Traits that 
allow Battle Events.

New military Leaders may only be assigned to a unit that is in friendly territory (Owned or Controlled by 
the player).

Leaders can be wounded, maimed, or killed in combat. If they receive an injury, they may later die from 
those injuries. A Character in battle, as a General, may also be taken Prisoner if the battle is lost. In these 
cases, the victorious country may choose to release the Prisoner, or to Ransom the Character for a price (see 
Ransom & Release of Prisoners). 

A Character who is assigned as a military leader may acquire the 
personal Loyalty of the cohorts under his command during com-
bat (battles, Assaults or Sieges), especially if that Character has 
high Charisma. You will see this displayed in the Army Interface 
as three links of gold chain, and the tooltip will show to whom 
they are Loyal. 

This means that, if a Civil War occurs and this General (or Ad-
miral) is part of either Faction, those cohorts who have Loyalty to that Character may join the Civil War on 
the same side as their Leader, even if that Leader no longer commands the unit.

If a unit is personally recruited by a Character, as can happen through Events, it will have Loyalty to that 
Character.

RaNsOm & Release Of PRIsONeRs
Characters of another country can be captured and taken prisoner while they are performing duties as a 

military leader, or as Envoys trying to conduct a hostile Diplomatic Mission.
These prisoners can then be released, or Ransomed back to their country for a price. You will be advised 

through an Event window that you have captured a Character. To send them back for a Ransom, you must 
use the Diplomatic Action interface, which will have a special line when you have prisoners to handle. The 
country to whom the prisoners belong may also initiate negotiations for their return.

CONqUeReD ChaRaCTeRs
When you conquer and Annex another country (i.e. it disappears from gameplay), the Characters from 

that country will mostly go into seclusion, and be unavailable until / unless the country later gains its inde-
pendence (when they will become its citizens again). It’s possible some of those conquered citizens may go 
into exile in another country. It’s also possible some of them may defect to your side and become Characters 
within your country.
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TeChNOlOGy & INveNTIONs
OveRvIew

Much of the reason for Military or Cultural predominance of one empire over others, historically, is their 
ability to develop technology to improve their lives, their status or their ability in battle.

ReseaRCh leaDeRs
Each country has positions for five Magistrates (each has a different title, but collectively they are known as 

Magistrates), and one is assigned to oversee development of each of the five types of technology research. 

Each Magistrate contributes his or her Finesse Attribute as a percentage modifier onto the number of Re-
search Points generated in all the country’s provinces. Some Characters have personal Traits which would 
affect their work if they were Magistrates; these sometimes relate generally to Research Points, and other times 
relate to a specific position, such as High Priest.

TyPes Of ReseaRCh
There are five types of Technology research:

Land Technology –•	  Improves your armies’ ability to fight, recruit, and use new technologies against the 
enemy in combat.
Naval Technolgy –•	  Improves your fleets’ ability to fight, build, and use new technologies against the 
enemy in combat. Some Naval Technologies can benefit Trade, too.
Civic Technology –•	  Improves the government’s ability to do its job, and make things run more efficiently 
for Research, Revolt Risk, the Economy, Population shifts, etc.
Construction Technology –•	  Improves your ability to build new Province Improvements, and the efficiency 
of such construction.
Religious Technology –•	  Improves Omen Success Chance, Omen Power, Revolt Risk, and other Stability-
enhancing motivational tools for the government.

CONTRIbUTIONs TOwaRD ReseaRCh
Aside from the Research Magistrates, you also have your country’s Citizen population, which contributes 

research points to your country’s totals. In other words, the Citizens do the hard work, while the Magistrates 
administrate the benefits as best they can.

Events will sometimes improve your research by providing additional research points.
Ultimately, population growth will be your best ally in earning more research capacity.
Players can manage negative modifiers by ensuring all provinces have Governors. A province without a 

governor has a penalty applied to its Research Points, making the province less productive.

RIvalRIes aND allIaNCes affeCTING 
TeChNOlOGy

Naturally, in a Character-driven environment, friends and rivals of the assigned people will affect how well 
they can do their jobs. A Rival can stand in the way of effective governing, or a Friend can provide special 
benefits. 

PReReqUIsITes
Many Inventions, and some Technology Levels, require your country to achieve a certain Civilization Level 

before they can be successfully Researched. Some inventions require an additional prerequisite of another 
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invention from a previous Tech Level.

ReseaRChING aheaD
If you attempt to acquire a tech level ahead of its expected time (i.e. if you “work ahead” on research as 

compared to historical Research advancement), you will suffer some penalties, such as increased Research 
Point cost to reach the next level.

INveNTIONs
Technology Levels generally have few advantages by themselves. However, they do allow you to achieve 

inventions which have those Tech Levels as prerequisites. These Inventions are the nuts and bolts of the tech-
nology tree, and they allow your country or its military forces to improve their impact upon the game.

As you achieve certain 
“milestone” Tech Levels, you 
will become eligible for certain 
Inventions. These inventions 
may also have prerequisites, as 
described earlier.

At times, you will receive 
Events which will ask you to 
make a choice between two 
or more different “avenues” of 
research – basically, to make 
choices about the direction 
your culture and country will 
take in the future. These deci-
sions, be they a cultural ten-
dency toward functionality, or 
a preference for small ships in-
stead of large ones, may forever 
lock you into a certain path of 

technology, bypassing other paths. These decisions, made by you and the AI alike, will create a permanent and 
growing diversity between different countries, including their abilities and preferred strategies.

CIvIl waRs
OveRvIew

A Civil War is an entirely different aspect of Europa Universalis: Rome, which can have a huge impact 
on gameplay, if one happens to occur while you’re playing. Characters and their personal relationships are 
constantly changing during any game. Sometimes, these relationships can begin to spiral out of control, and 
may result in an ambitious Rival challenging the Ruler for control of the country.

RevOlT faCTIONs
If your ruler has an ambitious Rival for his position – often, someone who has won (or bought) enough 

Popularity to pose a threat – he may end up starting a Civil War.
This operates like a Revolt, except that actual Characters are deeply involved, and there is a lot more going 
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on in the background. 
Each country has a Revolt Faction which may rise up against the Government and try to win power through 

military attacks against their provinces. The Revolt Faction will operate as if they and the lands under their 
control are a separate country, with its own leaders, economy, and so on. The Revolt Faction will be in charge 
of the rebellious forces, and a popular rival politician will take leadership of the faction. 

Two separate countries and Governments are set up: the original country, and the Rebels. Characters will 
be forced to choose sides in the Civil War, with some going into the rebellious camp, and perhaps becoming 
part of their Government. Civil Wars also have a set of Events unique to Civil Wars, including many Events 
that lead into other Events.

CIvIl waR DIPlOmaCy
While the two sides in a Civil War cannot negotiate with each other (they’re in a fight to the death – why 

negotiate?), other countries may negotiate with either and try to take advantage of the situation by backing 
one side or the other.

CIvIl waR eveNTs
Events are occurring regularly through the course of Europa Universalis: Rome. However, certain Events 

have more importance than might seem obvious at first glance. Some Events interconnect with other Events 
to form a sophisticated network of Events, leading to larger things.

Some of these Events are tied to Civil Wars. The first Events in this series may seem unimportant or uncon-
nected. But, as Events build Rivalries and Friendships, relationships are beginning to develop which may be 
important later.
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Other Events lead toward Civil War more directly, but still may not be obviously heading in that direction. 
As coalitions and Factions build, and as Characters within those Factions build Wealth and Popularity, the 
potential increases for something big to come of it.

Characters’ Loyalty and Corruption values are also able to change, and may do so as a result of Acquired 
Traits or Events. These values can affect whether a Character would be willing to begin, or take part in, a 
Civil War.

ChaRaCTeRs IN CIvIl waR
Characters all have Loyalty and Corruption values. The more Loyal a Character is, the less likely he is to 

take up arms against the Government in a Civil War. But other things complicate this calculation, such as the 
Characters’ Family, Friends and Rivals. These bonds can be strong, and may affect the behavior of Characters 
as a Civil War starts to develop.

Events are often presenting Characters with the opportunity to acquire more Wealth, or to spend Wealth to 
gain Popularity. Characters who lead armies may have more opportunity to gain both Wealth and Popularity. 
They also may build relationships of personal Loyalty with the soldiers they command.

Once a Civil War starts, it’s even possible that Characters may use their personal Wealth to recruit armies 
which are personally Loyal to them.

A Character who starts a Civil War on one side is not bound to remain on that side. In fact, a Character may 
switch sides more than once over the course of the Civil War.

lOyal COhORTs
A cohort may acquire personal Loyalty toward a General who has commanded them in combat. This Loy-

alty is shown, in the Army Information Interface, as a three-link gold chain. A tooltip will indicate to which 
Character the unit is Loyal.

The unit’s Loyalty extends even after that Character is no longer in command of the cohort. If the country 
enters a Civil War, these cohorts will stay with the leader they remain Loyal to, no matter which side he 
chooses. The Loyal cohorts may also bring other cohorts that are with them onto the side which is chosen by 
the subject of their Loyalty.

Cohorts which have Loyalty to a certain Character are more difficult to Disband, and will cost more money 
to Disband than a normal cohort. The lower the Loyalty rating of the man they’re personally Loyal to, the 
more expensive it will be to Disband them.

If the leader who the cohort is Loyal to dies, and his eldest son has sufficient Charisma, the Loyalty of the 
cohort may transfer to the son.

CONTROl Of PROvINCes
In a Civil War, conquered territory doesn’t become Occupied – it becomes part of the country of either the 

Government or the Rebels.
The Civil War will only end when one side or the other is entirely conquered, and their lands merged once 

more. 
If you, the player, are on the losing side of that Civil War, then the game will come to an end, too. The les-

son: Don’t lose!
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TRaDe
OveRvIew

Since the beginning of time, people have exchanged trade goods with other people. You can set up a trading 
network between provinces in your own country, as well as with provinces in other countries. This not only 
provides income, but can also improve relations with other countries. 

TRaDe GOODs
Every province has a native trade good – a trade commodity that is produced within the province. These 

trade goods may be traded with other provinces, along trade routes. 

ImPORTaNCe Of CeRTaIN TRaDe GOODs
Some trade goods provide more benefit to the owner than just the profits of trade. Special trade goods, such 

as iron, will allow you to build different types of military units. For instance, stone will improve your city’s 
defensive qualities against sieges, salt will speed up cohort recruitment, wood allows for archers and ship 
construction, horses allow cavalry and horse archers, etc.

Food is another important product, as provinces need food for their population. A province which does 
not either produce food (grain and fish) or trade for it from another province may face Starvation, which is 
outlined in the Province section.

TRaDe ROUTes
Each province has a certain number of trade routes that it can open. These can be with neighboring prov-

inces, or perhaps via overseas routes. One route trades the product of one province with the product of the 
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other province, generating a set amount of income depending on the goods in question and the distance. 
When you establish a Trade Route, icons in the Province Interface will show what’s being traded.

If you have available trade routes, the Province Inter-
face will feature a red and green icon toward the right 
end of the interface, next to the icon which shows what 
trade good the province produces. If you click on the icon, 
the Trade Route Interface will open, showing all possible 
provinces to trade with, what product they can trade, and 
what the expected income from that trade arrangement 
would be. To select an eligible province and approve that 
trade route, click on the checkmark on the right. 

There will be a one-month delay while the arrange-
ments are made before the trade route will become ac-
tive. This waiting period is graphically represented on the 

trade route indicator of the province view, where an hourglass will appear to show it’s in process, and an “x” 
to indicate it’s not active yet.

If the Trade Route icon is gray, that means there are no provinces inside your country available with which 
to trade. There may be other provinces with open Trade Routes, but there may be none that has anything the 
province needs; for instance, there’s no sense trading fish for fish.

Not every province can trade with every other province. Generally, Trade Routes can easilyautomatically be 
made into neighboring provinces, but Roads can extend those Routes by connecting non-adjacent provinces 
and allowing trade between them. Routes may also extend over the sea, too. However, these routes can be 
blocked by Naval Blockades.

A Forum will allow extra Trade Routes, as will Harbors, and certain National Ideas and Government 
Types. 

Trade Routes can be Blockaded by armies on land, and by ships at sea. The Blockade must be right outside 
the harbor (in the seazone outside the provincial port). On land, it is sufficient to place an army in the prov-
ince which is trading for the routes to be broken.

You can cancel a Trade Route by clicking on the left half of the Trade Route icon in the Province Interface, 
and then clicking on the “x” next to the Trade Route in the Economy Interface. Alternatively, you can use the 
Cancel Trade Route selection from the Diplomatic Actions Interface. 

lONG DIsTaNCe TRaDe ROUTes
As has been mentioned, some of the most valuable Trade Routes are those that travel more than one prov-

ince (i.e. that aren’t between neighboring provinces). In the early years of the game, you may find that very 
few provinces are even allowed to trade beyond their neighboring provinces. This is because of the difficulty 
in transporting Goods across vast expanses of territory. One option to extend the range of your Trade Routes 
is to build Roads.

With the right level of Technology, Roads and Harbors can both be built through the Construction Projects 
Interface. This can increase the income derived from trade by allowing an extra volume of trade. This hap-
pens either by adding an extra Trade Route, as with the Harbor, or by allowing geographically separated 
provinces to trade with each other (a benefit of Roads), which may allow more lucrative trade routes.

fOReIGN TRaDe ROUTes
Foreign and overseas Trade Routes are especially vulnerable to Blockades, but can often be your most lucra-
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tive trade routes, since part of the profit made on Trade Routes is how far the Goods have to travel. 
International Trade Routes must be set up through the Diplomatic Actions Interface by selecting the prov-

ince you want to Trade with and opening the Diplomatic Interface. Then, open the Diplomatic Actions Inter-
face by clicking on the “Take Action” button.

From the list of possible actions, select “Create Trade Route.” This will open the International Trade Inter-
face, which should reference the province you clicked on; if it doesn’t then you may have to select the province 
in the other country you want to Trade with and indicate what Trade Good it produces. Next, you will need to 
select which of your open Trade Routes you wish to use to Trade with the other country’s province. If you try to 
assign a province which cannot find a route to the other province, either because of lack of roads or interven-
ing non-friendly territory, a tooltip will indicate that no route is found and the option will be inoperative.

If the Trade Route is allowed, click on the “Next” button. It will re-state for you what Trade you are propos-
ing, how much income it will create, and a likelihood of success in seeking permission for the Trade Route 
from the country you’re dealing with. Not all countries will want to agree to Trade Routes, for a variety of 
Diplomatic reasons. If you are satisfied with the proposal, click the “Send” button.

TRaDe aGReemeNTs
There is plenty of “low-hanging fruit” in the early 

days of the game, when you can easily find provinces 
inside or outside your country with which to establish 
Trade Routes. However, later on, it may sometimes be 
necessary to search for either just the right Trade Good, 
or for unassigned Trade Routes that are the only ones 
you can begin new Trade Routes with.

In these cases, the Trade Agreements action (from 
the Diplomatic Actions Interface) may be necessary. 
If accepted, this will allow your Trade Route to pass 
through that country’s territory, en route to the prov-

ince you want to Trade with. Please note that this action is not necessary to set up a Trade Route with a coastal 
province, or a neighboring province – only if there is intervening land which is neutral or unfriendly.

TeChNOlOGy ImPROvemeNTs TO TRaDe
As you increase your Construction technology, your trade income will improve because certain inventions 

allow increases in trade income and trade routes. 
The Forum, which is available at Construction Tech 5, allows an extra trade route from that province. Naval 

Tech 1 will allow you to build a Harbor, which also expands the number of trade routes from that province. 
Naval Tech levels of 3, 7, 13, 20, and 25 also allow inventions which either increase your number of trade 
routes or the income you gain from existing trade routes. See Appendix F for a list of all these inventions and 
their benefits.

The economic National Idea known as Regulated Markets allows an extra trade route, and the economic 
National Idea known as Tariffs increases your trade income by 10%. 

Two Types of Government improve Trade ability. The civilized government Aristocratic Monarchy increases 
trade income by 25%, and the tribal government Trade Tribe allows extra Trade Routes.

blOCkaDes
Trade routes can be blocked by hostile military forces. An enemy army will block movement of opposing 

trade through a province if they are located within a province. An enemy navy outside an enemy port can/will 
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block a trade route going through the sea zone they occupy. Barbarians will do so as well.

A blockade at sea will also provide 
some of the income of that Trade Route 
to the Blockading country’s Treasury 
(listed in the Economic Interface under 
Trade). A National Idea called Naval 
Blockades will increase the percentage 
amount of money you will gain from 
Blockades by 33 %. 

Naval blockades can only be mount-
ed at an enemy port, and not along the 
route nor at the other end of the trade 
route, unless both ends belong to the 
enemy.

A blockade of a land trade route will 
only cut off all trade along that route, 
and will not provide income to the 
blockading country.

If a province is taken (occupied) dur-
ing war, its Trade Routes will need to be 
set up again once it’s free and returned 
to the control of the owner. Obviously, 
the same will be true for new provinces 

acquired during peace negotiations.
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RelIGION
OveRvIew

Cultures, in general, are deeply religious – everyone needs something to believe in. This was especially true 
in ancient times, and there were a wide variety of religious beliefs prevalent in this period of history. Within a 
religious context, events and conditions which happened to an individual or a country were often attributed 
to the will of a god, or certain spirits. Generally, men (or women) were often raised up to communicate with 
these gods or spirits, and to try to bring good favor upon those within their influence.

wORlD RelIGIONs
There are four groups of Religions, called Pantheons. Each Pantheon, or similar belief system, has enough 

in common that they can accept each other. However, if the Religions of the province and the Ruler do not 
match completely, there will be some friction.

Hellenistic Pantheon
Roman•	
Greek•	
Egyptian•	

Semitic Pantheon
Carthaginian•	
Phoenician•	

Paganism
Shamanism•	
Druidism•	
Animism•	

Monotheism
Judaism•	
Zoroaster•	

Provinces belonging to a different religious group than the state Religion will have slightly lower Tax rev-
enue and a slightly higher unrest.

Realm RelIGION
Your country will have a State Religion which people in the capital and many other cities will follow. You 

may conquer provinces – or start the game with some – whose populations follow other Religions, but these 
will not contribute to your country’s Economy as efficiently until and unless the religion of the province 
changes, or your realm Religion does.

RelIGION sPReaD OR ChaNGe
If a majority of a country’s provinces are of a different religion, a country can experience Events that can 

force religion changes.
Because of the Economic benefits, countries will naturally want all their provinces to generally agree on 

theological matters. As a result, you may wish to make such changes as placing a Popular Governor with high 
Charisma into those provinces in the hopes of eventually converting the Population.

This is also important because of the system of Religious Power and Prestige (explained below).

RelIGIOUs POweR & PResTIGe
In the Religious Interface, you can see the relative Religious Power of each of the world’s Religions. Each 
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Religion’s Religious Power level is determined by the number of people who follow that Religion (counted 
by provinces and nations – also listed in the Religion Interface), as well as the number of Temples built in 
provinces which follow that religion. The effect of a religion’s Religious Power is represented as a modifier to 
the Omen Success Chance of any Omens invoked by High Priests who follow that religion. For instance, if a 
religion’s Power is 10, then those Omens would have 1% added to their Success Chance.

Each Temple built by a country which follows a religion 
will add +1 to the Religious Power of that religion. Ob-
viously, to build your Religious Power (and thereby your 
Omen Success Chance), you need to build more Temples

Religious Power is suppressed in provinces where the 
State Religion is different from the province’s Religion. These “occupied” provinces do not contribute very 
much to the Religious Power of either Religion. If a province is later occupied during war or Annexed after 
the war by a country which shares the same Religion, that province’s Prestige increases, contributing more to 
the Religious Power calculations.

OmeNs
Your High Priest can use his Finesse attribute to attempt to invoke an Omen, beseeching the country’s gods 

to benefit the country in some specific way.

Some traits may make it more or less likely to succeed, as 
will some random events, and some actions by foreign govern-
ments. For example, Desecrate Temple is an unfriendly Dip-
lomatic Action which makes your target country’s Omens less 
likely to succeed.

An Omen which fails will “backfire” and produce an effect which is the opposite (but not necessarily equal) 
to the one intended. Omens last for a year from the time they are invoked.

There are eight different types of Omens you can invoke. The name of each is dependent on your country’s 
Culture. The basic purpose of each Omen is as follows:

An Omen to increase the income you receive from Trade.•	
An Omen to reduce your nationwide Revolt Risk.•	
An Omen to increase the Discipline (fighting efficiency) of your units in battle.•	
An Omen to increase the Morale of all of your soldiers and sailors.•	
An Omen to increase your Research Points.•	
An Omen to increase your Population growth.•	
An Omen to improve the Defenseiveness of your City Fortifications.•	
An Omen to increase your Ruler’s Popularity.•	

Each Omen will last for one year from the time it was Invoked.
The Alert indicator (which will appear at the top-center of your Main Map) will remind you if you do not 

have an active Omen, but only if your Omen Success Chance is high enough that it will be more likely to 
succeed than not.

frontiers & barbarians
OveRvIew

In these middle stages of Mediterranean civilization, there were still many less structured, less permanent 
cultures and their settlements. They existed primarily beyond the frontiers of civilization, but the expansionist 
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nature of many of the civilized cultures brought them into conflict with their neighbors. This section explains 
how governments and barbarian tribes operated outside the frontier areas, and how countries and empires 
expand into the uncivilized areas.

barbarians
Any province that is not settled in a civilized manner (i.e. by an empire or tribal govern-

ment) is considered barbarian territory, occupied by nomadic barbarian hordes with a lesser 
degree of organization or government than in civilized lands. These barbarians can “spawn,” 
leave that province, and migrate to another province, where they may settle, attack, pillage or 

conduct any other sort of mayhem.

TRIbal NaTIONs
Many of the countries you will see on the map will be lesser civilized nations, which might be best referred 

to as Barbarian Tribal Nations. These countries have Tribal Governments (their Type of Government), rather 
than Civilized Governments. They will only have one National Idea available to them. 

At the start of the game, most Tribal Nations are only 
one-province minor countries. These countries are 
generally located in England, Germany, France, Spain, 
and around the Black Sea. In most ways, they behave 
the same as normal, civilized countries. But they are 
discussed here primarily because they do have signifi-
cant differences from the other countries, and because 
they typically exist in the same frontier regions where 
uncivilized barbarian tribes are found.

These Tribal Nations are also the most likely to face 
takeover by Barbarian Hordes. Same as when Barbar-
ians settle in civilized provinces (see Barbarian Settle-
ment header), the head of government changes, the 
Culture and Religion may change if there’s a differ-
ence between the Tribes, Stability will become -3, and 
the Civilization Level is reduced. But, on the whole, 

there is less impact on the Tribal Nations, because even with these changes, Barbarian Settlement leaves 
things not so different than they were before.

baRbaRIaN POweR valUe
Each uncivilized province has a Barbarian Power Level (BPV), which measures how active and how popu-

lous the Barbarians are in that province. This level increases over time if no civilized armies patrol the prov-
ince, and is reduced by combat with civilized armies or when a Barbarian Horde spawns (which takes most of 
the population and places it into a mobile army).

The Barbarian Power Level is the current military strength of the Tribes living in the province, though the 
number of cohorts that may rise from that province may be more or less than this number.

Keeping civilized armies stationed in a province will keep the BPV from increasing. If no troops are sta-
tioned there, the BPV will usually increase over time.
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baRbaRIaN sPawNING
A formula related to the Civilization Value of a province and the Bavarian Power Value determines when the 

barbarian population of an uncivilized province will “spawn” and give up some or all of its barbarian popula-
tion to a migrating horde. Barbarian armies may also spawn if a civilized army is in their province. 

When a Barbarian Horde rises up, a graphic “cry” of “Barbarians!” appears in the province, rising into the 
air (a Floating Message) along with a sound of riot that will strike fear into any player’s heart! Depending on 
your message settings, an event window may pop up to further advise you (otherwise it may be in the History 
Log). 

If you were prepared, then you have an army nearby to deal with the threat. If you select your army in 
combat, it will show you the same Battle Interface as you’ll see for other battles (described in Land Combat, 
later in the Manual). The Barbarian leader will be shown, just as any other enemy leader would be shown in 
the Battle Interface.

Note that the act of spawning a Horde will cause the Barbarian Province Value of the source province to 
be far less because the nomadic Barbarians of the province are on the move in the form of a Horde, and not 
remaining settled within the province. Basically, the Barbarian population of any province is potentially 
mobile, and may leave at any time and move to another province (or die trying).

baRbaRIaN 
leaDeRs (waR 
baND leaDeRs)

Every Barbarian Horde will be com-
manded by a generic Barbarian War 
Band Leader.

These Leaders will not display 
some of the Attributes possessed by a 
normal character (Loyalty, Popular-
ity, Corruptness), because they do not 
need them for game purposes. The 
Attributes they do have are potentially 
useful in combat. 

Like the leaders of civilized countries, these leaders have Military attributes, some of which may actually 
make them more effective in combat than your own Generals. They may also have battle-related Traits, and 
may earn Battle Events, depending on their Charisma. 

If a Barbarian Horde settles down, either after a successful combat or after a negotiated settlement with a 
civilized power, they will take over as heads of that province, setting up their own government. Naturally, the 
War Band Leader would become Chief.

baRbaRIaN ReCRUITmeNT
As Barbarian armies migrate, they may gain in strength from the populations of the provinces they pass 

through, if those provinces have a similar Culture.

baRbaRIaN mIGRaTIONs & PIllaGe
Barbarians get rich from the plunder they gain through migrations into more civilized lands. When they 

successfully Pillage a province, they will acquire some of the riches of that province, which they will carry 
with them to their next destination.
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When a province is pillaged, the province acquires a crosshatch color in the Diplomatic Mapmode, as if it 
had been occupied by another country. Buildings or Province Improvements in the province are destroyed, 
and the Province Interface will show a Barbarian flag overshadowing the country’s flag. This catastrophe will 
greatly damage the Civilization Level of the province, and will also change the Culture and Religion to that 
of the conquering Barbarians.

If a Tribal Nation’s only province is conquered by the Barbarian Horde, then the Barbarian War Band Leader 
replaces the old Chief as Ruler, and the conquering horde becomes the new government (and army) of the 
country. A player who is playing this country then “becomes” the new Chief, who has decided that he likes 
having a roof over his head and the luxuries of civilization, and is unlikely to lead his horde away.

When a Horde has Pillaged a province that is not part of a one-province Tribal Nation, the Barbarians will 
generally stay for a short time and then move on to another province, hoping to loot and Pillage more there.

A Horde will carry a “loot wagon” with it, representing the Wealth they have acquired from the people and 
cities they have pillaged. 

Defeating the horde will allow the victorious General to keep part of the loot the barbarians have collected, 
passing the rest on to his country’s Treasury.

Remember that if Barbarians have taken over a province, the Province Improvements which had existed in 
the province prior to being Pillaged will have been destroyed, and will have to be rebuilt. 

baRbaRIaN seTTlemeNT
When a Barbarian Horde reaches a civilized province, it may decide to Settle there. 
If that civilized province is a one-province minor, the government of the country will be replaced by a 

new government under the Barbarians. If you happened to have been that government, then your Ruler is 
deposed.  The Religion and Culture will change to that of the conquering Barbarian Horde, and Stability will 
become -3. All the money they had looted will be added to the country’s existing treasury, and the Barbarian 
army will be placed under the control of that country’s new government. The Civilization Level will drop 
because of the infusion of uncivilized tribesmen.

If Barbarians Settle in your small homeland, you take over as Ruler of the new government. You will have 
new characters at your disposal, based on the culture of the barbarian tribe that overtook your country. 

Even if your country is larger, it’s also possible to ask Barbarians to Settle, rather than to continue laying 
waste to your lands. This option is explained more fully under the next header.

NeGOTIaTe wITh baRbaRIaNs INTeRfaCe
When a Barbarian Horde is in one of your owned provinces, you may click the Negotiate With Barbarians 

icon on the Special Menu Toolbar near the bottom of the screen. This will open the Negotiate With Barbarians 
Interface.

Your options include:
Pay Off –•	  Provide them with a sum of Gold to ask them to leave you alone
Create Client –•	  Allows them to become a Vassal of your country, which will retain their culture and reli-
gion, and which is led by their leader, but which is bound to your country diplomatically.
Demand Surrender -- Maybe they’ll listen… Chances of the Barbarians accepting this option are increased •	
based on the number of military units you have nearby.
Settle –•	  Invite the Barbarians to Settle into one or more provinces of your country. Unlike Create Client, 
these Barbarians become residents of your own country, and will eventually become integrated with your 
Population.
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DefeaTeD 
baRbaRIaNs

If your army forces a Barbar-
ian Horde army to surrender, 
that Horde will disappear and 
the population will either drift 
back to their homes, or settle 
quietly into some of the native 
Population. In this case, they 
will not settle in large enough 
proportions to notice. 

Alternately, if the Bar-
barians are not completely 
beaten, they may simply re-
treat. Unlike regular enemy 
armies, the Barbarians will 
often choose to “retreat” to-
ward other civilized provinces, 

which they may hope to Pillage.
Whether the Barbarians surrender or retreat, some Barbarians will be captured and taken as Slaves, which 

are sent home and divided between your Capital province and other nearby provinces. The victorious General 
may also capture any “loot” the Barbarians have taken from raiding and Pillaging, though the Barbarians 
would have to have Pillaged at least one civilized province in order to have any loot to capture.

A day after combat ends, the victorious army may see an event window (depending on your Message Set-
tings) which explains how much Gold was captured from the loot wagon, how many Slaves were captured, and 
how much Popularity the general receives. 

fOUNDING New COlONIes 
To expand your empire into barbarian territory, you must have a governor who has a reasonably good 

Martial attribute in a neighboring province with a reasonably high Population and Civilization Level. High 
attributes in Finesse, Charisma, or Popularity may also impact the likelihood of a Governor being able to 
create a new Colony.

It is also necessary to reduce the Barbarian Power Value in the targeted province to 1, and to keep it there 
by lyoccasionally “patrolling” with your armies. Sometimes, when you patrol, the Barbarians will rise up and 
attack. The higher the Barbarian Power Value, the more likely they are to attack your army. 

The Civilization Level of less civilized provinces, including those Barbarian provinces on the Frontier, will 
gradually increase based on influence from the Civilization Levels of nearby provinces; therefore, provinces 
near any civilized country will become civilized more quickly. If you keep the Barbarian Power Value sup-
pressed and wait for the Civilization Level to increase, that province will eventually become eligible for coloni-
zation. This will be represented by the province’s “Colonize” button turning a gold color, at which point you 
may click to Found the Colony. Be warned: if there is more than one adjacent empire, another empire may 
benefit from the work you’ve put into civilizing this province. Watch carefully.
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Eventually, if the conditions for 
Colonization remain met, you will 
receive an opportunity to Colonize the 
province, often immediately after your 
army defeats the defending Barbar-
ians.

The new Colony will begin with a 
small Population, which is transferred 
from one of your provinces. You will 
need to appoint a Governor for the new 
province.

baRbaRIaN 
assImIlaTION

Once a colony is established, it will have a small population of Barbarians living among the new, civilized 
colonists. Appointing a decent Governor to the province (someone with at least moderate Popularity and/or 
Charisma) may eventually make these Barbarians wish to be part of the new empire. An Event will appear to 
announce that they wish to assimilate, and if you approve, they will be added to your Freemen population.
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DIPlOmaCy & waR
OveRvIew

Successful countries in Europa Universalis: Rome will have to deal with other countries one way or an-
other, whether by signing Alliances, establishing Trade Routes, or simply Declaring War on other countries, 
and then negotiating Peace (or Annexation!).

DIPlOmaTIC INTeRfaCe
The Diplomatic Interface (accessed through the parchment scroll icon, either in the Information Bar, or in 

the Special Menu Toolbar at the bottom of your screen) shows your relationships with other countries, and a 
variety of other important information. While the Diplomatic relationships shown are always your own rela-
tions with the world’s other countries, clicking on other countries in the Diplomatic Interface will change all 
the other information in the interface to refer to that country. This information has been presented before, but 
it bears repeating, considering the importance of this interface.

In the relations list, positive relations will be in green, and negative (hostile) relations will be in red, with 
a minus sign. You can order this list alphabetically by clicking on the names (it should default to alphabeti-
cal); by order of relations by clicking that header; or by diplomatic ties (war, alliance, etc.). Like any other list, 
clicking a second time will place them in reverse order. 

Small icons under the “Ties” header will demonstrate significant Relationships: Alliances are marked by a 
chain icon, war is marked by crossed swords, and Trade relationships are marked with a stack of coins.

On the right, you will see the country’s Type of Government. Immediately underneath this, you will see the 
Ruler’s name and title. To see his Attributes and Statistics, you can hover your cursor over his portrait, which 
is also seen here. A balance graphic and figure in the left column below this shows their Stability, and the 
amount of Gold they have. Current Manpower and monthly Research Points are shown on the right. Beneath 
these two columns you will see that country’s National Ideas and, to the right of those, any active Omen. Each 
of these will have a tooltip which will indicate each one’s game effect. 

Underneath those general 
statistics, you will see the 
government’s international 
Reputation, often referred to 
as a “Badboy rating.” Below 
that, you will see a listing of 
their Technology Levels in 
each Tech category. 

In the box underneath 
the Technology Levels, you 
will see that country’s most 
important Diplomatic ties 
with other nations – things 
such as Alliances, Wars, 
Casus Belli, etc. There will 
not necessarily be anything 
listed in this box, as you will 
only see listings if there are 
qualifying diplomatic ties. 
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Truces are shown with expiration dates marked.
Importantly, at the bottom of the interface’s right column, there is a button labeled “Take Action.” This 

button opens the Diplomatic Actions Interface, to the right of the other window. 
The Diplomatic Actions Interface lists all possible Diplomatic Actions which can be performed toward the se-

lected country. If you have your own country selected, your choices are far more limited, but there are certain 
Trade and Character actions you can only perform through the Diplomatic Actions Interface. 

If you are at War, any friendly Diplomatic Messages (other than Sue for 
Peace) are disabled between the warring countries.

Relationships 

fOReIGN RelaTIONs
Every country has a state of Diplomatic Relations with every other coun-

try on a 1-200 (negative and positive) scale. The rating – negative or posi-
tive – determines the general status of diplomatic relations between those 
countries, and the likelihood of either country’s acceptance of the others’ 
Diplomatic efforts. Positive Relations mean they will be more likely to Ally. 
Negative relations mean that War or other conflict between those countries 
is more likely.

Diplomatic Relations between countries will change over time based on 
many factors. Any positive Diplomatic exchanges will improve relations, 
while a failed Diplomatic Mission will hurt relations. Repeatedly asking a 
country to enter wars may cause Relations to go down. Positive things like 
establishing Trade Routes, or treaties of Alliance, may cause the Relations 

to improve.

allIes
A country may establish a treaty of Alliance with another country so that they will go to war with its Allies’ 

Enemies, and vice versa. Treaties such as this can be set up through the Diplomatic Actions Interface, though 
they generally require positive relations.

Allies are expected to come to the aid of their partner when War erupts, regardless of whether the conflict 
was instigated by the Ally or their Enemy. Not coming to an Ally’s aid may result in deeply hurt relations and 
a Casus Belli from the “jilted” Ally against the one who violated the Treaty of Alliance.

When War breaks out, an Alert icon will appear to inform you that you can ask your Allies to enter the war . 
That is always at your discretion. If one of your own Allies issues a Call to Arms, you will receive a Diplomatic 
Message (in the lower-left corner of the screen). You have the opportunity to accept or reject the request.

TRIbUTe aND vassals
You can ask for another country to become your Vassal, and pay you Tribute. One country provides an 

amount of Gold to the other every month, and the country who receives the payments becomes the protector 
of the Tributary country. As Vassals, they promise to submit to your will and fight in your wars while paying 
you Tribute.

To ask for a country to become a Vassal, neither of your countries may be at War at the time. However, Vas-
salship may be a condition of Peace between two countries who are at War; if the conditions are accepted, then 
neither country will still be at War, so the rule still holds.

Vassals (or tributaries, as they were sometimes called) can be a friendly country who agrees to pay you to 
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protect them, or it can be a country who is unfriendly but unconfident of standing against you in war. They 
might also be a country which has been defeated in battle, and is forced to become a Vassal.

A Vassal may find itself unable to pay a monthly Tribute payment, due to economic problems, or other rea-
sons. Failure to pay will give the country to which the payment is owed a Casus Belli, which may lead to war.

RePUTaTION OR “baDbOy”
If a country is playing aggressively and conquering many provinces, it will begin to acquire a bad reputa-

tion as a “Bad Boy.” Other countries will begin to behave differently toward that country, treating it in a 
fearful manner. Fear, in international relations, sometimes means they will stay away from that country, not 
make friendly deals, and so forth. But sometimes fear means they will lash out militarily, and try to join with 
other countries to stop the expansion and lessen the threat posed to their peace and prosperity (or to their 
own empires!). 

Reputation (the level of fear or respect a country instills) is increased based on the types of actions a coun-
try takes. Annexing provinces, and especially whole countries, will quickly increase a country’s Reputation. 
Breaking treaties (Alliances and such) will also hurt. 

The impact on Reputation is reduced if, instead of annexing provinces, the victorious country simply asks 
for a monetary settlement in Gold, a Vassalship, or for the defeated country to give up some of its Core prov-
inces. 

Reputation increases are highest when a country annexes another country’s capital (i.e. full Annexation), 
or acquires several new provinces in a peace settlement. Having a Core on a province which is annexed re-
duces the Reputation gain (because you had an “excuse” to claim it).

Reputation is eased over time, reducing gradually toward zero. If a country which has acquired a Reputa-
tion remains quiet for a number of years, it can get its Reputation back to insignificant levels.

The effects of Badboy are such that if a country continues to take aggressive action, or to annex provinces 
taken during wartime, their Reputation will eventually build to a point where a Declaration of War by one or 
more rival countries is inevitable.

Initiating Diplomacy
To send an Envoy to another country with a diplomatic action, it’s often best to pick a new envoy. Otherwise, 

the interface defaults to an Envoy who may not be suited to the Mission, or who may be too valuable to risk (for 
unfriendly Missions). Since these Envoys can be imprisoned or killed in response to the sometimes negative 
tidings they bring, you probably don’t want to lose a valuable character to the other country’s anger. On the 
other hand, you don’t want to send someone incompetent.

Certain Diplomatic Actions are decidedly unfriendly, such as Seduce Governor and Assassination. These are 
meant to be conducted in secret, though there is a chance your Envoy will be discovered, at which point they 
may be Beheaded or Ransomed by the target countries.

seleCTING aN eNvOy
Every time you try to perform a Diplomatic Action, you need to assign a character to be your Envoy. This 

character will be more effective if he or she has a high Charisma attribute, regardless if the Mission is a true 
Diplomatic Mission or an Intrigue (hostile) Mission. However, there is often a risk to sending your envoys on 
these missions, as they may be imprisoned or come back without their heads.

It will generally take only one day for an Envoy to receive an answer to a Diplomatic overture, or to complete 
an Intrigue Mission. However, for taking time to conduct the Mission, the Envoy remains unusable for other 
Actions until a month has passed (giving him time to return).
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DIPlOmaTIC aCTIONs
Declare War•	  – This will place you in a state of War with the selected country. As with every other Diplo-
matic Action, you will always have the chance to cancel once you’ve seen what the potential consequences 
might be. Countries which Declare War without Casus Belli will have a penalty to their Stability. For 
purposes of beheading, this is considered a Hostile Action.
Sue for Peace•	  – This is how you would end a War. This opens the Peace Interface, which allows you to 
select one of a few options: Annex, which is only selectable if you have a 100% War Score against a country 
which is only one province in size; White Peace, which ends the War immediately, with neither side suf-
fering any penalty – this is basically both sides admitting the War has come to a “draw”; Offer Tribute, 
which allows you to make offers to the Enemy in an attempt to convince him that it’s worth making 
Peace; and Demand Tribute, which allows you to pick what consequences to demand of your enemy, in 
terms of Gold payments on a one-time (Indemnity) or continuous (Tribute) basis.
Offer Alliance•	  – This allows you to make a Treaty of Alliance with another country, so that both of you 
pledge to go to war against any of the Ally’s Enemies, no matter who started the War.
Cancel Alliance •	 – If you feel the Alliance is more dangerous than beneficial, or if for some reason 
you’ve decided you want to Declare War against your Ally, this is how you end the Alliance relationship.
Ask for Military Access•	  – Sometimes, it’s impossible for you to reach an enemy country, so you 
need to request permission to pass through another country. This also may be used to gain a unique 
advantage against an enemy whose country has an exposed flank which can be reached through another 
country’s territory.
Give Military Access•	  – For the same reasons given above, it’s sometimes necessary to extend the 
courtesy of allowing your neighbor to move troops across your country.
Cancel Military Access •	 – When the purpose of allowing a neighbor to cross your land is fulfilled, 
you can cancel the Military Access. This is also necessary for you to Declare War on that country in the 
future.
Demand Tribute•	  – If your relations with the target country are -150 or better (i.e. up to zero and be-
yond), and neither country is at War, you may ask another country to become your Vassal by asking them 
to pledge Tribute payments to you. You are considered that country’s protector, and the Vassal becomes 
your Ally. It is possible for friendly or distrustful countries to be targets of the Tribute request. 
Offer Tribute•	  – This allows you to offer to be another country’s Vassal. This may be because you need 
that country’s protection, and your request for an Alliance did not succeed.
Request Trade Access•	  – This allows your merchants to cross another country’s land in order to 
reach a distant Trade Route. This is not necessary for every foreign or overseas Trade – this is simply a 
pass-through request if a country you’re not trading with happens to block your access to the country you 
want to trade with.
Support Rebels•	  – This will increase the Revolt Risk in a province, and will hopefully result in a Rebel 
army rising up and attacking its government. For purposes of beheading, this is considered a Hostile 
Action.
Desecrate Holy Site•	  – This allows you to attempt to destroy or damage another country’s religious 
sites. Naturally, this will make them angry. It may also reduce that country’s (and that Religion’s) Omen 
Success Rate and Omen Power, due to the negative penalty it causes for Religion Power, as a Temple is no 
longer contributing. For purposes of beheading, this is considered a Hostile Action.
Seduce Governor•	  – This allows you to spend money (usually a good sum) to try to bribe a foreign 
Governor into defecting and pledging his province’s loyalty to your country instead. This action works best 
against Governors whose Loyalty Statistics are low, or whose Corruption Statistics are high, or both. For 
purposes of beheading, this is considered a Hostile Action.
Create Trade Route•	  – This is how you select a foreign province to establish international Trade 
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with. 
Cancel Trade Route •	 – Sometimes a “better deal” for a Trade Route comes along, or sometimes you 
may need a certain Trade Good in order to build cohorts, and so on. Canceling an existing Trade Route 
may allow you to set up more valuable Trade Routes.
Assassinate•	  – This works against any Character in your own country (click on your own country before 
clicking the Diplomatic Actions Interface), or against any Character in another country, other than their 
Ruler. If successful, this kills that Character, and removes him or her from gameplay. For purposes of 
beheading, this is considered a Hostile Action.

assassINaTION
This sends an Envoy to attempt to As-

sassinate a Character either inside your 
country or in another country.

Keep in mind that Assassination ac-
tions are directed toward an individual 
(who you select), and not a country. 
However, such an act, whether success-
ful or not, may result in a bad Diplomat-
ic result if your Envoy is discovered. 

Likewise, if you Assassinate a Charac-
ter in your own country, you may gain 
the resentment of his or her Friends and 
Family. 

seDUCTION
Seduction is the method of attracting 

a Governor to come over to your side, be 
it through Religious overtures, bribery 
or simple blackmail. 

You will choose a Governor of a prov-
ince which you want to try to take over. 

It will also cost a fair price of Gold. Your chances of success are much greater if they have low Loyalty, high 
Corruption, or both. A successful Seduction results in the Governor switching sides and declaring his province 
to be part of your nation.

You can never Seduce the Ruler of another country, which also means you cannot Seduce one-province 
minor nations.

CasUs bellI
A Casus Belli is an excuse – real, imagined, or manufactured – for going to war. Your country will suffer 

a -2 reduction to Stability if you Declare War without a Casus Belli, so it becomes important to have a Casus 
Belli before making such a declaration. Certain Events can provide you with a Casus Belli, as well as certain 
actions by other governments. 

Either vViolating an Alliance pact or failing to keep up on Tribute payments while being a Vassal will both-
provide a Casus Belli to the aggrieved country. Also, if another country sits inowns one of your Core provinces, 
you will have a Casus Belli against that country, because they occupy land you believe to be rightfully yours.

A Core is represented by crosshatched green on the Diplomatic Mapmode. Also, every Province Interface fea-
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tures a representation of which countries (if any) consider that province a Core. If more than one flag appears 
under the Governor’s portrait in the Province Interface, a country who does not currently own the province 
has a Casus Belli against the other for occupying territory it believes to be rightfully theirs.

While a Casus Belli does not automati-
cally mean War will occur, there is a good 
chance that, over a matter of years, the 
two countries will end up at War.

DeClaRING waR
When the time has come to go to War 

and everything is prepared to mount an 
offensive, you will go to the Diplomatic 
Actions Interface, select the target coun-
try, and send an Envoy to issue a Declara-

tion of War. If he’s lucky, the Envoy will come back with his head intact.
A country may not Declare War if its Stability is -3. It is also impossible for a country to Declare War against 

a country with which it has a Treaty of Alliance, or if the target country is currently allowing you Military 
Access; you would have to cancel the Alliance or the Military Access before Declaring War.

While it should rarely happen, you cannot Declare War if you’ve used up all your Characters (because 
there’s no one left to carry a Diplomatic message).

You are allowed to declare war against more than one country at a time. In fact, you can Declare War on as 
many countries as you like, up to the point when your Stability is reduced to -3.

allIaNCes aND allIaNCe leaDeRs
Countries which are allied with a country that goes to war may be Called to Arms by that country, no matter 

whether it’s the aggressor or defender. An Aally’s refusal to honor an Alliance will break saidthat Alliance and 
give the former Ally a Casus Belli against it, meaning it may later go to war to seek revenge. 

The most powerful country of an Alliance is considered the Alliance Leader during wartime. The Alliance 
Leader is the only country in the alliance which may negotiate on behalf of all the countries in the Alliance. 
There is no guarantee the peace negotiations will favor anyone but the Alliance Leader, though it is possible, 
and far more likely if a lesser ally has taken much of the controlled land. If occupied land is part of a Peace 
deal arranged by the Alliance Leader, it will generally go to the country which occupies it. 

Countries who are minor partners in a War (i.e. who are not the Alliance Leader) may make a separate 
Peace, and leave the War with no consequence.

INTeRNal effeCTs Of waR
There are various internal effects from being at War which may affect your Economy and internal Stabil-

ity. The most direct of these is War Exhaustion, which increases the Revolt Risk in all your provinces. War 
Exhaustion steadily grows over the course of the War. It increases for every month a country remains at War, 
and also reduces for every month the country remains at Peace.

War Exhaustion also indirectly affects Tax Revenue by increasing the Revolt Risk (which in turn impacts 
the Economy directly).

Obviously, having Enemy armies moving through your land can devastate an Economy if they are not 
pushed back. Stability effects from Declaring War without a Casus Belli can also severely damage a country’s 
Economy.
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waR sCORe
As you war against another country, you will gain “points” which represent how well (or how badly) you are 

doing in that War. Battles may earn very small gains toward Warscore if you win, and will detract from it if you 
lose. Primarily, Warscore is accumulated as you conquer enemy provinces. The amount you gain is relative to 
the value or worth of that province to the country that owns it.

The Warscore is most important when ar-
ranging Peace. The higher your Warscore, the 
more leverage you have against your enemy 
in making Peace on terms that are favorable 
to you. Generally, when you send terms to the 
enemy, such as a Peace offer, you’ll want to ap-
proximate the Warscore when adding up what 
you will ask for (or offer, if you’re losing) in the 
peace negotiations.

PeaCe OffeRs
You may initiate a Peace Offer toward an En-

emy nation, or you may wait for the Enemy to 
come to you. If you receive a Peace Offer from 
another country, you will receive a Diplomatic 
Message in the lower-left corner of your screen. 
You do not have to respond to this immediately 
(or at all!), as you have 30 days to respond, 25 
days before the Diplomatic Message begins to 
blink, and another 5 days before it disappears.

If you receive a Peace Offer from another 
country, click on it and you will see the Peace 
Offer Interface, explaining the Enemy’s offer. 
You will see a picture of the enemy envoy, who 
will describe via text what the enemy is offer-
ing.

You have four choices, listed at the bottom 
of the interface. You can accept the offer; you 
can flatly decline it; or you can play with the 
envoy – Throw Him in Irons (imprison him), 
or Off with his Head (kill him). These are the 
options for any “hostile” Diplomatic Action, 
though please note that patches may differ as 
to whether an Enemy Peace Offer is a “hos-
tile” action.
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PeaCe NeGOTIaTIONs
If you are at War and you wish to attempt to end the War by using Peace negotiations, select Sue for Peace 

from the Diplomatic Actions Interface.
You will see the Peace Interface, which shows the Warscore at the top, and has four options: Annex, which 

may only be available if you control an Enemy’s sole remaining province; Demand Tribute, which takes you 
to the Peace Negotiation Interface where you can select which provinces or other concessions you want to ask 
for; Offer Tribute, which also takes you to the Peace Negotiation Interface where you can choose what to offer; 
and White Peace, which allows you to end the war with no gains or losses on either side.

The one exception to the normal rules of making Peace is Civil Wars. , and Neither side in a Civil War may 
offer peace. They are bound in a fight to the death, and when one Faction ultimately conquers the last prov-
ince of their Enemy in the Civil War, the War will come to a close as a total victory for that side.

PeaCe NeGOTIaTIONs INTeRfaCe
The Peace Negotiations Interface will show a map of your country, or that of your Enemy, depending who’s 

offering concessions. On the left, you may select which provinces you wish to make part of the offer, either in 
terms of giving or taking. 

Any provinces controlled (conquered) by the winning side will be listed under “Cede Provinces.” If you click 
on any of these, it will be marked with a checkmark and will be considered part of the Peace Offer. 

As you add provinces or other 
concessions to the list of demands 
or offers, a calculator will tabu-
late how much Warscore (i.e. how 
much Warscore “value”) that to-
tal approximates, which you can 
compare to the earned Warscore 
number at the top of the Inter-
face. Depending on how confi-
dent you are, or how the War has 
been going, you can either choose 
to ask for more than the Warscore 
in the hopes of getting it anyway, 
or you can ask for less and hope 
that will encourage the Enemy to 
agree to your terms.

If your Warscore is low, and you 
just want to end the War, there 
are lesser options than asking for 

provinces to be turned over to you in the Peace deal. You may ask for a one-time Indemnity – a payment of 
Gold, just that once, to pay for your troubles. 

If that’s not quite sufficient, and you’d rather come away with something more permanent, you could 
demand Tribute. The Enemy would, in return for Peace, provide you with a monthly payment of a set number 
of Gold pieces, and would be considered a Vasssal.

Another less painful option is to ask for your Enemy to give up their claim to Core provinces. This can make 
War less likely in the future by removing the “excuse” they otherwise have for Declaring War. If they hold a 
Core claim on a province you own, ask for them to give up that claim. It will never be an issue again, unless 
future wars bring it into question.
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Obviously, if you’re on the wrong end of the table for negotiations (if you’ve lost, or are losing the War), then 
take this advice in reverse – offer with these recommendations in mind, and hope that’s good enough.

aNNexaTION
A country can only be Annexed if it has been reduced to one owned province (i.e. it is a one-province minor). 

Countries which have more than one province will cede individual provinces but will not be allowed to be 
Annexed, even at 100% Warscore. 

When you are eligible to Annex, the Diplomatic Actions Interface will show “Annex” as one of the available 
options.

Realize that any provinces you Annex from a peace deal, whether individual provinces or the provinces of 
an entire country, will exhibit Nationalism for the next 30 years, meaning you should expect to have to deal 
with revolts. Annexation is also considered very strongly when computing Reputation (BadBoy).

mIlITaRy 
OveRvIew

Much of the history of the Ancient world 
(at least the history we know about) is made 
up of armies and navies fighting each other 
across and around the Mediterranean Sea. 
Warfare is no small part of Europa Univer-
salis: Rome, so pay close attention!

This section deals with things the game’s 
military units have in common, be they 
armies or navies. For items and issues that 
differ between land and sea units, those are 
dealt with in a separate section just for them.

Structure of the military
The basic military unit on land in EU: Rome is the cohort for land units, and the individual ship for seafar-

ing units. A multiple number of cohorts joined together become a Legion (more commonly referred to as an 
Army). A multiple number of ships joined together are considered a Fleet.

ReCRUITING mIlITaRy UNITs
In the province screen, you can choose to recruit new cohorts or ships, though ships are only an option in 

coastal provinces with access to wood. You may be able to build a range of different units, depending on the 
Trade Goods available in that province (either produced at home, or brought in through trade routes), and 
your Technology Level for Land Technology.

You can select new cohorts or ships to build in each province. If you choose more than one and pay for them 
up front, these extra units will enter a queue, and they will be built by that province in sequence.

You also must have available manpower to build or recruit units: 1,000 for land units or ships.
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Some Events may allow an individual Character to recruit military units. If 
this happens, those units will have personal Loyalty toward the Character who 
recruited them, and will initially appear in the province where the recruiting 
Character is located at the time.

As your Construction Technology advances, you will gradually get better 
Build Times, meaning that your units will be recruited or built more quickly. 
Some Trade Goods will also provide improved Build Times for provinces which 
either produce the Good, or Trade for it.

UsING The seleCT bOx feaTURe
If you click and drag (click, hold down, and move the mouse) your mouse 

cursor, you can draw a white-bordered Select Box around multiple military units. This allows you to Combine 
units if they are in the same port, seazone or province – see below for more details – or to see at a glance where 
several of your own units are being directed to move, with each unit’s movement arrow becoming visible.

COmbINING aND sPlITTING UNITs
If you click on a unit containing more than one ship or cohort, there will be a box in the upper-right corner 

of the unit interface (an icon showing two arrows going in opposite directions). Clicking on this button will 
allow you to reorganize your units by selecting some to move into a new unit. 

The Splitting Units Interface will 
appear. One side will show the army 
you’re starting with, along with the 
names, types, and number of men 
in each cohort within that army. 
The other half of the interface will 
show an empty army (contain-
ing no cohorts) with a new name, 
though you should remember that 
you can always change the names 
of your units by clicking on their 
name in the interface. To move a 
cohort into the new army, click the 

arrow to the left of the cohort. You can move any unit back by clicking on the arrow to the left of the cohort in 
the other army’s list. When done, click close, and the armies will appear as commanded.

Likewise, if you draw a box (click and drag with your mouse) around the units in a single province, an 
interface will appear that shows every unit in that province, though you may have to select carefully to avoid 
drawing naval and land units into the same box. The Merge Units button shows two arrows pointing toward 
each other, with a line between them. This will combine your selected armies or fleets into one, larger unit, 
though they must all be in the same province or sea zone. It will also place them under command of a single 
General or Admiral; the other generals assigned to the units, if any, will be returned to the Character pool.

If only two armies or fleets are selected, you can reorganize them 
using the same interface described above. Click on the Reorganiza-
tion button. Otherwise, you must first Merge them, and then divide 
them using the Reorganization button.
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There is also a Consolidate Cohorts button located in the lower-right corner of your Army Interface which 
allows you to take multiple low-strength cohorts (with a number of soldiers adding up to less than 1,000) and 
combine them into one, stronger cohort. Remember that if you do this, you will lose the ability to reinforce the 
eliminated cohorts to full strength; in other words, those units you lost when you consolidated are lost forever, 
though their men live on in a new cohort.

No units may reorganize or merge during combat, or during a Retreat from a lost battle.

assIGNING leaDeRs
In the Unit Interface screen, there will be a bar underneath the unit name showing which Character com-

mands the unit. If no name is shown, that unit is “leaderless,” meaning it is under the command of lowly 
officers. You may click on this box to either assign or change a leader.

Leaders will affect that unit’s effectiveness in combat, as well as provide certain bonuses if they have certain 
Traits. A skilled commander may inspire his army to get Battle Events, which can turn the tide of battle in 
their favor.

There are times when you cannot assign new Leaders. During Retreats and during combat, the Leader is 
locked in place and cannot be moved. Also, it is not possible to assign a new Leader while a unit is in enemy-
controlled territory, though it is possible while in enemy provinces you control. Admirals commanding ships, 
of course, can only be assigned while the fleet is in port.

A character who is assigned as a military leader may acquire the personal Loyalty of the cohorts under his 
command during combat (battles, assaults or sieges), especially if that Character has high Charisma. This 
means that, if a Civil War occurs and this General is part of the Faction opposed to the government, those 
cohorts who have Loyalty to that Character may join the Civil War against the government. Unit Loyalty is 
shown in unit tooltips, as is information about who the unit is Loyal to. A graphical representation of three 
gold links in the Unit Interface shows that unit has Loyalty to a Character.

If a unit is personally recruited by a Character, it will have loyalty to that Character.

mORale
Morale is what keeps a unit’s soldiers fighting in the field. It’s their motivation and willingness to stand 

against the Enemy. Once a unit’s morale is sapped by lack of Maintenance or through combat results, they 
will choose to leave the field of combat and retreat to a safer province.

mOvING mIlITaRy UNITs
To move a unit, simply left-click on a unit (army or fleet). A rotating disc will encircle it to indicate which 

unit you’ve selected. Then right-click in the province or seazone where you want the unit to move. 
If you hover your cursor over a province, an animation will appear at the back end of the cursor to indicate 

whether the unit you have selected is able to move into that province or seazone. A green pulsing arrow will 
appear if your selected unit can move into a province which is friendly, meaning that it is controlled by you 
or an allied country. A red pulsing arrow will appear if your selected unit can move into a province which is 
hostile or held by an enemy. A red flashing “x” will appear if your selected unit cannot move into that loca-
tion at all. 
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If you’ve clicked on a province where the unit is not 
allowed to move, you will see a bright “star” flare and 
then fade, and no arrow will be created to indicate the 
unit will move there.

A land unit will not move into water unless there is 
a fleet with enough capacity to carry all its soldiers. 
A naval unit will move into port if a land province is 
selected, provided that province has a port.

Units standing in Enemy territory in provinces that 
haven’t fallen will automatically enter a Siege against 
that city. When a unit moves away from the province, 
the Siege ends. If you choose to return to the Siege 
before the next province is reached, just click on the 
province you haven’t yet left, and the Siege will re-
sume.

If an army is forced into battle while it’s in the pro-
cess of moving into a neighboring province, it ceases 
movement, completes the battle, and then continues 
its movement into the next province based on where 
it was and its distance from its destination when the 

battle started. 
A tooltip will show where a unit is moving to, and when it is expected to arrive there if you hover your cursor 

over the unit or units, though separate armies or navies are shown separately. If desired, you may set your 
Message Settings to inform you when one of your units reaches its destination.

If you use the Select Box feature, you can issue movement orders to more than one unit, whether they are in 
the same province or not. To do this, all selected units can only be directed to move into the same destination 
province; if you wish otherwise, you’ll have to issue separate orders. Note that these units will all move at their 
own maximum speed, and they cannot be guaranteed to arrive in the province at the same time.

seTTING mOvemeNT PaThs
If you do not want your ships or troops to follow the default movement path selected by the computer (the 

“shortest route”), then you can override it. This will require movement in “legs” – two parts to your path. Set 
the first path normally: select a province or seazone to which to move that is close enough to your destination. 
You may have to experiment to find the right path. Then, once you’ve set movement close to where you want, 
draw the next leg of the path by holding down the “Shift” key on your keyboard, and right-clicking on your 
final destination.
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You can set as many legs to the path as 
you want, even patrolling back and forth, 
if you want. The fleet will continue until it 
has run out of movement orders, or sunk be-
cause you underestimated Attrition!

mOvemeNT sPeeD
Each ship or cohort has a set basic 

“speed.” Any fleet or army with multiple 
ships or cohorts will move at the speed of its 
slowest unit.

A Road in a province will greatly increase 
the movement rate of any army moving 
through that province.

sTRaITs
Certain coastal provinces are close enough 

to other coastal provinces that it’s possible 
for armies to cross between those provinces 
as if they were crossing over land. This will 
normally take longer, as they have to cross 
the water (in small boats, presumably). 

Crossing Straits will be impossible if there 
is an Enemy navy present in the seazone which separates the provinces. However, if the fleet is in battle, they 
become unable to block the Straits. In other words, the unit can make it across while the battle is still going 
on; otherwise, they will remain blocked.

hOUsekeePING (eND Of mONTh)
At the end of each month, the computer will conduct various “housekeeping” duties, such as applying Attri-

tion, and adding Reinforcements. This is also when the Autosave feature does its work, if you’ve chosen that 
option. Each of these features may cause the game to halt, momentarily, while it processes this data.

exPeRIeNCe
When a unit engages in combat, it will gain Experience. The more intense the combat and the more suc-

cessful the battles, the more Experience will be earned. Once accumulated, these Experience bonuses will give 
the unit an advantage in combat. Experience is tracked individually, cohort by cohort. Cohorts that are badly 
mauled in combat may lose part of their Experience bonus due to the loss of experienced soldiers.

Experience is shown in a tooltip if you hover your cursor over the specific cohort in the Army Information 
Interface, which is explained later.

DIe ROlls
To resolve combat in Europa Universalis: Rome, the computer “rolls” a 10-sided die for each side to ran-

domly determine their combat modifier for the round. This process is used for land combat and naval combat 
alike. Each round lasts for five days, and then the dice are rolled again, with different random modifiers. How 
this affects each type of combat is discussed in more detail below.
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laND mIlITaRy
Overview
Control of the seas is fine, but the lives of most citizens, and most countries, exists primarily on land, which 

is why most of the world’s wars have been fought primarily on land.
Anything specific to land-based military units is covered here. 
Cohort Types
First, please note that each Culture may have its own name for each of these cohort types. The generic terms 

are used here.
Infantry/Militia•	  – These are the “light” infantry troops used by most armies around the world, espe-
cially by Tribes. Lightly armed and lightly armored, they engage primarily in wild, melee combat. They 
can participate in Sieges and Assaults.
Heavy Infantry•	  – Much more heavily armed and armored than Militia, the Heavy Infantry are the 
subject when people think about the Roman Legions, or the Greek Phalanxes. They can stand much better 
against Archers, Cavalry or Militia, and there’s not much (besides Elephants and other Heavy Infantry) 
they fear. They can participate in Sieges and Assaults.
Cavalry•	  – These are mounted horse soldiers who could ride around the flanks of the Enemy and take ad-
vantage of targets or openings of opportunity. The Cavalry is very mobile, and thus has a further “range” 
of attack than other units. The only cohorts they can’t attack as effectively is Heavy Infantry.
Archers•	  – With their arrows representing an effective long-ranged weapon, Archers could frequently kill 
many of their foes before the armies even came into direct combat. Archers are vulnerable, and so would 
deploy behind the Infantry for protection. Playing a primarily support role, they could provide a deadly 
hail of arrows before the Infantry engages in hand-to-hand combat. They can participate in Sieges and 
Assaults as support troops.
Horse Archers•	  – An improvement upon the Archer, these have the ability not just to rain hails of ar-
rows, but also to move around the battlefield. 
Elephants•	  – The heavy shock troops of whatever battlefields could field them. War Elephants strike fear 
into just about anyone, but they’re expensive.

COhORT PRODUCTION
Elephants can only be built in provinces that produce or trade for elephants. Horses are necessary to pro-

duce Cavalry or Horse Archers. Wood is necessary to produce Archers, and Iron is necessary to produce Heavy 
Infantry.

aUxIlIaRIes
Auxiliaries are mercenaries whose service is purchased at high cost from volunteer soldiers from other 

countries. You will only be able to hire Auxiliaries in provinces which neighbor other countries. 
Auxiliaries do not drain Manpower when they are called up simply because they are volunteers. However, 

they require more money to maintain than your normal army units.

aRmy INfORmaTION INTeRfaCe
Please note that Roman armies were referred to as Legions, and Greek armies were often called Phalanxes. 

For ease of reference, we refer to all of these units (combined cohorts) as “armies,” no matter what Culture 
produced them.

When you click on an army (aim with your mouse cursor toward the base to indicate the specific unit 
and make it easier to select) the Army Information Screen will open. Each cohort which is part of that army 
will be listed; cohorts are a unit which normally contains 1,000 men, and an army may include more than 
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one. If there are more cohorts than will fit on the screen, there will be a scroll bar along the right side of the 
interface. At the top, under the army name, is displayed the name of the army’s General, or “no leader” if no 
General has been assigned. 

Under this is a reminder of where the army is located. To the 
right is the total number of men in the army, and the amount 
of monthly Attrition it’s currently experiencing, which can be 
due to the number of cohorts in the province being over the 
province’s Supply Limit. This Attrition is applied at  the end 
of each month if the unit is still experiencing that level of At-
trition.

On the left will be an army icon and a red and/or green bar indicating the percentage of morale remaining 
for that army; green is good, red is bad. The bottom portion of the interface displays all cohorts which are 
part of the army. The picture is a graphical representation of what type of unit the cohort is, be it an archer, 
heavy infantry, and so on. Underneath the name of the cohort, to the right, is text which also indicates what 
the type of unit is called in that Culture. On the far right, you’ll see how many men of the 1,000 maximum 
are currently in that cohort, minus attrition and casualties.

The Army Information Interface has small controls which are nevertheless important. At the very top-right 
are three small icons. The first allows you to disband that unit and all its cohorts – they will disappear and 
no longer be able to fight for you; see the Disbanding Cohorts header for more information. The middle icon 
allows you to divide the army’s cohorts into more than one army, as it will open the Reorganize Unit Interface. 
The icon on the far right will close the Army Information Interface. 

The two icons in the middle of the interface, to the right of the first cohorts listed, are arrows which will al-
low you to switch backward and forward through your country’s armies in sequence, no matter where they’re 
located. You will basically switch from the Army Information Interface for one army, and be looking at the 
same Interface for the next army.

An icon on the right at the very bottom allows you to consolidate weakened cohorts into a single unit. 
Basically, if you have three units which have been weakened to only 200 men, you can combine them into 
one cohort of 600 men. Remember that if you do this, those other two cohorts will be permanently lost and 
will never be reinforced; in other words, your potential reinforced strength of those three cohorts is no longer 
3,000, but rather only the 1,000 of the single, consolidated cohort. One reason you may still wish to do this 
is so you don’t waste Manpower in the form of Reinforcements to units that have little military value in their 
weakened state.

maINTeNaNCe 
Each regiment has a cost that must be paid for maintenance (approximately .01 gold, at max), or else the 

regiment loses morale. This is reflected in your Economic Interface. You will be forced to pay considerably 
more for extra units if you’ve exceeded your Support Limit (the maximum number of units your country can 
normally support).

Auxiliaries cost more than your own cohorts to maintain because you’re paying them more to work for 
you.

If your armies are over your country’s Support Limit, you will have to pay a surcharge for the additional 
units, at a higher rate than for your normally supported units. A tooltip on the Military Interface will display 
how much you’re paying for general Maintenance, and how much extra you’re paying for being over the 
Support Limit.
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DIsbaNDING COhORTs
There are sometimes reasons to Disband units that are in your service. Maintenance for army units can be 

very expensive in the long term. Also, if a country is supporting more armies than its Support Limit, it will pay 
even more for Maintenance on those units.

By Disbanding a unit, you will cease paying Maintenance on that cohort, and the Manpower will go back 
into your Manpower Pool. That is one reason why you might wish to do this, but it will cost money to do so – 
you need to pay the soldiers for their service, or if they’re being discharged early, for their “lost wages” from fu-
ture looting. It will cost even more if the unit is personally Loyal to a Character who is disloyal to the State.

maNPOweR
You have a base Manpower, determined by the Population of Freemen in your country. This “pool” is avail-

able to help build new units, and to help reinforce existing units that have lost troops to desertion or combat.
In long or costly Wars, the Manpower pool may be drawn very low. If you run out of Manpower, not only can 

you not raise new armies, but you can’t even Reinforce the armies you have.

sUPPORT lImITs
Each province has a Support Limit which determines how many total cohorts can be in that province at 

one time (figured at the end of the month) without negative consequences. If the number of cohorts in that 
province is over the Support Limit, they will suffer a certain degree of Attrition, a number which increases as 
the Support Limit is increasingly exceeded.

It’s important to keep in mind the difference between a “Support Limit,” the amount of units your country 
can support without added expense, and a “Supply Limit,” the amount of cohorts which can exist in a single 
province without suffering Attrition.

aTTRITION 
If your army enters a province and the total number of armies (yours plus whoever else is there) is higher 

than that province’s support limit, all units will suffer attrition of 5% or worse (counted at month’s end).
If an army is led by a general, that general’s Martial attribute is added to the Supply Limit to create a tempo-

rary, artificial maximum Supply Limit for that province. Armies whose general’s attributes keep them under 
the Limit will not suffer attrition, even if they are over the province’s normal Supply Limit.

If more than one unit is in a province which is over its Support Limit, then only the smaller unit will suffer 
attrition, unless the larger unit by itself is over the Support Limit.

When calculating its value against the Support Limit, the “weight” of a unit is the maximum strength of 
that unit, not its current strength (which may have been depleted in combat).

Provinces which are friendly or controlled by your country will have a higher effective Support Limit for 
your armies.

ReINfORCemeNTs
Each regiment which is below its maximum strength will receive reinforcements from your manpower 

pool at the end of each month, assuming you have surplus manpower. They will arrive at the rate of 50 men 
per unit until the reinforcement pool for that month (which can be checked by hovering your cursor over the 
Manpower value in the Information Bar) is exhausted. After that, no other units will be reinforced, so you may 
see some units are being reinforced, while others are not.

Normally, if your Manpower pool is large enough and you are not in such a large-scale war that you have 
multiple units needing reinforcement, each cohort will receive 50 soldiers at the end of every month to replace 
those lost in combat, or due to attrition. However, in those extreme circumstances often brought on by large 
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wars, you may find that not all of your cohorts are reinforced. Each country has a maximum number of 
reinforcement soldiers per month. You may find this number by moving your cursor over the Manpower value 
at the top of the screen in the Information Bar and reading the information in the tooltip. Understrength 
cohorts will be reinforced until this number is reached and the other understrength cohorts will have to wait 
their turn.

laND COmbaT
OveRvIew

Some land warfare can be like Chess: a war of maneuver and strategy. However, in Ancient times, the game 
often ended with a bloody conflict at hands’ breadth between opposing forces, very few of whom might make 
it out of the melee alive.

INITIaTING COmbaT
When opposing armies enter the same province, they will enter combat. If you select the unit, the Land 

Battle Interface will appear.

laND baTTle INTeRfaCe
The top of the Land Battle Interface will show the name of the battle which is underway (the name of the 

province).
There are two halves to the display, the top one for the attacker and the lower one for the defender. The 

flags of the opposing sides are shown on the left, along with a portrait of the Generals. If there is no general 
assigned, the portrait will be blank, except for a question mark. The general’s name will be at the top of his 
side’s display, next to his portrait. If you hover your cursor over the name, it will show his attributes and traits. 
An army without a General assigned will indicate “No Commander.”

To the right side of each side’s display is shown the exact number of soldiers of each type on that side. These 
figures will change as casualties reduce the numbers during combat.

Underneath the General’s name, you will see the “die roll” result for that side, and you will see other combat 
modifiers such as Martial advantage, terrain penalties, etc. These modifiers are added or subtracted to the 
die roll to determine a relative advantage in the battle. Generally, the higher this number, the higher the 
casualties on the other side.

Beneath the battle modifiers is shown the army’s Morale bar. Red shows falling morale, green shows resolve 
in the face of the enemy. As battle continues, each side’s morale will start to falter. Typically, one side’s morale 
will fall more quickly. You can hover your cursor over this bar to determine the exact Morale numbers.

Below this, in each half, facing each other, you will see an order of battle drawn up on a representation of a 
battlefield. This is meant to represent the formations of each side as they meet in the field of battle.

In the battlefield, each cohort will have a symbol to denote its type, and each fits into a box on the matrix 
according to its unit type (see Deployments below). 
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You may hover your mouse cursor 
over any of these cohorts on either 
side, and get more information about 
its name, how many men are present, 
their morale, their provincial origins, 
their experience, and any combat mod-
ifiers applied to that unit.

DePlOymeNTs
Every cohort on the battlefield has a 

Maneuver value based on its unit type. 
Cavalry, for instance, typically has the 
best mobility across the battlefield, so 
has the highest Maneuver. This value 
determines how many squares away 
on the battlefield matrix the unit can 
attack.

A unit placed in between one unit 
and its enemy will prevent the other 
two units from attacking one another. 
Therefore, any units in the second rank 
are immune from attack unless the de-

fending units ahead of them are wiped out.
Missile troops (archers and horse archers) will deploy to the rear of any infantry-type units, and will be able 

to provide fire support from their protected position; in other words, they will inflict damage upon an enemy 
up to two squares away.

Cavalry will deploy on the flanks if there is infantry to hold the middle, so that it can attack around the 
corners of the enemy formation.

Infantry will typically mount a frontal assault against the unit in front of it, unless special battle events 
are received.

As the battle wears on, these cohorts may change position relative to each other, such as Cavalry moving up 
on the flanks, Archers moving forward, and so on. If cohorts have been eliminated, the remaining units may 
“close ranks” and move toward the center to make up for the loss of the unit.

COmbaT PROCess
Every day, the computer makes individual determinations of combat between whichever cohorts are attack-

ing each other. It will determine Morale and Casualty damage based on the modified die rolls of each side and 
the Experience and Discipline factors of each unit. It will also take into account the special characteristics 
of each unit, such as the relative strengths and weaknesses of each unit type against the other. Certain unit 
types are better at fighting some unit types than others. These balances also change on the basis of techno-
logical advances on each side. If the commanders’ Martial attributes are equal, no modifier for leader bonus 
is applied.

Because of the support qualities of archer units, an infantry unit with archer support is more effective in 
combat than an unsupported infantry unit. The best armies combine Archers with Cavalry, and with Infantry; 
the strengths of each combine to even out the weaknesses of any one group of them.
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Battle Events (see below) may also greatly impact how 
the battle turns out, as well as the relative morale and 
strength casualties.

As cohorts take significant casualties, those cohorts 
will start to lose color in the Deployment field of the 
Land Battle Interface. They will take on a lighter shade 
until they are almost destroyed, at which point they are 
almost invisible.

baTTle eveNTs 
When units engage in combat, commanders will use 

whatever tactics they know, to the extent that they know 
them. The higher a general’s Charisma, the more likely 
he can rally his soldiers to extraordinary exertion.

Wedge•	  – This causes the army to inflict 
stronger damage against the Enemy at the center.

Envelope•	  – This causes the army to wrap around the enemy, which causes stronger damage against the 
flanks of the Enemy formation.
Force Attack•	  – By urging his troops to press the attack, they are able to inflict more casualties.
Hold Ground•	  – A defensive move where the soldiers reorganize and are able to mutually support each 
other in holding the ground. They take less damage than would otherwise be the case.
Rally•	  – The General urges his troops to draw upon reserves of spirit, and to believe they can do the 
impossible. This sustains their Morale, which is often as good as winning the battle.

TeRRaIN & RIveR CROssING mODIfIeRs 
Most provinces have a predominant terrain – mountain, plains, forest, desert, etc. However, each province 

has a mixture of terrain. The game draws a line between provinces from the unit’s origin to its destination, 
and the battle will happen along that path, in the terrain (somewhat random) on which the battle location 
falls. Basically, the location is selected according to the terrain assigned to the pixel where the battle is ran-
domly chosen to occur.

If your army crosses a river en route to a battle, as measured from center point of the origin province to the 
center point of the destination province, you will receive a -1 penalty to your combat rolls.

CasUalTy DamaGe
Depending on the relative strengths and weaknesses of the unit types in the combat matrix, and adding 

in that unit’s modified die roll (the die roll with modifiers added or subtracted), a unit may lose a certain 
number of men. Battle Events may impact the degree of casualty damage, as well; for example, if an Envelope 
event causes the enemy flanks to falter, etc.

If a unit type is fighting a certain unit type, and is considered more effective than other units at fighting 
those troops (i.e. Cavalry vs. Militia), then the casualties among the lesser unit will be high. Across the battle-
field, this calculation is made for every unit that is in contact with the Enemy.

Generally, the casualties during each day of a single phase will be approximately similar to the casualties 
on every other day of that five-day phase.

mORale DamaGe
Different combat circumstances may result in few actual casualties, but will reduce the morale of the unit. 
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You will see this represented by the unit’s green bar being replaced by red. When the red replaces the green, the 
unit breaks and retreats. There are times when Morale Damage will outweigh Casualty Damage.

The first army to lose all its Morale will retreat, and lose the battle. Note that this applies not individual 
cohorts, but the army as a whole.

A unit’s Organization helps it to recover Morale after a battle. Organization basically translates into a faster 
rate of recovery from Morale damage.

leaDeRshIP CasUalTIes
Assigned Generals may find themselves maimed or wounded in combat, or even killed. This may have seri-

ous consequences to his leadership during the battle. Wounds suffered in combat may even kill the General 
days or weeks later.

Any wounds developed in combat will immediately affect the General’s Martial skill, putting him at a 
disadvantage. Remember also that a General who dies in battle cannot be replaced until after the battle. This 
can be the cause of a serious loss.

eND Of COmbaT
Combat will end when one or more of a set of conditions are met: 1) one side or the other loses all its Morale, 

2) one side or the other loses all of its men to Attrition or Casualties, or 3) one side or the other disengages 
(Retreats) all of its units. 

Unlike in some Paradox Games, a cohort which has reached zero strength is not eliminated – it continues 
to exist, and “reorganizes” itself at the end of the month when it receives reinforcements. Please note that this 
is not true if the losing force is less than one-tenth of the strength of the victors (see Surrender, below).

A unit’s Morale will begin to recover as they retreat. It will continue to recover gradually over a period of 
time if the unit is not forced into combat again. Since Morale does not recover quickly, a beaten unit is easy 
to defeat again if pursued by its enemies.

Unit Organization (a modifier) can increase the rate at which a unit’s Morale recovers.

sURReNDeR
If a battle is so unbalanced (or has become unbalanced by disproportionate casualties on one side) that the 

losing force has less than one-tenth as many soldiers at the end of combat as the victorious army, then the 
smaller army is automatically forced to surrender when its Morale is used up, and it is eliminated. 

ReTReaT
When a unit chooses to retreat from combat, it will move into whichever province you choose, much the 

same as if you were simply moving the unit.
When a unit is forced to retreat, relative safety determines to which province it will retreat. It will prefer a 

province with friendly units, or friendly ownership, and with no enemy presence.
Generals of armies that are retreating may not be relieved of their commands (and presumably transferred) 

until after that unit reaches its retreat destination. Likewise, no generals may be added to a unit which is in 
retreat, even if its leader has been killed.

A retreating unit’s Banner (the flag it carries with it) will turn gray or another color which contrasts with its 
regular color and will remain that color until it has reached a place of safety where it can end its retreat (i.e. 
it’s reached its destination province, after its retreat).

fORTs & CITy walls
Cities would typically have some sort of perimeter defense, whether this is a few guard shacks or a few 

isolated outcroppings, or a wooden or stone wall protecting the city.
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When an opposing army moves into a province of its enemy, various hostile results may occur. If both sides 
have armies, then combat ensues. If the province is left undefended either by an absence of defenders or 
because of a combat victory, then a siege begins.

sIeGes
A siege is generally an attempt to starve the enemy city into submission. This may take some time, if left 

to run its course. Over a matter of weeks or months, you will see a city gradually lose its ability to withstand 
the siege. 

Sometimes, the city walls may even be breached, which can allow more direct and more effective assaults 
against the city. Lighter units such as Militia are in a better position to take advantage of a wall that has 
fallen down. 

sIeGe INTeRfaCe
The Siege Interface will show the name of the siege at the top (the name of the city). Below, there will be a 

graphic representation of the city, along with the flag of the country which controls the city. Below that, on 
the left side, a castle graphic is shown to indicate how strong the fortifications are (Level 1, 2, etc.). Along the 
bottom of the defender’s half of the interface is an indicator of how many defenders remain in the city, along 
with their morale status.

In the attacker’s half of the interface, the besieging general’s portrait is shown, and his country’s flag is on 
the left. Next to the general’s portrait is shown how many soldiers of each unit type he has in his army. Below 
that is the attacker’s morale Bar, and a skull with a number which indicates Attrition they are taking while 
besieging the city.

Between these two sides is the “Assault” button. You will click this if you wish to stop mounting a passive 
Siege by starving the enemy out and want to try to resolve things more quickly by Assaulting the city walls 
with your military forces. 

A Siege will not achieve any success or make progress in weakening the city unless the number of infantry 
Siege force is at least equal in number to the garrison inside the city walls or inside the fort. If the Siege force 
is not superior, then no reinforcements will be able to arrive within the city; however, the Siege Percentage 
will never increase and the city will never fall unless more soldiers arrive to strengthen the siege. This may, 
in fact, happen by the arrival of the besieging cohorts’ normal reinforcement process if the balance is close 
enough to even.

A player may decide to give up on a Siege at any time, simply by beginning to move into a neighboring 
province. If you choose to return to the Siege before the next province is reached, just click on the province 
you haven’t yet left, and the Siege will resume. However, if the Siege had ended for more than a day, then the 
Siege progress must start over.

As the Siege progresses, the Siege Interface may show that the City is in distress, with smoke coming out of 
some of the more distressed portions of the City. Fires and/or Fallen Walls are good signs that the City will fall 
within another month or so.

Once a city has fallen to a Siege (or an Assault – see below), the native garrison of the province goes away 
whether it’s been defeated in battle, or has simply surrendered after a long siege. A new garrison, manned 
by the conquering force, is established, starting at 100 men and will begin to grow from there back to the 
province maximum, as determined by the fort level.

A city or province which either produces stone locally or trades for it from another province will have a 
defensive bonus in withstanding Sieges. One of the Religious Omens can also help with Defense.

 assaUlTs
Unless you have overwhelming force, a successful Assault upon city walls is very difficult (come on – look 
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at those walls!). You may lose a substantial amount of your army for very little apparent effect, unless just 
the right conditions are met, which can be hard to predict before mounting the Assault. Your Morale will also 
suffer, and may drop to zero before your mission is completed.

Only Infantry units and Archers will attack the city. Only Militia, Archers and Heavy Infantry may use their 
strength against a city’s defenses in an Assault. 

An Assaulting army’s chances of success are much higher if the city’s walls have fallen.
Once all the city’s garrison of defenders are dead or wounded, the city will fall. Like in a Land Battle, the 

city defenders may also lose their Morale before they are entirely defeated by casualties. In this case, the city 
still falls, and the defenders surrender.

If the attacker runs out of either Morale or men for the Assault, then the Assault fails, albeit temporarily, 
until either the Morale recovers or they receive Reinforcement. If this happens, the siege will continue, but 
may not be effective unless there are more besiegers outside the city than defenders inside the city. Once Re-
inforcements restore some of the besieging force, the Siege will be effective again. Later, if morale or soldier 
strength is sufficiently restored, a player may begin another Assault.

CaPTURING PROvINCes
When an army occupies an undefended province (there is no opposing army, though there may be city 

walls), or once they successfully defeat a city through siege or assault, that province changes control from the 
former controller to the new one, though ownership will remain the same. This control status remains until 
control is regained by another country, or until the war ends.

The flag of the province’s owner in the Province Interface will be partially overlaid with a small flag of the 
country which took over the province, showing that the province is occupied. 

Naval TRaNsPORT Of aRmIes
Armies, for obvious reasons, cannot cross oceans or bodies of water. If a land path is not available between 

the army’s location and its intended destination, you may choose to move the army by sea. This may be a pre-
ferred option even if there is a longer pathway over land. If there is no land access to that destination province, 
an army may not move there. Movement by sea can be more dangerous, but it is also almost always faster.

To move an army by sea, you must have a fleet with sufficient capacity to carry your army. In other words, 
you need one ship for every cohort that requires transport. If you have too many cohorts, then you can split 
your army and carry them in two or more trips.

To land an army at any enemy or allied province, or province of your own territory, you must select the tab 
on the upper-right corner of the Fleet Information Interface where the transported armies are indicated and 
then right-click on a coastal province adjacent to the transport’s seazone, just as if you were moving on land. 
Naval disembarking may take longer than it would to move from province to province on land.

aTTaCkING baRbaRIaNs
This is explained in more detail earlier, in the Frontiers and Barbarians section. It is mostly the same as 

attacking any other enemy army.
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Naval mIlITaRy
OveRvIew

While “conquest” takes place on land, many countries will need to fight with ships on the seas in order to 
conquer or defend themselves. This is especially true of the Ancient Mediterranean, where movement along 
the rim of the sea on rugged land was far more troublesome than was travel by sea. 

shIP CONsTRUCTION
Ships can only be constructed in provinces which have access to wood through native production or through 

trade routes. The province must also have Core status, and must not be under enemy occupation.

fleeT 

INfORmaTION INTeRfaCe
When you click on a fleet, the Navy Information Interface will open. A fleet may include more than one 

ship, and each ship which is part of that fleet will be listed. If more ships are in one fleet than can fit on the 
Interface, there will be a scroll bar along the right side of the interface. At the top, under the fleet name, is 
displayed the name of the fleet’s admiral, or “no leader.” Underneath this is a reminder of what seazone it’s in. 
To the right is the amount of monthly attrition it’s currently experiencing in that seazone due to conditions. 
This attrition is applied at the end of each month if the unit is still experiencing that level of attrition.

aTTRITION aT sea
When a ship is away from home port (i.e. not in a seazone adjacent to a home province), it will suffer from 

attrition, meaning there is a chance of the ship taking damage from storms or other sea hazards besides 
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combat.
A ship which is away from its home waters will have a small chance of suffering damage from attrition 

(storms, basically). A ship which has been at sea for a long time may also suffer attrition, depending on the 
amount of time it has been away from port. 

The ship will cease to suffer from attrition once it returns to home waters no matter how long it has been at 
sea. In order to repair any damage, it must return to port.

hOme PORTs
If a ship gets damaged at sea, the only way to repair it is to take it to a home port and let it stay there for a 

while, which may be a matter of a few weeks, or several, depending on the amount of damage needing to be 
repaired. The damage will be repaired gradually over the course of several days or weeks.

Friendly ports, be they allied or occupied, also carry this benefit.

Naval RePaIR
A ship which has suffered damage from combat or seazone attrition can enter a friendly port and repair 

the damage gradually.

DIsbaNDING shIPs
As with cohorts, ships can be disbanded. They also cost money to disband, as the sailors will want to be 

paid before they go. You will no longer have to pay Maintenance, and the sailors will be shifted back into the 
Manpower pool.

blOCkaDes
When countries are at war, they may move ships into a seazone adjacent to an enemy port, which will begin 

a Blockade of that port, assuming there are no defending ships, which would instead cause you to go into 
combat. A Blockade prevents the income from a Trade Route from arriving in its target country, and instead 
routes some of that money to the Blockading country.

TRaNsPORTING aRmIes
Armies, for obvious reasons, cannot cross oceans or bodies of water. If a land path is not available between 
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the army’s location and its intended destination, you may choose to move the army by sea. This may be a 
preferred option even if there is a longer pathway over land. If there is no land access to that destination 
province, an army may not move there.

To move an army by sea, you must have a fleet with sufficient capacity to carry your army. In other words, 
you need one ship for every cohort that requires transport. If you have too many cohorts, then you can split 
your army and carry them in two or more trips.

Combat can interfere with the landing of troops, where it will either take longer or prevent the initiation 
of unloading.

Remember that when disembarking into a combat situation on land (where there is an enemy army present 
in the province you’re landing in), you will receive negative modifiers to your combat, since you are landing 
from sea.

Naval COmbaT
OveRvIew

The Ancient Mediterranean was the site of some of the most legendary naval battles of all time. Many times, 
the fate of empires rested upon their success in naval combat. Because of the geography of the region, the 
Mediterranean was the only common “ground” many countries had on which to fight, and the only reason-
able means to place soldiers on the enemy’s territory.

INITIaTING COmbaT
Like land combat, naval combat automatically begins on the day when ships from two warring countries 

exist in the same seazone at the same time, unless one fleet is retreating.
When two fleets of opposing naval forces are in the same seazone, they will enter combat.

COmbaT PROCess
As with land combat, naval combat is conducted in five-day phases, with die rolls changing every five days. 

Naval combat is determined not just by the relative strengths of the ships and the modifiers of the Admirals in 
charge, but also by the speed ratings of the ships involved.

Naval baTTle INTeRfaCe
The Naval Battle Interface will show the name of the battle (the seazone) at the top. Underneath this, you 

will see the attacker’s flag, the portrait of the admiral, if any, and the admiral’s name.
Underneath this, you will see the die roll received by the attacker’s side, along with any modifiers such as 

the admiral’s skill. Below this is the navy’s morale bar. Red shows falling morale, green shows resolve in the 
face of the enemy. As battle continues, each side’s morale will start to falter. Typically, one side’s will fall more 
quickly. You can hover your cursor over this bar to determine the exact Morale numbers.

At the very 
bottom, you 
will see the 
same infor-
mation for the 
defender: flag, 
portrait of 
the admiral, 
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name. You can hover your cursor over the admiral’s name to see his attributes and traits. Below this is the 
defender’s die roll, as well as any modifiers.

In the very middle of the interface is shown the rival ships lined up for battle. You can hover your cursor over 
any of the ships to get more information on their individual Structure Damage.

COmbaT ResOlUTION
Ship combat is based largely upon the commanders’ relative skills, and the maneuver rating of each ship. 

They will suffer damage (Structural or Morale) in stages, so you will rarely lose a ship before you have an op-
portunity to try to break off combat, but be careful, as retreating ships are vulnerable to being captured.

Fleets, no matter how skilled their Admiral may be, are not intended to receive Battle Events like armies 
do.

sTRUCTURe DamaGe
Ships will often take actual damage to their ships. It will come in chunks at a time, but if you don’t either 

start winning or retreat to save your ship, you may eventually be without one.
This is even more of a consideration since Naval Attrition may take more of a toll on the ships even after 

they retreat. It’s even possible that a badly damaged ship will sink later due to Attrition, after the battle is long 
done, but ultimately as a result of the combat.

mORale DamaGe
Ships, like armies, can suffer morale penalties, which may build and cause one side to retreat before they 

are fully defeated in a military sense. When a fleet retreats for this reason, there is a possibility some of the 
ships may be captured, provided that the Enemy ships have better Maneuverability.

lOsING aDmIRals
If every ship in the fleet is sunk, then your Admiral will be killed. An Admiral may also be wounded or 

maimed in combat, which may later cause his death later.

eND Of COmbaT
When one side or the other has no more ships, then combat will end. 
If one side’s morale has faltered and the commander can no longer stand and fight, then the fleet will 

retreat (see below). In naval combat, this option carries with it its own dangers…

ReTReaT
As in land combat, a ship which retreats from combat due to morale losses will retreat to the nearest “safe” 

seazone (as safe as the computer can figure). However, “safer” is a different concept at sea, as there are no 
seazones technically “in enemy territory.” A fleet whose commander chooses to leave the combat early will 
retreat or flee in the selected direction, which is why this is sometimes the preferable option.

When one fleet retreats, a calculation is made – one fleet’s maneuverability rating against another’s – and 
a determination made whether one or more ships from the slower side might be captured by the other side.

TeChNOlOGy IN Naval COmbaT
As with Land Combat, you will be able to improve your units’ abilities in battle as you gain Inventions from 

advancing your Technology. For those who want to see their fleets using fiery catapults, or the peculiar board-
ing techniques that historically gave the Romans the ability to take advantage of their expertise with land 
combat while fighting on the seas, it’s these Inventions which will represent these advances in the game.
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The leDGeR
OveRvIew

The Ledger is meant to serve as a player aid, and sort of a “secretary” for your management of your country, 
much like the Outliner, but with different scope and functions.

UsING The leDGeR
The Ledger can be accessed by clicking on the rectangular icon next to the Main Menu Options button 

in the Special Menu Toolbar. This will open a window that appears to be a book with several chapters and 
pages, each one with special analytical information you may find useful to your understanding of your world, 
government and environment.

At the top of the Ledger, you will see various icons which will take you to the various chapters of the Ledger. 
The first icon is for Country Comparison (comparing your country with others), followed by Country Overview 
(information about your country), Military Overview (about your armies and navies), Economy Overview 
(regarding your expenses and income), and Diplomacy Overview (a review of all treaties, wars, and other 
Diplomatic information).

leDGeR PaGes
Country Comparison

Countries•	  – Shows a comparative list of all the Mediterranean world’s countries, along with basic infor-
mation, such as their Stability and Income.
Country Tech•	  – A sortable comparison between all countries’ Technology Levels, useful for finding 
who might be a threat to you.
Provinces•	  – A chart showing what countries have the most provinces, and their country’s relative 
growth in size over time. This page may be sorted to include only friendly or enemy countries, or only 
neighbors.

Country 
Overview
Prov inces•	  
– Shows sort-
able statistics 
and relative 
worth of each 
of your coun-
try’s prov-
inces, such as 
in format ion 
on their Gov-
ernor, Tax 
income, Re-
search Points, 
M a n p o w e r , 
Trade Goods 

and Fort Level.
Buildings•	  – This page shows which provinces have what Province Improvements (Buildings). This 
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list is also sortable. A green checkmark indicates that Building is already built in that province. You will 
see a hammer icon in those provinces where you have sufficient Gold and the appropriate Technology 
to build a certain Province Improvement. You may actually issue the build order from here by clicking 
on the hammer.
Characters•	  – This is a detailed list of every Character in your country, and shows all their vital Statistics 
and Attributes. If you click on any of the portraits, you will open that Character’s Family Interface.
Families•	  – This page shows not only all the different Families that exist in your country, but the relative 
Prestige values of each, and how many Characters belong to each.
Tech Bonuses•	  – This page shows various modifiers active within the game, and which ones are active 
for your country. For instance, it shows such things as the Discipline modifier for Heavy Infantry through 
National Ideas, etc.
Charts•	  – This shows four helpful pie charts which indicate the demographic makeup of your country, 
the types of Trade Goods, and how many of your provinces are Cores.
Characters Abroad•	  – When you send Envoys out to deal with other governments, they are temporarily 
outside of your social circle. This is where you would find those Characters, and when they’ll be returning 
home.
Foreign Characters•	  – Similar to the Characters Abroad page, this shows what foreign Envoys are busy 
in your country, what they are doing, and when they will return.
List of Rulers•	  – A list of all the Characters who have ruled your country over many years or decades. 
It shows their relative Attributes.

Military Overview
Armies•	  – This shows the names and locations of all of your armies, as well as how many cohorts are in 
each, and whether the unit is at top strength.
Navies•	  – This shows the names and locations of all of your fleets, and their strength.
Cohorts•	  – This is a detailed list of all the cohorts you have serving your country, their name, what 
army they’re assigned to, their home, what type of unit they are, Morale, Strength, and other important 
information.
Ships•	  – This is a detailed list of all the ships serving your country, their names, what fleet they’re as-
signed to, their home, what type of ship, Morale, Strength, and other important information.

Economy Overview
Income•	  – This shows all your sources of income, compares the current year to the year before, and what 
percentage of the total is provided by each category.
Expenses•	  – This shows all the categories of expenses you spent money on, either in the current year or 
the previous year, and what percentage of the total each category accounts for.
Trade Routes•	  – This shows which provinces are trading with which other provinces, what each is trad-
ing for the other, and the amount of Gold each Trade Route provides annually.
Income Graph•	  – A chart of the relative incomes of the countries of the world over time. Sortable by 
friends, enemies, neighbors, etc.

Diplomacy Overview
Friendly Relations•	  – This shows all the Alliances, Vassalages, Trade Agreements, etc. between coun-
tries in the world. This is a sortable list.
Hostile Relations•	  – This shows all the hostile or negative relationships between countries around the 
world. This is a sortable list.
Current Wars•	  – This shows a list of all the wars underway at any one time. It will show flags for each 
participant, and you can hover your mouse over the flags for a tooltip to explain who it is.

OTheR CONsIDeRaTIONs
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The Ledger can be closed by clicking the “x” at the top-right of the window.
If you close the Ledger and re-open it during the same game session (i.e. without resigning and reloading), 

it will open again at the same page where you were last reading. This should help you to keep your place, and 
will allow you to look back and forth for information.

Please also note that other pages may be added after the game is released, or perhaps even beforehand. 
More pages is always good!

mUlTIPlayeR
sTaRTING a mUlTIPlayeR Game

Once you have clicked on the Multiplayer button in the Main Game Menu, you will come to a screen with 
various options for connecting with Multiplayer opponents. Europa Universalis: Rome supports Multiplayer 
games with as many as 32 players, though for practical purposes you can only have this many players on a 
LAN. Games played over the Internet are best limited to a dozen or fewer.

One player must always serve as the Host. The other players will be Clients. An ideal Host is the player with 
the highest speed and most reliable Internet connection. Due to the amount of data transmitted during a 
Multiplayer game, it is not practical to play over a conventional dial-up modem. 

PRelImINaRy ReqUIRemeNTs
Before launching the game, each player should ensure that his system is set up to receive and transmit data. 

Many computers are set up so that Clients will not need to change any settings. However, firewall systems may 
block game transmissions, so an exception to the firewall rules will need to be made to play Multiplayer. Many 
people may want to play on a computer that is behind a router. Most routers include firewalls, which can also 
interfere with the game. A Host that is behind a router will almost certainly need to enable port-forwarding to 
establish a connection with the Clients.

Europa Univeralis: Rome uses ports 1630-1635 and the UDP transfer protocol 
(or, if you’re using the Metaserver, port 1637). You may need to ensure your firewall 
software permits EU: Rome to access the Internet, and that port-forwarding is enabled on your router, if ap-
plicable. Due to the huge variety of software and hardware, we cannot provide comprehensive instructions on 
how to do this with your specific setup. For legal and practical reasons, we also cannot automate this process. 
Please refer to your router and firewall user guides to determine how to meet these requirements.

If you will be playing a game where players will connect directly over the Internet without using Paradox’s 
free “Metaserver” matchmaking service, the Host will also need to determine his computer’s current IP ad-
dress and communicate this to the Clients.

mUlTIPlayeR sTaRT INTeRfaCe
When you first click Multiplayer from the Main Game Menu, you will see the Multiplayer Start Interface. 

First, you should type your Player Name into the entry field – this is the name other players will know you 
by.
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hOsT
To Host a game, select the “Host” button. This allows you to Host 

either by a LAN or by direct Internet communication. 
You will be asked to choose a name for your game session. Then, 

click “Host” again inside that interface, and you will be taken to the 
Multiplayer Lobby, where you will wait for the other players to arrive.

jOIN laN Game
To join a LAN game, first click the “Scan” button on the current 

interface. The Host’s game should appear in the list box at the top of 
the menu. Highlight the name, and click on “Join LAN Game.” This 
will take you to the Multiplayer Lobby.

jOIN INTeRNeT Game
If you will be connecting to a Host directly over the Internet, click 

on “Join Internet Game,” and you will be asked to enter the Host’s IP address, which he should have supplied 
to you before play. Once you have done so, the computer will attempt to establish a connection with the Host, 
and you will be taken to the Multiplayer Lobby. If it cannot find it, wait a moment and try again, or contact 
the Host for more instructions.

meTaseRveR
Paradox Interactive offers a free matchmaking service for finding Multiplayer opponents. Players will meet 

in the Metaserver chat lobby to arrange games. The Metaserver will help create and join games from there. 
Once the connection is established, the Metaserver releases the Host and players, who will play the game just 
as if they had established the connection directly over the Internet.

mUlTIPlayeR lObby
The Multiplayer Lobby is where players assemble before starting a Multiplayer game. All players have to be 

present and must choose a country to play before the game can start. This is controlled by the Host.
The Lobby is very similar to the screen you see when selecting a country for Single Player play. The panel on 

the left shows the same options for Bookmarked games or Saved games. The Host can pick from these, or may 
also change the date using the Chronometer. In the middle is the map, showing the current world situation 
and what countries can be selected. On the right is a panel where each player’s name and flag will show up 
as new players arrive in the Lobby.

If you are resuming a saved game, the Host should load the save first. The file will be loaded into the Host’s 
computer, compressed, and then sent to each of the Clients’ computers. Each Client will unpack and load the 
saved game, so that everybody has the same information at the outset. This process may take a few minutes, 
depending on Internet connection speeds. All players must have the save loaded before the game can begin.
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At first, you will see a Rebel flag next to the name you gave. When you pick a country, the flag next to your 
name will change to that country’s flag. This operates the same as the Single Player selection interface.

Europa Universalis: Rome supports cooperative play, so two or more players may pick the same country. 
You’ll have to work it out among yourselves who is to control what. It’s also polite to have an agreement be-
forehand that more than one player will play that country. Otherwise, showing up in another player’s country 
can be considered rude. With proper planning, cooperative play can take much of the pressure off the players, 
and allow for a very fun gaming experience!

You may chat with other players in the Lobby by clicking on the text box at the bottom-left of the screen, 
typing your message, and hitting the Enter key on your keyboard. All players in the Lobby at that time will be 
able to see it. Private chat is only available inside the game, though many players will have alternate means 
of communicating privately outside of the game.

Once every player has selected a country, the Host’s “Play” button will highlight in gold, indicating play 
can begin. It is customary for the Host to confirm through chat that everybody is ready. Then, by clicking the 
“Play” button, the Host initiates the game. 

All players will see the game begin to load, and a window in the middle of the screen will show the process 
of each player being accepted into the game. Everything is paused, naturally. As players are confirmed ready 
inside the game, each player’s flag will highlight, indicating they are ready to play. The Host can then click 
“Start” and the game will begin.

The meTaseRveR
Paradox Interactive maintains a Multiplayer matching service for registered owners of Europa Universalis: 

Rome. When you register your copy of the game, you will be asked if you also want to register for the Metaser-
ver. It takes only a minute or two to go through the steps, create a username and password, and begin using 
the Metaserver. There is no fee.

Once you have registered, click the “Metaserver” button from the Connection Types menu to connect to our 
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service. You will be asked to enter your username and password. You will arrive in the Metaserver’s main chat 
lobby, where you will see a full listing of all the other players who are online and who might want to join a 
game. Make sure you’re set to use Port 1637 with the Metaserver.

When you’ve found a few players willing to join a game, you may create a separate chat channel where you 
can discuss the details of Hosting and other items. Once everything is arranged, the person selected to Host 
will click the “Create Game” button to launch the game’s Multiplayer Lobby. The other players will see the 
new game listed, and can then join it.

Because this is a free and public worldwide service that may be used by people of all ages, we ask that you 
remain polite and respectful of all other members when using the Metaserver. It is considered impolite to use 
inappropriate or vulgar language, and etiquette suggests that you not join a listed game without first discuss-
ing your intentions with the Host.

Once players have selected their countries using the same process as detailed for the Multiplayer Lobby 
earlier, the Host will click “Play” to start the game. The Metaserver will ensure that all players are correctly 
connected, and then will hand off the game to the Host. From that point forward, play will continue just as 
any other Multiplayer game would.

mUlTIPlayeR GamePlay
The Artificial Intelligence designed for use in Single Player games of Europa Universalis should provide an 

enjoyable challenge for any player, but many crave the incomparable experience of playing against a living, 
thinking human opponent. For this reason, Multiplayer games are more difficult, and present more complex 
gameplay.

It is recommended that you examine the hints contained in the Strategy Guide for more information on 
how to deal with Multiplayer gameplay. There is a more comprehensive section on the challenges of Multi-
player play in that volume.

lICeNse aGReemeNT
LICENSE AGREEMENT
This Software is licensed, not sold, to the User by Paradox Interactive AB and its authorized licence holder 

and may only be used under these following restrictions. Paradox Interactive AB reserves all rights not expres-
sively released to the User.

Copying. The License Agreement allows the User to use the Software on one computer at a time, with the 
exception for such Network games that are described in the documentation enclosed with the Software. Copy-
ing of the Software is illegal.

Restrictions in User rights. The Software and the enclosed printed matter is protected by copyright laws. 
The User overbinds not to in any way recreate the Software’s source code so that it can be apprehended by the 
User or anyone else. The User may not change, adapt, translate, sub-let, lease, sell with profit, or distribute the 
Software, nor may he store it on a public network or create derivative products based on the Software or any 
of its parts. The User overbinds not to, in whole or part, spread the Software or its printed documentation to 
others, or to electronically transfer it from one computer to another over a network.

Rights. The User owns the original CD ROM discs on which the Software is stored, but Paradox Interactive 
reserves the rights of ownership to all copies of the actual Software. The Software is copyright protected.

Paradox Interactive
Producer: Johan Andersson
GameDesign: Everyone on the development team.
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Lead Programmer: Thomas Johansson
Programming: Dan Lind, Anna Drevendal, Henrik Fåhraeus, Johan Andersson
Additional Programming: Pontus Åberg, Adam Skoglund
2d Artist: Jonas Jakobsson
3d Artist: Mikael Olsson
Additional Graphics: Marcus Edström
Tutorial: Johan Andersson
Lead Tester: Chris King
Localisation Manager: Simon Aistleitner

President and CEO: Theodore Bergqvist
Executive Vice President: Fredrik Wester
Chief Financial Officer: Lena Eriksson
VP Sales & Marketing US: Reena M Miranda
Director of PR & Marketing: Susana Meza
PR & Marketing: Sofia Forsgren 
Product Manager: Boel Bermann
Operations Manager: Josefina Larsson

Creative consultants

Original Music: Andreas Waldetoft
Sound Effects: Wave Generation
Logotype, Cover and layout: Stefan Thulin 
Poster map: Magnus Malmberg
Manual: Ed Hanks
Editing: Digital Wordsmithing 
Web: Martin Ericsson
Marketing assets: 2Coats 
Localization: S&H Entertainment Localization

Beta Testers: Tom Adriaenssen, Anthony Ashbery, Jeff Barkhauer, Gustav
Björklund, Niels Brons, Chanda Choun, Luis Miguel Nunes Corujo, Inge
Davidsen, David DiCicco, Pablo Martín Domínguez, Rodolphe Duhil, Germán
Rojo Eguren, Aric Ferrell, Christian Fuchs, José Mª Aguirre García de la
Noceda, Michael Girard, Yann Golanski, Ed Hanks, David Haskiya, Miha
Hribernik, Kalle Isotalo, Alexander Keül, Marcus Kristensen, Julien
Lejeune, George Lozier, Mark-Jan Luppens, Lewis Maskell, Fokke van der
Molen, Daniel Pihan, Jason Pitruzzello, Daniel Ross, Even Sørgjerd,
Jarkko Suvinen, Neil Thapen, Jeff Walsh

Thanks to all of our partners worldwide, in particular long-term
partners:
Elephant Entertainment (USA) 
Snowball (Russia)
Koch Media (Germany& UK)
Blue Label (Italy and France) 
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Friendware (Spain) 
Paradox Scandinavian Distribution (Scandinavia).
New Era Interactive Media Co., Ltd (Asia) 

Last but not least, a special thanks to all our forum members,
cooperation partners and supporters, who are integral for our success.

FORZA DJURGÅR’N!


